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1. INTRODUCTION 

Well what are these rules all about? Here is a quick overview: 

••••    The rule system: These rules create a strategic game that primarily depends upon overall command 
and control of troops and their morale and not the actions of individual figures.  

••••    Basing: Not critical as long as all bases being used in the game have a similar frontage. If you 
already have an army painted and based for use with other rules, such as Fire and 
Fury or Johnny Reb etc., then just keep them as they are. However, base sizes 
are given if required. 

••••    Chronology: Covering a majority of the period from 1860 to 1865. 

••••    Counters: All the counters needed to play the game are provided. 
 

••••    Commander lists: 84 Union and 84 Confederate commanders listed. 

••••    Complexity: Easy / Moderate. 

• Figure sizes: 2mm, 6mm, 10mm, 15mm, 20mm, 25mm and 28mm. 
 
••••    Ground scale: 1mm = 2 yards. This scale is universal for 6 to 28 mm 

figures and is applicable to all movement and weapon ranges. Although it is 
generally accepted that the ground scale and therefore weapon ranges 
should be amended to suit the figure size, I have found that using the 
same measurements irrespective of figure size makes no difference 
to the outcome of the game. NOTE: When using 2mm figures all 
measurements should be halved.  

••••    List of major battles: 291 battles listed in total.  

• No figure removal: Until a unit is reduced to zero morale 
point rating it retains all its figures and bases throughout 
the game. Once a unit is reduced to zero morale point 
rating then the unit as a whole (all four bases), is removed 
from the gaming table. 

 
••••    Number of figures per base: Not important as the game does not use single figure removal. 

However, the number of figures per base are given if required.   

• Tactical level: Brigade or divisional level, where the smallest tactical unit is a Regiment represented 
by four bases. However, these rules have been successfully used for playing corp. level games.  

• Turn sequence: These rules use alternate moves with Side A going first. Once side A has completed 
their turn it is Side B turn. Once side B has completed their turn it is Side A turn again and so on. 

2. EQUIPMENT NEEDED TO PLAY THE GAME 

In addition to these rules, suitable figures and terrain, etc., you will need the following items: 

• Ruler or expanding steel tape indicating centimetres (cm). 

• 2 x Ordinary dice. (D6). Numbered: 1.2.3.4.5. and 6. 

• 1 x Ten sided percentage dice. (D10). Numbered: 0 to 9. 

• 1 x Twenty sided dice. (D20). Numbered: 1 to 20. 

General Grant 
 

Figure: 25mm Dixon.  
Painting: Andrew MacDonald-Rice 
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3. GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Activation counters - These are counters that player’s use to activate their units in their turn, see SECTION 
11 to determine how many activation counters a player may use per turn, throughout the game. In their turn 
each player may use ALL, SOME or NONE of their activation counters to activate their units or commanders 
and bring them into play, up to the maximum number of activation counters they are permitted to play in 
their turn. A player may activate the same unit and/or commander a number of times in the same ‘go’, by 
allocating any number of additional activation counters to the same unit and/or commander in the same ‘go’. 
However this may be limited when using rule OP15 - Limiting number of activation counter per ‘go’. NOTE: A 
player may not save or carry over any unused activation counters for use in the next or subsequent turns.  

Activated commander - Commanders only need to be activated when a player wants to move them from 
the unit they are with to another unit. When an activated unit is moved, all commanders in base contact with 
that unit will be automatically moved as well, without being activated.  

Activated unit - This means that a unit has been brought into play and the unit may carry out any activity 
(within the framework of the rules, see SECTION 13 - Actions), such as move, fire etc. An activated unit may 
either fire artillery/muskets once or fight one round of melee but not both in the same turn, irrespective of 
the number of times the unit is activated. The only exception to this rule is a defending unit that has opted to 
stand and fire at a charging unit prior to contact (See SECTION 62), which may fire artillery/muskets once 
and then fight one round of melee in the same turn. NOTE: A defending unit may only fire artillery/muskets 
once and fight one round of melee in the same turn, irrespective of the number of times the unit is fired 
upon or charged in the same turn.  

Bases - Individual figures are mounted on bases (see SECTION 5 - Size of bases). Groups of four bases 
make up a unit. 

Base contact - In actual contact or within 2 cm of a unit or object. NOTE: Commanders must remain in 
base contact with a unit at all times, unless a commander is being moved to another unit. 

Broken unit - This is a unit that has had its morale point rating reduced to zero (see SECTION 22 - Routing/
Broken units overview). Similar to a routing unit it will flee from the battlefield, but unlike a routing unit it 
may not be rallied. Therefore, no rally test needs to be carried out on a broken unit.  

Charge or Countercharge - An advance to contact with the enemy. Either a rapid advance, such as 
cavalry at the gallop, infantry at the quick step or a steady advance at the trot or walking pace. 

Cover - Terrain features, such as buildings, walls etc., represent cover. Each item of cover has an individual 
defence value assigned to it and gives combat and morale benefit to units protected by such cover. Cover is 
grouped into two classifications, formal and informal. See SECTION 34 - Cover overview.  

Dice - The dice instructions used throughout these rules are: 1 x D6 - One ordinary die; 2 x D6 - Two 
ordinary dice; 1 x D10 - One ten sided die; 1 x 20 - One twenty sided die. 

Formed friendly/enemy unit - A friendly or enemy unit that is neither routing or at broken morale status. 

Frontage - This is the space occupied by the front of a unit. So a unit in line will have a frontage of four 
bases wide. A unit in column of attack will have a frontage of two bases wide and a unit in either column of 
march or square will have a frontage of one base wide.  

Go - Each activated unit has a ‘GO’. A go is like a mini sub-game, where the unit may move, change 
formation, fire or fight melee (see SECTION 13 - Actions). The activated unit may possibly inflict damage on 
the enemy, forcing them to carry out morale tests. The activated unit itself may suffer damage forcing it to 
carry out its own morale tests. All these actions and morale tests are carried out in the activated unit’s go.  

Hit - A unit has been forced to move down in morale rating due to artillery/musket fire or melee and 
represents the unit having sustained a significant number of casualties which reduces the unit’s willingness to 
stand firm and carry out its orders. When a unit is not hit (although in gaming terms this will count as a 
‘miss’), it would in real terms mean that it has suffer a limited number of casualties, but is happy to stand 
firm and carry out its orders.  

Morale points (MPs) – These represent how well the unit is doing. The higher the number of morale points 
the better. The number of morale points a unit is given at the start of the game also reflect the unit’s 
discipline, training and resolve to stand and fight. Once the morale rating of a unit has been reduced it may 
not be increased. 

Melee - This is the term used for hand to hand combat.  
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4. SCALES 

The following lists of scales conform to the tabulated base sizes, where applicable.  

1 Infantry Unit: A Regiment of  approximately 300 to 500 men, consisting of four bases.  

1 Cavalry Unit: A Regiment of approximately 300 to 500 cavalry, consisting of four bases. 

1 Artillery Unit:  An artillery company (battery) of six guns (often termed pieces) inclusive of crew, 
consisting of one base.  

1 Wagon Unit: Ten various wagons and carts etc., drivers and horses, consisting of one base.    

Buildings: 1 model building = a building or hamlet. 2 or 3 model buildings = a large hamlet or 
small village. 4 to 6 model buildings = a large village or small town. 7 or 8 model 
buildings = a large town. 9 or more model buildings = a City. 

Ground Scale: 1mm = 2 real yards. Applicable to all figure sizes, except 2mm where all distances 
should be halved, i.e. 1 mm = 4 real yards. 

Time Scale:  Each sides turn represents 15 minutes of real time. Because each side move 
alternately, once Side A and Side B have completed their turn, it is assumed that 30 
minutes of real simultaneous action has elapsed. 

When re-fighting an historical engagement where actual troop numbers are known, I would suggest that 
the total number of infantry and cavalry are divided by 500 and artillery be divided by 6. This will give 
the appropriate number of units to be used in the game. Any remaining figures are rounded up to form 
another unit. This will eliminate the problem caused by one nation historically having more troops per 
Regiment than another, at a particular battle. NOTE: For non-historical games I would use an artillery 
ratio of one gun per nine infantry and/or cavalry units. 

3. GLOSSARY OF TERMS Continued... 

Morale rating counter - A counter that indicates the commander’s or unit’s current morale point rating. 
To avoid confusion during play commander morale counters are headed COMMANDER and unit morale 
counters are headed MORALE. The morale rating of a unit is tracked throughout the game by the use of 
morale rating counters, although a roster or other tracking system may be used if preferred.  

Refuse to charge - This is a morale test result, where the attacking unit refuses to move forward into 
base contact with the enemy and fight a melee. This could be due to the unit not understanding its orders 
or feeling that a few more rounds or volley fire are needed to soften the enemy before the charge, or it 
could represent the unit disobeying orders. NOTE: A unit that fails to charge must remain in its present 
location and may not carry out any other action other than defend itself, unless activated again in the same 
turn. All failed units may retest next time they are activated to see if they will push home their attack.    

Routing unit - This is a unit that although its morale rating has not been reduced to zero (see SECTION 
21 - Routing/Broken units overview), it still runs away from the enemy in blind panic. However, it may be 
possible for a player to stop and rally the routing unit by carrying out a RALLY test. 

Rally - This is where a commander is able to inspire a unit and stop it routing so that it may rejoin the   
battle. See SECTION 101 - How to rally a routing unit. 

Turn - A game turn is when a  player (or players), on one side has done all that they wanted to do with 
their activated units. When a side’s turn has ended the player (or players), collect their activation counters 
from the table ready for use next turn. This means that if a unit fired or fought a melee in side A’s turn, it 
may also fire or fight a melee in side B’s turn (or visa versa), as side A’s turn and side B’s turn are deemed 
to be separate turns.  

Unit - A unit represents a regiment of infantry or cavalry, each consisting of four bases and their associated 
unit commander figure. An artillery unit represents a battery, which in real life would consist of a number of 
guns, but in the game is represented by one model gun on a single base. NOTE: The four bases of an   
Infantry and cavalry unit must remain in base contact with each other at all times, see also SECTION 18 - 
Troop formations. 

Withdraw - This where a unit is moved back towards its own gaming table edge. A player may voluntarily 
withdraw a unit or it may be forced to withdraw as a result of a morale test result. See SECTION 48 - 
Withdrawing. 
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5. SIZE OF BASES 

Base sizing and number of figures per base is not critical as long as all bases being used in the game have a 
similar width (frontage). If you already have an army painted and based for use with other rules, such as 
Fire and Fury or Johnny Reb etc., then just keep them as they are. If you are starting to build a new army 
or want to re-base your figures then I would suggest permanently mounting your figures onto card or 
similar material to form individual bases. The number of figures per base and the actual base size should 
conform to the following table. When using 2mm figures, use the bases provided by the manufacturer.  

Each artillery unit will require two different bases. The first consists of a gun plus crew to represent         
deployed (i.e. unlimbered) artillery. The second consist of a limber with the indicated number of horses to 
represent limbered artillery. However, as long as deployed artillery can be easily distinguished from        
limbered artillery, a player may use any method they wish. NOTE: The number of horses allocated to each 
artillery type is for gaming purposes only, so that a player can easily identify the artillery movement rate 
when playing, i.e. 6 horses - ‘Horse artillery’.   

ITEM  

All dimensions are in millimetres (mm) 
FIGURE SIZE  

6mm or 1/300th  10mm or 15mm  20mm or 28mm  

Width Depth Width Depth Width Depth 

Infantry - 2 ranks of 3 foot figures. 25 20 40 30 60 50 

Cavalry - 1 rank of 3 mounted figures. 25 20 40 30 60 40 

Deployed artillery (all types)- 1 gun and 4 crew figures.  25 30 40 50 60 80 

Light artillery - 6 horse team and limber, excl. gun. 25 60 40 100 60 160 

Heavy artillery - 2 horse team and limber, excl. gun. 25 45 40 80 60 120 

C-in-C or Corps Commander - 4 mounted figures. 25 30 40 50 60 80 

Divisional Commander - 3 mounted figures. 25 25 40 40 60 60 

Brigade Commander - 2 mounted figures. 25 20 40 30 60 30 

Unit Commander - INF unit 1 foot figure. CAV unit 1 mounted figure.  15 20 20 30 30 40 

Medium artillery - 4 horse team and limber, excl. gun. 25 45 40 80 60 120 

6. DECLARATION OF MOVE AND MEASUREMENTS 

1) A player must at the start of their turn, declare (at the same time), what each of their activated         
commanders and/or units are going to do. EXAMPLE: Infantry unit No. 1 will advance 50% of its 
movement allowance, then change from column to line formation and then fire small arms. A player is not 
permitted to declare what an individual commander and/or unit is going to do and see what the      
outcome of their action is, before deciding what to do with the next individual commander and/or unit. 

2) Commanders do not count for measuring purposes (wheeling, range, etc.) 

3) All measurements will be in centimetres (cm). Premeasurment is not permitted. A player may not measure 
any distances before firing their artillery/small arms or before declaring any charge or countercharge moves.  

4) All measurements for ‘wheeling’ movement should be measured from the outer edge of the unit. All other 
measurement for movement, charging and countercharging should be taken from the front centre edge of 
the moving unit’s base.  

5) All measurements for firing should be measured from the front centre edge of the firing/attacking unit’s base 
to the central mid point of the target.  

6) When using the ranges given in the various tables throughout these rules, any measurement beyond the 
range or distance given in the table must be rounded up to the next whole figure. EXAMPLE: Measured 
range is 10.2 cm so round this up to 11 cm and so on.  

7) At the start of the game players should agree what penalty will apply to players who either do not declare 
their intended actions or declare their action and then do something completely different or carry out        
premeasurment. This could be forfeiting their turn etc., the choice is yours or if in a competition as directed 
by an umpire/game organiser.   
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8. HOW TO SET UP THE GAME 

Before starting the game, follow this procedure to set up the tabletop battle. 

1) Establish the composition of the two opposing forces. Agree artillery movement types (Horse or Field) 
and gun weight types (Light, Medium, Heavy).  

2) Set out the terrain and agree which areas of the battlefield, if any, represent difficult terrain. 

3) Agree which areas of a river, if any, may be forded.  

4) Agree what cover is ‘informal’ or ‘formal’, the defence value of the cover and the maximum number 
and type of units and their associated commanders that may occupy the cover.  

5) In a non-historical engagement, after the terrain has been set out, players determine which side of 
the gaming table they will use by each rolling 1 x D6. The player with the highest score may decide 
which side of the gaming table he/she will use. All equal scores are re-diced until a winner is 
established. 

6) Once players have agreed which side of the gaming table they will use, they may make further 
amendments to the terrain layout, see OPTIONAL RULE OP9 - Changing terrain. 

7) Once the terrain amendments have been made, players decide who will lay out their figures first by 
each rolling 1 x D6. The player with the highest score may choose to lay out his/her figures first or 
second. All equal scores should be re-diced until a winner is established.  

9) Once it has been agreed who will lay out their figures first, players alternately lay out two units and 
their associated commanders per turn until all the units have been deployed on the gaming table. 
NOTE: Static non-visible units and associated commanders do not have to be placed on the gaming 
table until they become visible during the course of play. Players should note that hidden movement 
is not used in the game. 

• In a non-historical engagement, the player with the least cavalry must deploy four units and their 
associated commanders per turn instead of the standard two. This is to simulate the opposing 
player’s advantage in scouting and reconnaissance.  

• In a non-historical defence/attack battle, the defending player must deploy all their units and their 
associated commanders first. 

10) The initial deployment area for the figures must be within 30 cm from the player’s gaming table edge 
and 15 cm away from each end of the gaming table. 

11) Each player places a MORALE RATING COUNTER next to each commander (excluding unit 
commanders) and each of their infantry, cavalry and artillery units.  

12) Each army is given its allocated number of activation counters, which in a multi-player per side game 
should be divided between the players by mutual agreement. 

 

USEFUL TIP: Some people prefer not to make use of the counters as they feel they make the table look 
untidy and cluttered. To help reduce clutter I would suggest that they place their infantry counters in 
between their figures. This way the counters are off the table, will not get left behind when the unit is 
moved and will enable a player to clearly see their unit counters while they are kept a secret from their 
opponent. Alternatively counters may be hidden beneath the figure bases, or a player may mark the figure 
bases with the unit designation and use pen and paper to keep track of their unit’s condition if they so wish. 
The choice is up to you. 

7. A SITUATION NOT COVERED BY THE RULES  

When a problem occurs during the course of the game I’d like to think that players will apply common 
sense to resolve the issue. However, should a situation arise that is not covered by these rules or players 
cannot agree who does what first etc., then resolve the problem by rolling 1 x D6.  

Score 1, 2, 3 = NO you can’t.   
Score 4, 5, 6 = YES you can.  
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9. HOW TO PLAY THE GAME 

At the start of the game each side rolls 1 x D6. The side with the highest score may choose to go first or 
second. All equal scores are re-diced until a winner is established. The side who goes first (opens the battle) 
is termed Side A. 
 
Use the following procedure to play the game. 
 
1) Side A player or players (in their turn) now place their activation counters (at the same time), next to 

the commanders and/or units that they wish to bring into play and declare what each commander and/
or unit is going to do (see SECTION 6 - Declaration of move and measurement). 

2) A player may use ALL, SOME or NONE of their activation counters, up to the maximum number of  
activation counters they are permitted to play in their turn. NOTE: A player may not save or carry over 
any unused activation counters for use in the next or subsequent turns. A player may activate the 
same unit and/or commander a number of times in the same ‘go’, by allocating any number of        
additional activation counters to the same unit and/or commander in the same ‘go’. However this may 
be limited when using rule OP15 - Limiting number of activation counter per ‘go’. Should a player not 
want to activate any of their units then they declare this action and their turn has ended. 

3) Each activated unit has a ‘GO’. A go is like a mini sub-game, where the unit may move, change       
formation, fire or fight melee (see SECTION 13 - Actions). The activated unit may possibly inflict   
damage on the enemy, forcing them to carry out morale tests. The activated unit itself may suffer 
damage forcing it to carry out its own morale tests. All these actions and morale tests are carried out 
in the  activated unit’s go. 

4) Once every activated unit has completed its go, the player or players collect their activation counters 
from the table ready for use next turn. The side’s turn has now ended. 

5) Side B now carries out items 1) to 4) above. Once Side B’s turn has finished, it is now Side A’s turn 
again and so on. Continue this process throughout the game. 

 

9.1 When to remove morale points. 

The following will apply each time a unit is hit by either artillery, small arms fire or in melee: 

1) If hit by artillery/small arms fire: -1 MP (this penalty could be more if hit at effective range) and 
test each commander in base contact with the unit to see if they are killed. If killed remove the figure 
from the table now and the unit loses the associated command bonus. The unit may now return fire 
without being activated, but uses its REDUCED morale rating, as applicable. Now carry out a morale 
test as detailed in 3) below. 

2) If hit in melee: First subtract any initial contact penalties. If hit in melee -1 MP and test each      
commander in base contact with the unit to see if they are killed. If killed remove the figure from the 
table now and the unit loses the associated command bonus. The defending unit may now fight back 
without being activated, but uses its REDUCED morale rating, as applicable. Now carry out a morale 
test as detailed in 3) below. 

3) Once all fighting and firing has been resolved, both the activated and defending enemy units carry out 
all morale tests (as applicable), using their REDUCED morale rating. On completion of the morale tests 
subtract any addition morale point loses cause by the test results. Now replace the activated and      
defending enemy units ‘Morale Counter’ with one that indicates their current morale rating.  

4) The activated and enemy units must now act on the worst case enforced action, as detailed in the  
morale table. EXAMPLE: A unit is hit by small arms fire and also has its unit commander killed. The 
‘Unit hit by small arms fire’ morale test stated that the unit must ROUT, but the ‘Commander killed’ 
morale test stated that the unit must WITHDRAW, in this example the unit must ROUT. 

 
USEFUL TIP: Although there is no figure removal in the game, players may still keep track of where 
fighting has taken place on the battlefield by placing a dead figure next to a unit every time it is hit.  
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10. WINNING THE GAME 

The player whose army exceeds its allotted number of broken units (Army breakpoint), has lost the battle. 
In addition to this any army that loses all its activation counters (as a result of commanders being killed) 
will have lost the game, due to their command structure being so damaged that the army is no longer able 
to fight the battle.  At the start of the game each player determines the maximum number of broken units 
that their army will tolerate before it quits the field. This is done by allocating one point for each infantry 
unit, each cavalry unit and each artillery base. NOTE: Do not include commanders (all types) in this total. 
Add these points together then apply the appropriate nation’s percentage (as given below) to work out the 
maximum percentage losses that each army will tolerate (See also Appendix F - Army breakpoint and      
activation counter ready reckoner). NOTE: When working out percentages always round ‘down’ to the 
nearest whole number. 

EXAMPLE: Confederate army consisting of 12 Regiments of infantry, 5 Regiments of cavalry and 2 artillery 
bases will have a total value of 19, (12 + 5 + 2). The battle is set in 1862 so the army will tolerate 40% 
losses, therefore 40% of 19 = 7.6 (round down to 7). Thus, the tabled army will have lost the game after 
more than 7 units are classed as BROKEN units.  
 
The following are classed as broken unit(s): 
1) Each infantry/ cavalry unit or artillery base that has either been reduced to BROKEN status or ROUTED 

off the gaming table or surrendered en masse. 
2) The loss of the C-in-C if killed or routed off the gaming table. 
3) The loss of each corps commander if killed or routed off the gaming table. 

11. NUMBER OF ACTIVATION COUNTERS  

The number of activation counters each army may use per turn and throughout the game is detailed in      
Appendix F - Army breakpoint and activation counter ready reckoner, by comparing the number of units 
with the ‘No of AC’s’ column. Once the basic number of activation counters has been established this figure 
is amended as detailed in SECTION 33 - Amending activation counters. 

EXAMPLE: The battle is set in 1865. Side A has tabled a Union army consisting of 17 units, commanded by 
Grant. First look at APPENDIX F and by cross referencing 17 units row with the ‘No. of AC’s’ column we see 
that the Union army player (s) will be issued with 11 activation counters.  

This number of activation counters is now amended (as detailed in SECTION 33), as follows: C-in-C is Grant 
who is a class A commander + 2 counters. The battle is set in 1865 so the Union army adds + 1 
counter. This means that the Union army player(s) has a total of 14 (11 + 2 + 1), activation counters that 
may be used each turn throughout the game. 

1861 - 1862  1863 - Mid 1864  

Union Confederate Union Confederate Union Confederate 

35% 40% 45% 45% 40% 35% 

Late 1864 - 1865  

Union Artillery 

Figure: 25mm Dixon. Painting: Andrew MacDonald-Rice 
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13. ACTIONS 

Activated units may carry out one or more of the actions listed below per turn. This means that an          
activated unit may move, then change formation and then fire, or change formation and then move etc., as 
required by the player, in the same ‘go’. A player may activate the same unit and/or commander a number 
of times in the same ‘go’, by allocating any number of additional activation counters to the same unit and/or 
commander in the same ‘go’. However this may be limited when using rule OP15 - Limiting number of     
activation counter per ‘go’.   
 
HOLD 

The unit may remain in its present location. However, the unit may carry out minor movement around its 
present location so that it can deploy or defend itself. 
 
MOVE - See Section 39 onwards 
• Unless forced by a morale test result, an activated commander/unit has the option to move ALL, 

SOME or NONE of their total movement allowance, either individually or at the same time. A         
commander/unit may be activate a number of times in the same ’go’, by activating it a number of times 
in the same turn.   

• A commander/unit may move in any direction - Left, right, forwards (advance), backwards (withdraw), 
diagonal (moving the unit at roughly 45o with the unit’s flank facing forward, towards the enemy), 
oblique (moving the unit at roughly 45o while facing forward, towards the enemy). Except ’Oblique’ 
movement, commanders/units must be turned to face the direction in which they intend to move      
before being permitted to move. Turning penalties will apply, where applicable. NOTE: Back-stepping 
(moving backwards while facing forward, towards the enemy) is not permitted. 

• A unit is not permitted to carry out any actions that exceed the unit’s movement allowance. 

• A unit is not permitted to lend or transfer any of its movement allowance to any other units. 

• A unit that does not use its total full movement allowance in their ‘go’ may not save the excess for use 
in a later ‘go’. All such outstanding movement allowance is lost. 

• A unit may carry out a forced march. 

• A unit may go prone (lie down on the ground) or a prone unit may stand up. 

 
WITHDRAW - See Section 48 
• A unit may be either voluntarily withdrawn or be forced to withdraw due to a morale test result.  

• All withdrawing units are turned through 180 degrees (turning penalties will apply, where applicable) 
and then moved back towards their own gaming table edge or directly away from the enemy. The  
withdrawing unit will have their backs to the enemy. 

 
CHANGE FORMATION - See Section 45  
The unit may change from its current formation to any other permitted formation. 

12. MULTIPLAYER GAME TURN SEQUENCE 

Two players per side - In such a game I suggest using the following turn sequence: All the players on 
Side A move their units , then all the players on Side B move their units , then back to Side A and so on.   
 
More than two players per side - In such a game I suggest using the following turn sequence: Side A 
Player 1 goes first, then Side B player 1 goes next, then Side A player 2, then Side B player 2 and so on   
until both sides have completed their turn. This process must be repeated throughout the game.  
 
In a  multi-player game (regardless of the number of units or players per side), each army’s allotted     
number of activation counters should be divided (by mutual agreement, but not necessarily equally),        
between the allied players so that each player will have their own stack of activation counters for them to 
use throughout the game. NOTE: In a multi-player game, players on the same side may share their         
activation counters with one another, but may not save or carry over any unused activation counters for 
use in the next or subsequent turns. 
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13. ACTIONS Continued... 
 

FIRING - See Section 54 onwards 
Only an activated artillery or infantry unit may fire. However, the only exceptions to this rule are: 
• A defending artillery or infantry unit being fired upon, is permitted to fire back at the unit that fired at it 

(no other target may be chosen) in the same turn, without being activated, but uses its REDUCED   
morale rating, as applicable. If the defending unit is fired upon by more than one enemy unit in the 
same turn, then the defending player may choose which enemy unit they wish to fire at. NOTE: The 
defending unit may only fire once per turn, at a single enemy target irrespective of the number of 
times the unit is fired upon in a single turn. See also See SECTION 61 - Firing routing/broken units. 

• Any defending artillery or infantry unit being charged, is permitted to fire at the charging unit (no other 
target may be chosen) in the same turn, prior to contact without being activated, see SECTION 63 - 
Firing at a charging unit prior to contact. If the defending unit is charged by more than one enemy unit 
in the same turn, the defending player may choose which enemy unit they wish to fire at. NOTE: The 
defending unit may only fire once per turn, at a single enemy target irrespective of the number of 
times the unit is charged in a single turn.  

• Both sides A and B must test the morale of any friendly unit moving down in morale point rating due to 
artillery fire, small arm fire and/or commander killed. 

 
CHARGE - See Section 77 
• The unit may declare a charge move, indicating which attacking unit is charging which defending unit.  

• The attacking unit must carry out a CHARGE morale test to see if it will charge and fight a melee. The 
attacking unit must act in accordance with the morale test result.  

 
COUNTERCHARGE - See Section 78 
If a defending unit is attacked it must carry out a RECEIVE CHARGE morale test. If it passes the RECEIVE 
CHARGE morale test then it may countercharge without being activated.  
 
MELEE - See Section 75 onwards 
• Move charging and countercharging units into base contact with each other and fight melees.  

• Any defending artillery or infantry unit forced to melee, is permitted to fight back in the same turn, 
without being activated, but uses its REDUCE morale rating caused by initial contact penalties, as     
applicable. If the defending unit is attacked by more than one enemy unit in the same turn, then the 
defending unit may only fight one round of melee, with the first enemy ‘forward’ unit that made base 
contact with it, irrespective of the number of times the unit is attacked and forced to melee in a single 
turn.  

• Both Side A and Side B must test the morale of any friendly unit moving down in morale point rating 
due to damage sustained in the melee and/or commander killed. 

 
ROUT - See Section 21 onwards 
• The unit is turned through 180 degrees (NO turning penalties will apply) and then moved back at rout 

rate with their backs to the enemy towards its own gaming table edge or away from the enemy in a 
direction offering the most safety. If pursued the unit must be moved directly away from the enemy. 

• The unit has no formation and may not attempt to get into any formation or change formation. 

• The unit may not carry out musket firing and has no melee capability and should avoid melee whenever 
possible. If forced to engage in melee it may not fight back. 

 
PURSUIT - See Section 92 
At the end of a melee Side A or Side B (as applicable) must carry out a BASIC morale test (CONTROL test) 
on any unit that has just routed or broken an enemy in melee. NOTE: If a unit is forced to pursue due to 
failing a basic morale test then this compulsory penalty applies for one turn only.   
 
RALLY - See Section 101 
• This indicates that the unit has ceased routing due to the result of a morale test.   

• The unit may not move towards the enemy and may not come within 40 cm of a formed enemy force. 
The unit will retreat from any approaching enemy in order to maintain this distance.  

• The unit may not carry out musket firing or enter a melee except when fired upon by the enemy or in 
defence against direct enemy action. The unit may not countercharge. 
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14. VISIBILITY 

Visibility has always been a difficult issue due to the aerial view that players always have of the gaming 
table. The scenery depicted on the gaming area should have the effect of limiting the visibility of the troops, 
even the flat sections of the gaming table represent gently undulating ground that limits vision. Once a 
battle started, smoke would quickly cover the areas where fighting was taking place and obscure vision.  
 
14.1  Line of sight 

Line of sight is a straight line between the viewer and the object being observed. A player must be able to 
trace a straight uninterrupted line of sight from the front centre edge of the viewing unit and/or           
commander to the centre point of the object being viewed in order to see it. If this cannot be done then the 
object being looked at cannot be seen. Topographical features, such as a hill or woodland or any other 
physical obstacle such as a building or troops will interrupt line of sight. NOTE: For ease of play hedges, 
fences and low stone walls surrounding fields and/or buildings do not interrupt the line of sight. 
 
14.2 Visibility distances 

Units can see all round themselves. The maximum uninterrupted line of sight distance that units can 
normally see each other is 150 cm or less. This distance is increased to 200 cm or less if the viewer is 
looking from higher ground. Visibility distances (as detailed below), should primarily be used to determine 
when a non-tabled, non-visible unit, becomes visible to the enemy and must be placed on the table.  

The maximum visibility distance is reduced as follows: 

Formal cover: A unit in or behind formal cover such as entrenchments, gabions and earthworks etc., can 
be seen from the outside at 10 cm or less. 

Informal cover: A unit in or behind informal cover such as hedges, fences and low stone walls 
surrounding fields/buildings, quickly made barricades etc., can be seen from the outside at 30 cm or less. 

Dense woodland or built up areas: A unit in dense woodland or a built up area can be seen from the 
outside at 10 cm or less. Units in dense woodland or built up areas can see each other at 5 cm or less. This 
restriction does not apply to units on a road or track in a woodland or a built up area, when normal line of 
sight rules apply. 

Orchards or light woods: A unit in an orchard or light woodland can be seen from the outside at 10 cm 
or less. Units inside orchards or light woods can see each other. 

Gullies or sunken roads: A unit in a gully, dry river bed or sunken road can be seen from the outside at 5 
cm or less. This restriction does not apply to units looking directly down the line of the gully or sunken road 
when normal line of sight rules apply. 

Supporting units: Supporting units that are the distances (given below), behind a forward friendly unit 
are not affected by ‘troops interrupting line of sight’ rule. The reason for this is that it is assumed that the 
forward friendly unit would inform the supporting units of the presence of an enemy to their front, which 
will permitted the supporting unit to charge the enemy. This rule does not permit the use of a forward    
observation units to direct artillery fire onto a target that the artillery can not see, because it is behind a 
ridge etc. 

• Infantry unit that is 5 cm or less behind a forward friendly infantry or cavalry unit. 
• Cavalry unit that is 5 cm or less behind a forward friendly cavalry unit. 
• Cavalry unit that is 10 cm or less behind a forward friendly infantry unit. 
 

14.3 Non-visible troops 

Stationary non-visible units do not have to be placed on the gaming table until they either become visible to 
the opponent during the course of play. The position of all non-tabled units must be indicated on a sketch 
map of the gaming table before the start of the game.  

NOTE: Irrespective visibility distances, non-visible units automatically become visible and must be placed 
on the table if they move from their pre determined position and/or carry out artillery or small arm firing. 
Also any unit entering or leaving cover will be deemed to be visible.  
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16. WHO SIDED WITH WHO 

Everyone is aware that the Northern Union States fought the Southern Confederate State during the 
American Civil War, what is not always clear is which states formed the Union and Confederate armies. The 
list below details which States formed the Union and Confederate armies. NOTE: Kentucky (KY), Maryland 
(MD) and Missouri (MO) contributed troops to both sides. Also North Carolina (NC) raised several Union 
Regiments along the coast after Burnside amphibious corps took control in early 1862. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Alabama, (AL). Louisiana, (LA). Tennessee, (TN). 

Arkansas, (AR). Mississippi, (MS). Texas, (TX). 

Florida, (FL). North Carolina, (NC). Virginia, (VA). 

Georgia. (GA). South Carolina, (SC). - 

THE CONFEDERATE STATES  

THE UNION STATES  

California, (CA). Maine, (ME). Ohio, (OH). 

Connecticut, (CT). Massachusetts, (MA). Oregon, (OR). 

Delaware, (DE). Michigan, (MI). Pennsylvania, (PA). 

Illinois, (IL). Minnesota, (MN). Rhode Island, (RI).  

Indiana, (IN). New Hampshire, (NH). Vermont, (VT). 

Iowa, (IA). New Jersey, (NJ). West Virginia, (WV). 

Kansas, (KS). New York, (NY). Wisconsin, (WI). 

15. ARMY STRUCTURE USED IN THE GAME 

For ease of play a player may allocate and deploy their artillery as they wish. The following (Non-historical)
army structure is used in the game: 
 
• Each army is represented by three or four corps. 

• Each Corps is represented by up to three infantry divisions and up to three cavalry divisions. 

• Each infantry division is represented by up to five infantry brigades. 

• Each cavalry division is represented by up to four cavalry brigades. 

• Each infantry brigade is represented by four infantry regiments. 

• Each cavalry brigade is represented by four cavalry regiments.  

• Each infantry regiment is represented by four infantry bases. 

• Each cavalry regiment is represented by four cavalry bases.  
 
NOTE: It is important that each unit has four bases as this enables all the various formations to be clearly 
depicted on the gaming table. See SECTION 45 - Change of formation. 
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18. TROOP FORMATIONS 

Units should fight and/or manoeuvre in one of the following formations listed below. NOTE: The following 
formations are not used in the game:  Infantry Extended line, Square, Column of attack and Cavalry - 
Column of attack. 

Infantry Line: Used to maximise fire power and to reduce casualties while under fire. A linear formation 
formed by infantry, represented by four infantry bases positioned side by side. 

Skirmish Order: Used to reduce casualties while under fire. The infantry are dispersed and are utilising 
any cover they can find, represented by four staggered infantry bases. 

Infantry Column of March: Used for general movement purposes. A densely packed, block-like 
formation formed by close order infantry, represented by four infantry bases positioned one behind the 
other.  

Cavalry Line: A linear attack formation formed by cavalry. Cavalry generally fought in a succession of 
lines, each line giving support to the one to its front, represented by four cavalry bases positioned side by 
side. 

Cavalry Column of March: Used for general movement purposes. A block-like formation formed by 
cavalry, represented by four cavalry bases positioned one behind the other. As a general rule cavalry should 
whenever possible advance in column and then deploy into line when approaching the enemy. 

17. TROOP SUB-GROUPS 

For ease of play, the various arms have been divided into the following broad-based sub-groups. NOTE: 
Light infantry are not used in the game. 

Infantry: These are foot troops such as Veterans, Line and militia units.    

Cavalry: These are general-purpose mounted troops primarily used for scouting and pursuit.  

Artillery: during the American Civil War, Horse and Field Artillery were not defined by the weight or type 
of gun that was assigned to them. The primary difference was that Horse Artillery supported cavalry and 
were more mobile because the gun crews rode mounts and were able to keep pace with the cavalry. Field 
Artillery on the other hand was less mobile because most of its crew marched on foot. Both Horse and Field 
Artillery used the same number of horses in their limbered teams (6 horses). Horse Artillery were usually 
always be up to strength (6 horses), but Field Artillery could find their gun teams reduced to 4 horses due 
to casualties etc. The predominate gun type was usually 3" ordinance rifles. some 10 pdr Parrott's and even 
12 pdr Napoleon Smoothbores, but others could also appear, especially in the Confederate army.  

Given the great number of different types of artillery used during the Civil War period I have decided to split 
the artillery into two broad based groups. The first denotes movement rate (Horse, Field, Field slow) and 
the second denotes range (Short, Medium, Long). For details of gun type see SECTION 66. NOTE: The 
number of horses allocated to each artillery type is for gaming purposes only, so that a player can easily 
identify the artillery movement rate when playing, i.e. 6 horses - ‘Horse artillery’.    

Horse Artillery: Mobile artillery with all of the crew being mounted, represented by a single artillery base 
with a 6 horse team and limber.  

Field Artillery: Less mobile artillery with most of the crew marching on foot, represented by a single 
artillery base with a 4 horse team and limber.  

Field (Slow) Artillery: Very slow moving heavy artillery with most of the crew marching on foot, 
represented by a single artillery base with a 2 horse team and limber.  

Limbered Artillery: These are guns attached to limber and horse teams, for general movement 
purposes. 

Deployed Artillery: These are guns in a firing position, detached from their limbers and horse teams. 
The limbers and horse teams were positioned a short distance away, behind the guns.   
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19. EXAMPLES OF TROOP FORMATIONS 

The following are example of how unit bases should be arranged to form the various formations.   

Line 

1 2 3 4 1 

2 

3 

4 

Column of March 

21. ROUTING/BROKEN UNITS - CHARGING UNITS   

Any CHARGING infantry or cavalry unit that is reduced to ROUTING/BROKEN status as a result of out of 
sequence enemy small arm/artillery fire may not be moved into base contact with the enemy, but will flee 
from the enemy. In such cases no melee will be fought and the CHARGING unit may not return fire. 
 
See SECTION 50 - Movement, Routing/Broken units and SECTION 63 - Firing at a charging unit prior to 
contact.  

20. SURRENDER EN MASSE 

Should a ROUTING/BROKEN unit that is currently being pursued by the enemy have its escape route 
blocked by another enemy unit and/or an impassable topographical feature, then the unit automatically 
surrenders en masse.  

All units and their associated commanders that surrender en masse are lost for the duration of the game 
and should be removed from the gaming table. All attached commanders and their associated activation 
counters (where applicable) are removed from play and lost for the duration of the game. 

Should a player whose unit is not at ROUTING/BROKEN status but is clearly in a ‘NO WIN’ situation refuse 
to surrender, then that player must carry out a BASIC morale test to see if their unit will fight on or 
surrender. 

1) Should the unit PASS the morale test then it may play on for one turn. However, if the unit’s 
situation remains unchanged by the time it is next activated then it must carry out another BASIC 
morale test, and so on. 

2) Should the unit FAIL the morale test then it automatically surrender en masse and is removed from 
the gaming table.   

The unit that has taken the enemy prisoner does not need to allocate prisoner guards, or take any further 
action, but remains in its present location until it is next activated.   

 

Skirmish Order 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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22. ROUTING/BROKEN UNITS - OVERVIEW 

A ROUTING unit is a unit that runs away from the enemy in blind panic, often discarding weapons and 
equipment as every man struggles to save himself. However, it may be possible for a player to stop and 
rally a routing unit before it flees the battlefield by carrying out a RALLY test. A RALLY test may only be 
carried out as long as the routing unit has not been reduced to BROKEN. See SECTION 101 - How to rally a 
routing unit. 
 
A BROKEN unit is a unit that has had its morale point rating reduced to zero. Similar to a routing unit it will 
flee from the battlefield, but unlike a routing unit it may not be rallied. Therefore, no rally test may be 
carried out on a broken unit. This is because a broken unit is both physically and mentally shattered and 
has totally lost the will to continue fighting. Getting as far away as possible from the battlefield is all that 
matters to the individuals that form a broken unit. 
 
Any Routing/Broken unit, plus any attached commanders that leave the gaming table are lost for the 
duration of the game.  
 
An activated commander may abandon a routing/ broken unit in their own turn. Each time a player loses a 
C-in-C, corps or divisional commander they will remove one activation counter. This counter is lost for the 
duration of the game.  
 
Routing/Broken ARTILLERY is always limbered and then moved (No limbering penalties apply). However, if 
the gun has no horse team available then the gun is deemed to have be destroyed and should be removed 
from the table. This represents the gunners abandoning the gun and fleeing. See Also SECTION 48 -       
Withdrawing, SECTION 50 - Movement Routing/Broken units and SECTION 90 - Artillery in melee. 
 
USEFUL TIP: Players may agree at the start of the game to simply remove broken units from play, but 
Notes 1 and 2 still apply. (I know this eliminates the additional morale checks but many players prefer not 
to have to move these units and calculate their effect etc). 

23. ROUTING/BROKEN UNITS -  AFFECTING FRIENDLY UNITS  

A player must carry out a FRIENDLY ROUTING/BROKEN UNIT WITHIN 5 cm OF TESTING UNIT morale test 
to see if their units will stand firm, whenever a friendly Routing/Broken unit moves through or passing 
within 5 cm of a ‘Formed/Routing friendly infantry, cavalry or artillery unit. 
 
NOTE: 

• Routing cavalry does not affect infantry or vice versa.  

• Routing infantry or cavalry does not affect artillery.  

• Routing artillery affects other artillery, infantry and cavalry.  

• A unit in or behind informal or formal cover is not affected by routing friendly unit.  
 

British Enfield rifled musket - Model 1853 . 
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24. UNIT CLASS AND MORALE RATING 

At the start of the game each infantry, cavalry and artillery unit is given an individual morale point rating 
based upon its class. The morale point rating of a unit may decrease as the game progresses. Once a unit 
has moved down in morale point rating it may not move back up.  

1) Players should, where possible, allocate their units with known historical class ratings and then use 
this information to obtain the morale point rating of the unit from the table below. EXAMPLE: Battle 
is set in 1863, the player has tabled the Union Irish Brigade - Class ’A’, so using the table below the unit 
will have a morale point rating of 8 MPs. 

2) However, if players are unsure of what class a unit should have, then they may agree to determined 
this randomly using OPTIONAL RULE OP1 - Random commander & unit class/morale rating and    
compare the result of the dice score with the table below. EXAMPLE: A player has tabled  a           
Confederate unit. The player rolls 1 x D6 and scores 5 making the unit Class ’B’. The battle is set in 1863, 
using the table below this unit will have a morale point rating of 6 MPs. 

3) Unlike commanders the morale rating of an infantry, cavalry or artillery unit is not adjusted using a 
die roll, but may be amended to reflect the historically known number of troops a unit had (See   
SECTION 25) and then adjusted again to reflect the weapon type the infantry or cavalry unit is armed 
with (See SECTION 26). However, if a player is unsure of how many men a unit historically contained, 
then the figure or 300 - 500 men in a unit should be used. Example: A ‘Class C’ Union infantry unit 
fighting in mid 1864 is rated as 4 MPs. The unit consists of 250 men so must deduct  - 1 MP (See 
SECTION 25), but the unit is armed with repeating weapons so will add + 3 MPs. The infantry unit 
will start the game with a Morale Point Rating of 6 (4 - 1 + 3). Place a ‘Morale 6’ Morale Rating 
Counter next to the Union infantry base. 

 
Unit class in the following tables mean: Class A - Veterans, Class B - Top rate regulars with extensive battle 
experience, Class C - Regular unit with limited battle experience, Class D - Badly trained/ poorly equipped unit. 

UNION 
1 x D6 

Dice Score 
See  

Section OP1 

Troop  
Class 

1861 - 1862  1863 - Mid 1864  Late 1864 - 1865  

INF CAV ART INF CAV ART INF CAV ART 

6 A 6 5 6 8 6 7 8 5 7 

4 or 5 B 5 4 5 7 5 6 7 4 6 

2 or 3 C 4 3 4 6 4 5 6 3 5 

1 D 2 2 2 4 2 3 4 2 3 

CONFEDERATE 

1 x D6 
Dice Score 

See  
Section OP1 

Troop  
Class 

1861 - 1862  1863 - Mid 1864  Late 1864 - 1865  

INF CAV ART INF CAV ART INF CAV ART 

6 A 8 6 6 8 6 6 7 5 6 

4 or 5 B 7 5 5 7 5 5 6 4 5 

2 or 3 C 6 4 4 6 4 4 5 3 4 

1 D 4 2 2 4 2 2 3 2 2 

NOTE: Add +1 MP to the following units class A rating. 
 Forrest's Cavalry Brigade (Late 1864 - 1865). 

Iron Brigade (1862 - 1865). 
Stonewall Brigade (1862). 
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Steady Boys! Confederate firing line 

Figure: 25mm Redoubt. Painting: Andrew MacDonald-Rice 

26. AMENDING UNIT’S MP RATING DUE TO SMALL ARMS TYPE 

To reflect the fact that historically some units were better armed than others, a player should (at the start 
of the game), amend the morale rating of their units, based upon the type of small arms they were armed 
with as follows: 
 

1) First determine the weapon type that each unit is armed with. Players should, where possible,       
allocate their units with known historical small arms, such as Berdan Sharpshooters (Breach loading), 
Wilders Lightning Brigade (Repeating), Iron Brigade (Rifled muskets) or Buford's Cavalry at                           
Gettysburg  (Repeating).  

2) If players do not know historically what small arms an infantry or cavalry unit was armed with and do 
not wish to use ‘Rifled Musket’ as the default weapon for each unit, then players should use 
OPTIONAL RULE OP13 to determine the small arms each unit is armed with . 

3) Once the weapon type is known, amend the morale rating of the unit as follows: 

• Smoothbore Musket (Muzzle loading) = No effect. 

• Muzzle Carbine (Muzzle loading) = No effect. 

• Rifled Musket (Muzzle loading) = Add + 1 MP. 

• Breach Rifle (Breach loading) =  Add + 2 MPs. 

• Breach Carbine (Breach loading) = Add + 2 MPs. 

• Repeating weapons = Add + 3 MPs. 
 
For definitions of weapon types see SECTION 73 - Small arm weapon type.  

25. AMENDING UNIT’S MP RATING DUE TO UNIT SIZE 

To reflect the fact that historically some units had more or less troops in a regiment (than the approximate 
figure of 300 to 500 men detailed in the rules), a player should (at the start of the game), amend the    
morale figure of the unit as follows:  

Players who require more detail should see OPTIONAL RULE -  OP2.  

NUMBER OF MEN IN A UNIT  

Less than 200 200 - 299 300 - 500 501 - 600 More than 600 

- 2 MPs - 1 MP No effect + 1 MP + 2 MP 
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28. COMMAND - COMMAND AND CONTROL 

The command and control system used in the game is based on the use of activation counters and does not 
use an historical command structure or command radius to transmit orders.  

1) At the start of the game each player places their allotted number of activation counters next to  
themselves ready for use. 

2) In their turn each player may use ALL, SOME or NONE of their activation counters to activate their 
units or commanders and bring them into play. This is done by placing an activation counter next to 
the unit or commander that the player wishes to activate. NOTE: A player may not save or carry over 
any unused activation counters for use in the next or subsequent turns. 

3) The activated unit or commander may now carry out the actions, listed under SECTION 13 - Actions, 
as required by the player. A player may activate the same unit and/or commander a number of times 
in the same ‘go’, by allocating any number of additional activation counters to the same unit and/or 
commander in the same ‘go’. However this may be limited when using rule OP15 - Limiting number of 
activation counter per ‘go’.   

4) An activated unit may either fire artillery/small arms once or fight one round of melee but not both in 
the same turn, irrespective of the number of time the unit is activated. The only exception to this rule 
is a defending unit that has opted to stand and fire at a charging unit prior to contact (See SECTION 
63), which may fire artillery/small arms once and then fight one round of   melee in the same turn. 
NOTE: A defending unit may only fire artillery/small arms once and fight one round of melee in the 
same turn, irrespective of the number of time the unit is fired upon or charged in the same turn.  

5) Once Side A has done what they wanted with their activated units or commanders, then the used   
activation counters are collected together and placed next to the player ready for use next turn. 
Continue the above process throughout the game. 

27. COMMANDER CLASS AND MORALE RATING 

At the start of the game each commander is given an individual morale point rating based upon their class. 
The morale rating of a commander may be added to the morale rating of the unit it is in base contact with, 
see SECTION 102 - Command Bonus. The morale point rating of a commander may decrease as the game 
progresses. Once a commander has moved down in morale point rating it may not move back up. The class 
and morale point rating of the commander may be chosen by either using APPENDIX D — Commander   
ratings and the table below or determined randomly (see OPTIONAL RULES -  OP1. Random commander & 
unit class/morale rating).  

The morale point rating of the Commander-in-Chief (C-in-C), corps commanders, divisional and  
Brigade commanders may be determine using the table below. Because it is difficult to determine the 
actual effectiveness of a commander, add the score of 1 x D6 to the figure given in the table. Example: 
Using APPENDIX B the Union commander Rosecrans is rated class C. The battle scenario is set in 1862, so 
by cross referencing the ‘C – Average’ row with the 1861 – 1862 (Union) column we get a rating of 0. We 
then roll 1 x D6, score 3. Rosecrans Morale Rating for this scenario will be 3 (Base 0 + 3). Place a 
‘Commander 3’ Morale Rating Counter next to Rosecrans figure base.  

The morale point rating of Unit commanders will be 1 MP only and unlike other types of commanders no 
further adjustment to this morale point rating are made.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 x D6 
Dice Score 

See  
Section 

OP1 

MORALE POINT RATING  
Add the score of 1 x D6 to the appropriate figure below 

1861 - 1862  1863 - Mid 1864  Late 1864 - 1865  

Union Confederate Union Confederate Union Confederate 

6 A - Excellent. 2 3 3 4 4 3 

4 or 5 B - Good. 1 2 2 3 3 2 

2 or 3 C - Average. 0 1 1 2 2 1 

1 D - Poor. 0 0 0 0 0 0 

COMMANDER  
CLASS  
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31. COMMAND - ALLOCATION OF COMMANDERS 
Once all the units have been laid out on the gaming table, allocate commanders throughout their army as 
follows: 

• 1 x Commander in Chief (C-in-C). NOTE: Each tabled army must have a C-in-C, irrespective of the   
number of units the army has. 

• 1 x corps commander for each corps, consisting of up to four infantry divisions and/or four cavalry 
divisions. 

• 1 x divisional commander for each division, consisting of up to four infantry and/or cavalry brigades. 

• 1 x brigade commander for each brigade, consisting of four infantry or four cavalry units. 

• 1 x Unit commander for each infantry or cavalry unit. 

 

For ease of play artillery commanders are ignored and do not form part of the game. 
 
For details of how many units make up an Army, Corps, Division etc, see SECTION 15 - Army structure used 
in the game.  

30. COMMAND - WOUNDED COMMANDERS 

At the start of the game players may agree that rather than having their commanders killed outright it may 
be possible for them to be wounded. If this is the case see OPTIONAL RULES - OP5. Wounded 
commanders. 

28. COMMAND - RISK TO COMMANDERS 

The death of a commander does not only represent the loss of an individual commander, but also the 
crippling of the command structure at that level. NOTE: All dead commanders are lost for the duration of 
the game and should be removed from the gaming table.  

Commanders IN BASE CONTACT with a friendly unit may not be selected as the specific target. However, 
carry out a commander killed test each time the unit they are in base contact with is hit and suffers a      
reduction in MPs due to artillery, small arms fire or melee. Only test each time the unit is hit, regardless of 
the number of MPs lost.   

1) Individually test each commander that is in base contact with the unit that is hit. Where more than 
one commander is attached to the unit the player should indicat the commander to be tested. 

2) The player now rolls 1 x D10: Score 0 or 1 = Commander killed. Score 2 to 9 = No effect, 
commander unharmed. 

2) When a corps, divisional, brigade or unit commander is killed while in base contact with a 
friendly unit, then the unit must carry out a COMMANDER KILLED morale test. 

3) When a C-in-C is killed do not carry out a COMMANDER KILLED morale test. Instead roll 1 x D6, 
every infantry, cavalry and artillery unit in the dead C-in-C’s tabled army, will have its MP rating 
reduced by the score on the die. This is to represent the unpredictable level of panic that could sweep 
through an army due to such an event. 

4) Each time a player loses a C-in-C, corps, divisional or brigade commander they remove one  
activation counter, which will be lost for the duration of the game. This rule does not apply to unit             
commanders. Any army that loses all its activation counters (as a result of commanders being killed) 
will have lost the game, due to their command structure being so damaged that the army is no longer 
able to fight the battle.   

Commanders NOT IN BASE CONTACT with a friendly unit may be chosen as the specific target and will 
be automatically killed if hit by either artillery, small arms fire or if contacted by the enemy.  
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32. COMMAND - POSITION OF  COMMANDERS 

Unless commanders are moving between units they must be kept in base contact with a friendly unit at all 
times. It does not matter where a commander is placed in base contact with a unit and the commander 
may also be repositioned to another part of the unit it is in contact with at any time throughout the game, 
without being activated. 
 
When a unit moves, all commanders that are in base contact with the unit are also moved. This action is 
automatically carried out without having to activate any of the commanders. 

33. COMMAND - AMENDING ACTIVATION COUNTERS 

Each army starts the game with the number of activation counters as detailed in SECTION 11. To reflect the 
varying ability of the different states command structures amend the number of activation counters in 
accordance with the following, where applicable. If an army is not detailed in the following table then its   
activation counter allocation is unaffected.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition to the above also add/subtract the following counter to reflect class of the Commander-in-Chief 
(C-in-C) as follows: ‘Class A’ add + 2. ‘Class B’ add + 1. ‘Class C’ no effect. ‘Class D’ subtract - 2. 

 
All the above amendments to activation counters are cumulative. 

 
EXAMPLE: A player fighting a battle set in mid 1864. Side A has tabled a            
Confederated army commanded by Lee. Using the example in SECTION 10, the 
Union army will have lost the game after more than 7 units are classed as 

BROKEN units. This means that the Confederate army may have 7 activation 
counters. This figure is further amended as follows: C-in-C is Lee who is a 

class A commander, add+ 2 counters. The battle is set in mid 1864 so 
the Confederate army adds+ 2 counters . This means that the Confed-
erate player has a total of 11 (7 + 2 + 2), activation counters that may 
be used each turn throughout the game. 
 
If a player finds that after amending the number of activation counters 
that their army has 3 or less counters, then their army will be given  3 
activation counters.  
 
If a player finds that after amending the number of activation    
counters that their army has the same number or more counters 
than there are units in their army, then the player will reduces the 
number of counters to 2 less than the number of units forming their 
army. EXAMPLE: Player has an army consisting of 12 units, but the 

army has been  allocated 16 counters, so the player reduces this fig-
ure to 10 counters, which is two less than the 12 units forming their army.  

Year Union Army Confederate Army 

1861 - 1862. Subtract - 1 No effect 

1863 - Mid 1864. No effect Add + 1 

Late 1864 - 1865. Add + 1 Subtract - 1 

General Lee 
 Figure: 25mm Redoubt. Painting: Andrew MacDonald-Rice 
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34. COVER - OVERVIEW 

A unit that is in base contact with cover will receive an additional morale point bonus (as detailed below),    
further benefits have also been built into the melee and firing tables. NOTE: Infantry in column of march  
or cavalry (all formations) are deemed to be an excessively large target and are therefore not permitted to 
claim any protection from either informal or formal cover.  

A unit with roughly 75% or more of its frontage in base contact with cover counts as being in or behind 
such cover.  

When an infantry unit moves into base contact with cover, such as a hedge, wall or building etc., it is 
automatically placed into a line formation even if the unit is not already in LINE formation (no movement 
penalty apply). The unit is permitted to change to line formation, where necessary, even if the unit has 
already used all its movement allowance this turn.  

What constitutes informal or formal cover is defined below. NOTE: While a defending unit is in base contact 
with cover the temporary cover morale bonus it receives should be added to its morale point rating for all 
firing, melee and morale tests. 

INFORMAL COVER - Any cover 
that has a defence value of 15 
points or less is classed as 
informal cover. Informal cover 
offers limited protection and 
represents such items as hedges, 
wooden fences, low stone walls 
around fields/buildings, open 
woods or tree line of dense 
woods, sunken roads, gullies, 
quickly made barricades and 
obstacles, such as a chevaux-de-
frise. NOTE: While a unit is in 
base contact with informal cover 
it temporarily receives an add +1 
morale point bonus.  

FORMAL COVER - Any cover that has a defence value of 16 points or more is classed as formal cover. 
Formal cover offers greater protection and represents such items as buildings, entrenchments, gabions, 
earthworks and dense wooded areas. NOTE: While a unit is in base contact with formal cover it             
temporarily receives an add +4 morale point bonus. 

Given the great number of different cover types, players should at the start of the game agree what cover is 
informal or formal, the defence value of the cover and the maximum number and type of units that may 
occupy the cover.  

NOTE: The following list is provided for guidance only. 

COVER TYPE Defence 
Value 

COVER TYPE Defence 
Value 

 Large stone building - per building 50  Wooden bridge  25 

 Stone house - per building 30  Pontoon bridge 20 

 Timber framed house - per building 20  Chevaux-de-frise - per 50mm section 8 

  Stone church 70  Earthworks without glacis - per 50mm section   80 

 Low stone wall - per 50mm section 15  Earthworks with glacis - per 50mm section 90 

 Hedgerow and Fence - per 50mm section 8  Gabions without glacis - per 50mm section 60 

 Barricade - per 50mm section 12  Gabions with glacis - per 50mm section 70 

 Stone bridge 50   
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37. COVER - DEAD GROUND 

Dead ground is an area of the battlefield that because of its nature conceals troops from enemy vision and/
or fire. What constitutes areas of dead ground may change, according to the relative position of friend and 
foe. Intervening terrain features such as hill ridges, hollows and dips create areas of dead ground. What 
areas of the battlefield constitute dead ground are determined as follows: 
 
1) Measure the distance from a firing unit to the edge of an intervening topographical feature such as a 

hill contour, wooded area, building or any other physical obstacle that would conceal troops from 
enemy vision and/or fire. Add to this measurement the figure scored on 1 x D10 cm. EXAMPLE: Say 
score 6 add 6 cm.  

2) Any enemy unit that has 75% or more of its frontage between the edge of the topographical feature 
and the distance scored on the die is within an area of dead ground. The unit is therefore deemed to 
be non-visible and protected by the terrain, so may not be fired upon.  

3) If it is found that the target is protected by dead ground then it will count as a miss and no new    
targets may be selected. This is to represent the firing unit having fired a few rounds before realising 
that their fire is having no effect. However, the target unit could suffer a reduction in morale point 
rating as a result of being an intervening unit that is hit by indirect fire. See SECTION 58 - Firing    
Uphill/downhill. 

4) If during the next activation or subsequent turns the firing and target units remain stationary then the    
target unit will still be classed as being protected by dead ground and may not be fired upon.  

 
EXAMPLE: An enemy unit has 75% of its frontage 3 cm behind from the front edge of a hill contour. An 
artillery unit wishes to fire at this enemy target and is positioned 50 cm from the hill contour. The player 
wishing to fire the artillery rolls 1 x D10 and scores four. The area of dead ground in front of the gun will be 
between 50 and 54 cm. This will mean that the target unit is safe and may not be fired upon, as 75% of 
the unit is 53 cm away from the gun and is therefore protected by an area of dead ground. 

35. COVER - DESTRUCTION OF COVER 

At the start of the game players may agree that cover may be gapped, slighted, filled-in or destroyed by 
infantry action, artillery fire or by burning.  
 
If this is the case see OPTIONAL RULE - OP10. Destruction of cover. 

36. CHANGING TERRAIN 

If fighting a non-historical battle play-
ers may, at the start of the game, 
agree that they are permitted to add, 
move, replace or remove terrain 
features.  
 
All alterations to the terrain layout 
must be carried out at the start of the 
game. See OPTIONAL RULE - OP9. 
Changing terrain. 
 
NOTE: When refighting historical     
battles, changing terrain is not        
permitted.  

Confederate Richmond Howitzers 

Figure: 25mm Redoubt.  
Painting: Andrew MacDonald-Rice 
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39. MOVEMENT ALLOWANCE 

Throughout these rules I use the term ‘movement allowance’. Each time a unit is activated it may use up to 
100% of its movement allowance. If a unit is activated more than once in the same turn then its movement 
allowance will be increased on a pro-rata basis, i.e. activate the unit twice in the same turn = 200%   
movement allowance, activate the unit three times in the same turn = 300% movement allowance and so 
on. Movement allowance not only relates to the actual distance that a unit is permitted to move, but also 
the time it takes to carry out certain actions such as firing, changing formation etc. The effect of these 
items should be individually deducted from the units total movement allowance (as detailed below and  
elsewhere in the rules), as and when they occur. This means that the formation that a unit starts it’s ‘go’ 
will have an effect on how far a unit can move and what it can do, thus forcing players to focus on the    
importance of the correct formation. 
 

Deduct 25% movement allowance to:  

• Change formation.  
• Turn through 90 degrees or part of.  
• To cross a linear obstacle such as hedges, wooden fences, low stone walls around fields/buildings and 

ditches; To cross an undefended quickly made barricades or defensive obstacles.  
• To go prone or for a prone unit to stand up.  
• To mount or dismount. 
• To fire small arms and artillery (all types).  
• To limber or unlimber SHORT and MEDIUM artillery.  
• To move a ‘Formed’ friendly infantry or cavalry unit through a (moving/stationary), friendly ‘Formed/

Routing/Broken’ infantry or cavalry unit.  
• To move a ‘Formed’ friendly infantry or cavalry unit through an (moving/stationary), enemy ‘Routing/

Broken’ infantry or cavalry unit. 

Deduct 50% movement allowance to:  Limber or unlimber and deploy LONG artillery.  
 

EXAMPLE: A Union infantry unit in ‘column of march’ has been activated twice (two activation counter 
played) and so has 200% movement allowance. The player announces that the unit will first advance 100% 
then will change formation, fire small arms. Checking the Movement Table (SECTION 41) we see it can be 
moved cross country a total (100%) of 24 cm in column. The player moves the column 10 cm. It crosses a 
ditch (deducting 25% = 6cm), and then advances its remaining 8 cm. The unit has used 100% of its   
movement allowance so far, 24 (10 + 6 + 8). However, because the unit has been activated twice it has 
100% (200% - 100%), movement allowance remaining and so carries out the following. The unit changes 
formation from COLUMN to LINE and fire small arms. Checking the Movement Table (SECTION 40) we see 
it can be moved a total of 16 cm in line. Changing formation (deducting 25% = 4cm), and Firing small arms 
(deducting 25% = 4cm) This means that the unit has 50% of its movement allowance remaining and so the 
unit may either be move up to a further 8 cm or carryout another action, such as change formation again 
etc. However, the player does not want to carry out any further action so the units ‘go’ has now finished.     

38. MOVEMENT - OVERVIEW 

Unless forced by a morale test result, a player has the option to move their activated commanders/units 
ALL, SOME or NONE of their total movement allowance, either individually or at the same time. A player 
may activate and move the same commander/unit a number of times a number of times in the same ’go’, 
by activating it a number of times in the same turn.   

A player may move their commanders/units in any direction - forwards (advance), backwards (withdraw),  
diagonal (moving the unit at roughly 45o with the unit’s flank facing forward, towards the enemy), oblique 
(moving the unit at roughly 45o while facing forward, towards the enemy), left or right.  

Except ’Oblique’ movement commanders/units must be turned to face the direction in which they intend to 
move before being permitted to move. Turning penalties will apply, where applicable. NOTE: Back-stepping 
(moving backwards while facing forward, towards the enemy) is not permitted. 

• A unit is not permitted to carry out any actions that exceed the unit’s movement allowance.  
• A unit is not permitted to lend or transfer any of its movement allowance to any other units. 
• A unit that does not use its total full movement allowance in their ‘go’ may not save the excess for 

use in a later ‘go’. All such outstanding movement allowance is lost. 
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40. MOVEMENT - HIDDEN MOVEMENT 

Apart from off table flanking manoeuvres, hidden movement is NOT used in the game. See OPTIONAL 
RULE OP6. Off table flanking manoeuvres. 

41. MOVEMENT - TABLE 

Unless indicated routing, the movement distances given in the table below represent normal human or   
animal walking speeds over cross country (relatively flat and firm terrain), or road as applicable, while trying 
to maintain formation alignment. All distances in the table below are in centimetres (cm). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
41.1 Ready Reckoner 

This table is a guide to assists with the maths when dividing up the above movement rates. 

EXAMPLE: An infantry unit in line has been activated once and fired small arms and now wants to advance 
cross country the remainder of its move. From the movement table the unit may move a total of 20 cm. 
However, the unit has fired small arms - deduct 25% movement allowance, leaving 75% movement        
allowance remaining. Using the ready reckoner above 75% of 20 = 15. So the unit may move 15 cm.       

100% 5 8 10 12 15 20 25 30 32 38 40 50 62 

75% 3.75 6 7.5 9 11.25 15 18.75 22.5 24 28.5 30 37.5 46.5 

50% 2.5 4 5 6 7.5 10 12.5 15 16 19 20 25 31 

25% 1.25 2 2.5 3 3.75 5 6.25 7.5 8 9.5 10 12.5 15.5 

TROOP TYPE AND FORMATION   TERRAIN TYPE  

Cross  
Country 

Road 

Infantry   

Line 10  

Skirmish order 15  

Column of march 20 25 

Routing 25 32 

Cavalry 

Line 30  

Column of march 40 50 

Routing 50 62 

Limbered artillery  

Horse  30 38 

Field  10 12 

Field (Slow) 5 8 

Manhandled  artillery  

Short 10 12 

Medium 5 8 

Long Immobile Immobile 

Artillery limber, with no gun attached (All artillery types) 40 50 

Wagons  20 25 

Commanders  50 62 
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42. MOVEMENT - PASSAGE OF LINES 

Passage of lines can be defined as an operation in which a force moves forward or rearward through 
another friendly force’s position with the intention of moving into or out of contact with the enemy. 
 
An activated commander or unit that is charging, countercharging or moving at normal rate may move in 
any direction (front to rear, rear to front or diagonally), through another unit as detailed below. NOTE: A 
player wishing to move a unit through another unit must declare this action, indicating which unit is to 
move and the unit to be moved through.  
 
1) Players are not permitted to move a friendly ‘Formed/Routing/Broken’ infantry or cavalry unit through 

a (moving/stationary),  ‘Formed’ enemy infantry or cavalry unit.  

2) ‘Formed’ friendly infantry, cavalry or artillery unit may move freely through both deployed/limbered 
friendly or enemy ‘Formed/Routing/Broken’ artillery. 

3) FORWARD friendly unit in melee may move back through a supporting friendly unit or vice versa. See 
SECTION 76 - Units permitted to take part in a melee. 

4) Deduct 25% movement allowance to move a ‘Formed’ friendly infantry or cavalry unit through a 
(moving/stationary), friendly ‘Formed/Routing/Broken’ infantry or cavalry unit. Whenever a friendly 
unit moves through or passing within 5 cm of a friendly Routing/Broken unit it must carry out a 
‘Friendly routing/broken unit within 5 cm of testing unit’ morale test. NOTE: This does not apply to 
supporting friendly units in melee when a forward ROUTING/BROKEN friendly unit is forced to flee 
back through supporting units. 

5) Deduct 25% movement allowance to move a ‘Formed’ friendly infantry or cavalry unit through an 
(moving/stationary), enemy ‘Routing/Broken’ infantry or cavalry unit.  

43. MOVEMENT - DISMOUNTED CAVALRY 

Due to the amount of fire power that the infantry had during this period the dominance of cavalry on the 
battlefield started to wane. Because of this cavalry tended to revert to the roll that it played a few centuries 
before, namely mobile infantry (Dragoons).   
 
1) An activated unit can mount or dismount as part of its move.  

2) A player wishing to mount or dismount a unit must declare this action, indicating which unit is to 
carry out this action.  

3) Deduct 25% movement allowance to mount or dismount. 

4) Figures do not need to allocated as horse handlers, although the position of the horses must be    
indicated on the table. NOTE: The horses will be automatically captured if the horse bases or        
indicator is contacted by the enemy.   

5) While the unit is dismounted it will be classed as infantry for all movement, fighting and firing. 

"Whitetails Watching"  

Artist: John Warr. www.civilwarrart.com 
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44. MOVEMENT - ON ROADS 

Only a unit in column of march may move along a road. No other formation is permitted. Where necessary 
a unit may change formation to form column of march. However, this change of formation must be done 
prior to moving and the time taken to change formation deducted from the unit’s movement allowance.  

A unit must start and remain on the road for its entire turn to be eligible for ROAD movement rate as given 
in the movement table.  

Any unit that moves partly along a road and then travels cross country or vice versa, moves at ’cross    
country’ rate for its entire move. 

Confederate troops rush to their position  

Figure: 25mm Redoubt. Painting: Andrew MacDonald-Rice 

45. MOVEMENT - CHANGE OF FORMATION 

An activated unit may change formation at any time during its turn, as follows. 

1) Deduct 25% movement allowance to change from its present formation to another formation. 

2) A unit may not change formation if it does not have sufficient movement allowance, see SECTION 39. 

3) A unit it may not change formation if it is 10 cm or less away from an ‘Formed’ enemy unit. This rule 
does not apply to a unit forming a line when occupying cover or a building.  

4) A unit in melee may not change formation. 

 

COLUMN OF MARCH  

deploying into  
LINE.  

Reverse process to deploy from line to 
column of march. 

3 

4 

1 

2 

LINE  

deploying into  
SKIRMISH ORDER.  

Reverse process to deploy from Skirmish order 
back into line. 

2 3 4 1 

2 

3 

4 
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46. MOVEMENT - CHANGE OF DIRECTION 

An activated unit may change its direction of march as follows:  

1) Deduct 25% movement allowance each time it turns through 90 degrees or part of. This penalty is 
referred to throughout the rules as a TURNING PENALTY. NOTE: A unit in LINE which turns through 
90 degrees will automatically form a column of march or vice versa by default, so only deduct the 
25% movement penalty for turning. Do not deduct an addition movement penalty change of             
formation. 

2) A wheeling unit moves like a door swinging on its hinges (see example below). The wheeling unit 
does not deduct 25% movement allowance, instead the player must deduct the distance travelled by 
the unit by measuring from the outer edge of the unit’s pivot point (as indicated by the dotted line/
arrow). NOTE: Columns may snake around objects in their path. 

3) No unit may wheel backwards, without first turning to face the direction in which it intends to move. 
Turning penalties will apply. 

4) No unit may wheel if this movement causes it to swing into another friendly or enemy unit or if such a 
movement causes the unit to present its FLANK to an enemy unit that is 10 cm or less away.  

5) INFANTRY may not wheel and/or change direction and charge in the same activation. However, infantry 
may wheel and/or change direction when first activated (turning penalties will apply) and then charge on a 
subsequent activation. All charge moves must be in a straight line, towards the enemy.  

6) CAVALRY are permitted to wheel and/or change direction in the same activation (turning penalties will    
apply). However, the wheel and/or change direction must be carried out in the first 50% of their charge 
move and then charge their remaining movement allowance in a straight line, towards the enemy.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chamberlain commands the 20th Maine 

Figure: 25mm Redoubt. Painting: Andrew MacDonald-Rice 
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48. MOVEMENT - WITHDRAWING  

A player may voluntarily withdraw an activated unit or it may be forced to withdraw as a result of a morale 
test result. If a unit withdraws from the gaming table, for whatever reason, the player marks the position 
where the unit left the table and then rolls 1 x D6. The score is the number of turns that must elapse before 
the unit may return to the gaming table at the point where it originally left.  

Attached artillery in melee may only be withdrawn from a melee if both the artillery and the unit that the 
artillery is attached to are both activated and withdrawn from the melee at the same time. See SECTION 90 
- Artillery in melee. 

NOTE: Withdrawing artillery must be limbered before being moved. However, if the gun has no horse team  
available then the gun will be moved at manhandled rate. If players are using OP3 - Exhausted gun crews 
rule then - 3 Stamina points each time the gun is forced to withdrawn at manhandled rate. 

NOTE: When withdrawing from a melee the player may find it advantageous to additionally activate the 
withdrawing unit a number of times in the same turn in order to move the unit as far away from the enemy 
as possible. 

 
48.1 Withdrawing - general  

1) To voluntarily withdraw a unit (that is either in melee or not), the player declares this action,          
indicating the unit to be withdrawn.  

2) The player then activates the withdrawing unit.  

3) The withdrawing unit will be turned about-face, 180 degrees (turning or limbering penalties apply), 
then moved with their backs to the enemy directly towards its own gaming table edge or if in melee 
directly away from the enemy.    

 
48.2 Forced to withdraw due to a morale test result 

1) If a unit is forced to withdraw due to a morale test result it must be immediately turned about-face, 
180 degrees (no turning or limbering penalties apply), then moved with their backs to the enemy    
directly towards its own gaming table edge or if in melee directly away from the enemy. This action 
may be carried out in either side A or Side B’s turn.  

2) The unit will be moved back twice the total ‘cross country’ distance given in the movement table. The 
unit is allowed to carry out this movement irrespective of whether or not it has enough         move-
ment allowance and does not need to be activated. 

3) After the enforced withdrawal move has been completed the unit may be brought back into play the 
next time it is activated. NOTE: Turning penalties etc., will apply.   

47. MOVEMENT - AROUND BUILDINGS & OBSTACLES  

A unit must move around topographical features such as cliffs, escarpments, steep hills etc., as well as 
fortifications, towns, villages, buildings, obstacles, etc., unless the unit is able to cross them (see OPTIONAL 
RULE - OP2. Obstacle height), or wants to occupy them.  

At the start of the game players should set out their model buildings with enough space between them so 
they allow a unit in column of march to pass between them. When a unit wishes to pass through a town or 
village etc., the unit must form column of march (if not already in this formation) and move through the 
built up area using any roads or suitable gap that exists between the buildings.  
 
• Deduct 25% movement allowance to cross a linear obstacle such as hedges, wooden fences, low stone 

walls around fields/buildings and ditches.  

• Deduct 50% movement allowance to cross undefended quickly made barricades or obstacles. 
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ADLER MINIATURES 
 

For the best in 1/300th  Napoleonics, ACW, SYW, Sci-Fi and WWII infantry. 
For list and sample send a self addressed envelope and 1st class stamp or 4 IRCs overseas. 

 
129 Bonchurch Road, Brighton, Sussex. BN2 3PJ. United Kingdom. 

 

Telephone: (01273) 685279.  Email: adlermin@clara.co.uk 
Please mention this advert when replying. Thanks. 

49. MOVEMENT - FORDING A RIVER/STREAM  

At the start of the game players may agree that all, some or none of the rivers/streams depicted on the 
gaming table may be crossed, other than by the means of a bridge. If players agree that that all or some of 
the rivers/streams may be crossed then the players should indicate the position of these specific fording 
point(s) and agree which type of troops may cross at these fording point(s). NOTE: Any rivers/streams 
more than 6 cm wide can not be forded and may only be crossed using a bridge.  

If players agree that the rivers/streams are fordable, but do not wish to indicate any fording point(s) then 
the location of possible fording points may be found on a hit or miss basis using the following:   

1) Once a unit is in base contact with the river’s/stream’s edge, roll 1 x D6. A score of 5 or 6 means that 
a 5 cm wide section of the river may be forded, all other scores count as a FAIL and the tested 
section of the river may not be forded. NOTE: No further test are permitted on the failed river section 
and the failed section of river/stream may not be forded for the duration of the game. 

2) If players have not agreed which type of troops may cross at these fording point(s) then the following 
system should be used, if the player passes the test detailed in 1) above. Roll 1 x D6 again to        
determine what troops may ford the river/steam at this point. A score of 1, 2, 3 or 4 means that only 
infantry and cavalry may cross at this point. A score of 5 or 6 means that infantry, cavalry, artillery 
and wheeled transport may cross at this point.   

 
To determine how long it will take a unit to cross a river/stream the following system should be used. 

1) Once a unit is in base contact with the river/stream’s edge, the player rolls 1 x D6. Listed below are 
the scores needed to cross the river/stream.  

2) Should the player score the required number then the unit is placed on the opposite bank of the river 
and its turn is over. The unit may not carry out any further action other than defend itself, irrespective 
of the number of times the unit has been activated in the same turn. 

3) Should the player fail the test then this will mean that the unit is in the progress of crossing the river. 
Therefore the player must place their figures in the model river/stream. The next time that the unit is    
activated it may be retested to see if it is able to cross the river/stream.  

4) A unit crossing a river/stream may not carry out any other action other than defend itself in melee. If 
fired upon by the enemy the unit may not return fire, because a unit crossing a river/stream is not        
permitted to fire artillery or small arms.   

River/steam width 1 x D6 Score needed to cross the river/stream 

Up to 2 cm. 4, 5 or 6. 

More than 2 cm up to 4 cm. 5 or 6. 

More than 4 cm up to 6 cm. 6. 
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51. MOVEMENT - FORCED MARCH 

An activated unit may be force marched. A force marched unit may move up to twice the (cross country or 
road) COLUMN OF MARCH distance given in the movement table, each time it is activated. Only an infantry 
or cavalry unit may be force marched. Artillery (all types), are not permitted to be force marched. A unit 
may be activated and forced marched a number of times in the same turn, but a force march may not be 
used as, or form part of, a charge or countercharge move. 

Any unit being force marched must be in column of march formation. Where necessary a unit may change 
formation to form column of march. However, this change of formation must be done prior to moving and 
the time taken to change formation deducted from the unit’s movement allowance.  

A unit while being force marched may not carry out small arm firing (unless fired upon), or declare a charge 
move or enter a melee (unless forced to engage in melee by the enemy). NOTE: This rule applies          
irrespective of the number of times the unit is activated in the same turn. 

1) A player wishing to force-march a unit must declare this action, indicating which unit is to carry out 
the force-march and where the unit is to march to.  

2) Each time a unit is activated and force marched it must carry out a BASIC morale test (prior to being 
moved), to see how fatigued the unit is. NOTE: If a unit is activated twice and force marched twice 
in the same turn, then the unit will carry out 2  BASIC morale tests, prior to being moved. If the unit 
is activated three times and force marched three times in the same turn, then the unit will carry out 3  
BASIC morale tests prior to being moved and so on.  

3) Should the unit PASS the morale test, then there is no effect. 

4) Each time the unit FAIL’s the morale test, then it will move down  – 1 morale point. This test tries 
to reflect the varying levels of training, ability and fitness that exist between the different classes of 
troops. Better class troops or less battle weary troops will have a higher morale point rating and 
therefore a greater chance of passing the test. 

50. MOVEMENT - ROUTING/BROKEN UNITS 

Any Routing/Broken unit, plus any attached commanders that leave the gaming table are lost for the 
duration of the game.  

1) When a unit first routs due to a morale test result or becomes broken it must be immediately turned 
about-face, 180 degrees (no turning or limbering penalties apply), then moved with their backs to the 
enemy directly towards its own gaming table edge or if in melee directly away from the enemy. This 
action may be carried out in either side A or Side B’s turn.  

2) The Routing/Broken unit will be moved back 100% of the ‘routing’ distance given in the movement 
table. The unit is allowed to carry out this movement irrespective of whether or not it has enough 
movement allowance and does not need to be activated. 

3) After the initial rout move the Routing/Broken unit is continuously moved back 100% of the ‘routing’ 
distance in both Side A and Side B’s turn, until the unit is either rallied or leaves the gaming table. If 
pursued, the Routing/Broken unit must continue to move directly away from the enemy. If not 
pursued or the pursuit has stopped then the Routing/Broken unit is moved towards its own gaming 
table edge  

• COMMANDERS move at the same rate as the ROUTING/BROKEN unit they are in base contact with.  

• Routing/Broken INFANTRY or CAVALRY move at the routing rate as given in the movement table.  

• Routing/Broken ARTILLERY move at normal rate applicable to the gun type as given in the movement 
table. Routing/Broken ARTILLERY is always limbered and then moved (no limbering penalties apply). 
However, if the gun has no horse team available then the gun is deemed to have been destroyed and 
should be removed from the table. This represents the gunners abandoning the gun and fleeing.  

• Routing/Broken WAGONS move at normal rate as given in the movement table.  

• Routing/Broken units must try to move around enemy and friendly units in order to avoid contact, where 
practically possible. 
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52. MOVEMENT - DIFFICULT TERRAIN 

At the start of the game players should agree which areas of the gaming table, if any, constitute difficult 
terrain. The area(s) of difficult terrain should be indicated on the tabletop battlefield and it should also be 
agreed which troop types are affected by such terrain. NOTE: Cavalry, artillery and wheeled transport may 
not enter marsh or woodland areas except via roads. However, artillery may deploy just within the tree line 
of woodland.  

The following are classed as difficult terrain - marsh, ploughed fields, woodland, steep slopes, broken 
ground, swamps, patches of scrub, cities, towns, villages, hamlets and their associated gardens. NOTE: 
Any roads passing through the above are classed as ‘Roads’ and have no movement penalty for units   
moving along the road. See SECTION 42 - Movement on roads. 

A unit with roughly 75% or more of its frontage in base contact with difficult terrain counts as moving 
through   difficult terrain. A unit moving through difficult terrain may only move at half the distance stated 
in the movement table, as applicable. When halving numbers always round ‘down’ to the nearest whole 
number. Once a unit is clear of the difficult terrain it may resume moving at normal rate.  

NOTE: The CHARGE BONUS - See SECTION 79, may not be used when moving through difficult terrain.  

EXAMPLE: A Union infantry unit in line is            
activated. Checking the Movement Table in        
SECTION 41 we see it has a movement allowance of  
20 cm. It is 9 cm distant from an marsh it wishes to 
move through. The marsh is 6 cm wide. The unit 
moves 9 cm into contact with the marsh. The unit 
has 11 cm (20 - 9) movement remaining. Because 
the unit is now moving through difficult terrain it 
must move at half rate, which means the unit may 
only move 5 cm (half of 11 = 5.5 rounded down 5) 
into the marsh. The next time the unit is activated it 
will use 2 cm of its movement allowance (moving at 
half rate) in order to travel the 1 cm needed to exit 
the marsh. Once the unit is clear of the difficult ter-
rain it may use the remaining 18 cm (20 - 2) move-
ment allowance it has left.  

53. MOVEMENT - TROOPS LYING DOWN 

During the civil war troops were ordered to go prone (lie down on the ground) in an effort to reduce     
casualties.  

1) A player wishing to order a unit to go prone or a prone unit to stand up must declare this action, 
indicating which unit is to carry out this action. NOTE: Only activated infantry and artillery units are 
permitted to go prone. 

2) Deduct 25% movement allowance to go prone or for a prone unit to stand up. 

3) Place a PRONE counter next to the unit that is lying down. Remove this counter when the unit stands 
up. 

4) Prone units are permitted to fire small arm firing, but at a reduced rate (see Small Arms firing table).  

5) A prone unit will count as being behind informal cover for artillery and small arm firing tests only. In 
all other instances the unit will count as being in the open. 

6) If contacted by the enemy a prone unit will automatically move down - 2 morale points. 

Berdan’s Sharpshooters 

Figure: 25mm Redoubt.  
Painting: Andrew MacDonald-Rice 
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55. FIRING - UNITS NOT PERMITTED TO FIRE 

1) A unit is not permitted to fire artillery/ small arms if doing so would cause it to exceed its movement  
allowance, see SECTION 39 - Movement allowance. 

2) Mounted cavalry are not permitted to fire, but dismounted cavalry are allowed to fire.  

3) A charging or countercharging unit is not permitted to fire. 

4) A unit fighting a melee is not permitted to fire. 

5) A unit is not permitted to fire at a friendly/enemy unit engaged in melee.  

6) A Routing/Broken unit is not permitted to fire, except in the turn that they were reduced to Routing/
Broken status. However, a routing unit that is being rallied may return fire, if fired upon. 

7) A unit crossing a river/stream is not permitted to fire. 

8) A unit is not permitted to fire at an enemy that is within 5 cm of a friendly unit, for fear of hitting 
their own men.  

54. FIRING - OVERVIEW 

Only an activated artillery or infantry unit may fire. However, the only exceptions to this rule are: 

• A defending artillery or infantry unit being fired upon, is permitted to fire back at the unit that fired at it 
(no other target may be chosen) in the same turn without being activated. However, the defending unit 
is only permitted to fire back if it is facing the enemy that is firing at it. If the defending unit can fire 
back it must use its reduced morale rating, as applicable. If the defending unit is fired upon by more 
than one enemy unit in the same turn, then the defending player may choose which enemy unit they 
wish to fire at. NOTE: The defending unit may only fire once per turn, at a single enemy target irre-
spective of the number of times the unit is fired upon in a single turn. See also See SECTION 61 - Firing 
routing/broken units. 

• Any defending artillery or infantry unit being charged, is permitted to fire at the charging unit (no other 
target may be chosen) in the same turn, prior to contact without being activated, see SECTION 62 - 
Firing at a charging unit prior to contact. If the defending unit is charged by more than one enemy unit 
in the same turn, the defending player may choose which enemy unit they wish to fire at. NOTE: The 
defending unit may only fire once per turn, at a single enemy target irrespective of the number of 
times the unit is charged in a single turn.  

An activated artillery or infantry unit may only fire once in the same turn, irrespective of the number of time 
the unit is activated, fired upon or charged in the same turn. However, the single round of artillery or small 
arms firing represents the unit having fired a number of consecutive volleys/salvos.   

A unit may only fire at a target if it can trace a clear uninterrupted line of fire. NOTE: For ease of play 
hedges, fences and low stone walls surrounding fields and buildings etc., do not interrupt the line of fire. 
The width of the line of fire must be either one base wide or 50% of the width of the firing unit’s frontage 
(number of bases), whichever is the greater.  

EXAMPLE: Infantry in column of march or artillery (each having one base frontage) must have a clear line 
of fire of one base wide; Infantry in line (having four bases frontage) must have a clear line of fire of two 
bases wide. The target must also be within a 45 degree arc of either side of straight ahead.  

When a player nominates two or more artillery or small arms firing units to fire at the same target and the 
target is destroyed before all the other units have fired, then the remaining unfired units will count as a miss 
and the player may not nominate a new target. This penalty applies because it is assumed that in real terms 
all the units would be firing at the same time and not on an individual basis, as per the game mechanics. 

If players have agreed to use optional rule 0P3 - Exhausted gun crews, then any artillery unit that returns 
fire, when fired upon will move down -1 Stamina point. See also OPTIONAL RULE OP11 - Opportune firing 
and OPTIONAL RULE OP12 - Supporting fire. 

USEFUL TIP: Because a unit may only fire once per turn it may be helpful to keep track of those units that 
have fired by marking them, for example, with a small cotton wool ball to represent smoke. Mark each unit 
as it fires. At the end of each complete turn remove all the markers. 
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60. FIRING  - FROM COVER AND BUILDINGS 

A unit that is defending in or behind cover or a building counts as being in LINE formation for all firing. The 
advantages of being in cover have been built into the firing tables. See also  SECTION 96 - Melee in cover 
and buildings. NOTE: The following rule only apply to a unit that is firing from a building.   

1) Irrespective of which face of the building that the figures are placed along, should an enemy unit 
attack the building then the defending unit must be moved to whichever face of the building is       
under attack. The defending unit does not need to be activated to carry out this action. However, the 
defending unit must be activated to fire small arms, unless the unit is fired upon. 

2) If the building is assaulted from different directions by two or more enemy units then these attacking 
units are placed on the different faces of the building and each of these units may individually fire at 
the defending unit. NOTE: A defending unit may only fire at one enemy unit per turn, the player 
must therefore indicate which enemy unit is to be fired at. Obviously if more than one unit is defend-
ing the building then the equivalent number of  attacking units may be fired at.  

57. FIRING - TARGET PRIORITY 

A player must fire at the targets listed below. If none of these targets are available then the player may fire 
at any target they wish within the framework of the rules. 

• The nearest enemy unit charging the firing unit. Cavalry targets must take priority over infantry. 
• An enemy unit that caused a reduction in morale rating due to fire last move. NOTE: Artillery may ignore 

counter battery fire.  
• An enemy unit near to a friendly unit that the firing unit is supporting.  

56. FIRING - TIME TAKEN TO FIRE  

• Deduct 25% movement allowance to fire SMALL ARMS. 
• Deduct 25% movement allowance to fire LIGHT, MEDIUM and HEAVY artillery. 

59. FIRING - UPHILL/DOWNHILL 

When using life like model hills, units must be placed in front of the hill’s centre line in order to fire. When 
using flat topped model hills, units must be within 5 cm of the hill contour in order to fire. 

Units may shoot uphill from level ground or downhill from higher ground may fire over the heads of an 
intervening friendly/enemy unit, as long as the intervening unit is:  

SMALL ARMS FIRING UNITS - 10 cm or more away from the firing unit. 

SMOOTHBORE ARTILLERY - 10 cm or more away from the gun.  

RIFLED ARTILLERY - 5 cm or more away from the gun.  

58. FIRING - LEVEL GROUND 

SMALL ARMS FIRING UNITS on level ground may not fire through or over an intervening friendly/enemy 
unit at a target, which is on the same level as the firing unit. 

SMOOTHBORE ARTILLERY on level ground may not fire through or over an intervening friendly/enemy 
unit at a target, which is on the same level as the firing unit.  

RIFLED ARTILLERY on level ground may fire over the heads of an intervening friendly/enemy unit, as 
long as the intervening unit is 10 cm or more away from the gun.  
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62. FIRING - ENFILADED FIRE 

Enfiladed fire occurs when an enemy unit presents its flank to the firing unit (i.e the enemy unit is at 
approximately 90 degree to the firing unit), and can be fired upon from end to end. See SECTION 94 -  
Definition of front, flank and rear zones. Once it has been established that a unit has been hit by artillery or 
small arm fire in the flank it will not only move down in morale status as normal, but will also suffer an 
additional -1 morale point penalty.  
 
When using the artillery or small arm firing tables an enfiladed LINE counts as a COLUMN OF MARCH and 
vice versa.  

 

61. FIRING - ROUTING/BROKEN UNITS  

Because of the situation created by the alternate moving system any infantry or artillery unit that is reduced 
to ROUTING/BROKEN status as a result of enemy fire may still return fire (for this turn only) before it flees 
using a base morale rating of zero (0), unless the unit is unable or has already done so.  
 

NOTE: This is the only circumstance when a Routing/Broken unit is permitted to fire back. A Routing/
Broken unit is not permitted to fire at any other time during the game. The only exception to this is a    
routing unit that is being rallied. See SECTION 101 - How to rally a routing unit.  
 
Any charging unit that is reduced to Routing/Broken status as a result of enemy small arms/artillery fire 
may not be moved into base contact with the enemy, but will flee from the enemy. In such cases no melee 
is fought and the charging unit may not return fire.  
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64. ARTILLERY - TIME TAKEN TO LIMBER OR DEPLOY 

Listed below is how much time it takes to limber or unlimber and deploy the different artillery types. If  firing 
would cause an artillery unit to exceed its movement allowance, then it may NOT fire, see SECTION 37 - 
Movement allowance.  

• Deduct 25% movement allowance for SHORT and MEDIUM artillery to limber or unlimber and deploy. 

• Deduct 50% movement allowance for LONG artillery to limber or unlimber and deploy.  

63. FIRING - AT A CHARGING UNIT PRIOR TO CONTACT 

Units that opt to stand and receive a charging unit at the halt may fire (out of sequence) artillery/small 
arms at the charging unit prior to it making contact and engaging in melee. However, the defending unit 
may only fire once per turn, at a single enemy target irrespective of the number of times the unit is 
charged, see SECTION 85 - Units receiving a charge. Supporting units may also fire in such circumstances, 
see OPTIONAL RULE OP12 - Supporting fire. NOTE: Attached artillery will count as a supporting unit.  
 
To fire at a charging enemy unit prior to contact carry out the following:  

1) The firing unit does not need to be activated. 

2) The firing unit carries out a UNIT RECEIVING CHARGE morale test. Should the unit FAIL the test 
then it must act in accordance with the relevant section of the morale result table. However, should 
the unit PASS the test then the unit must now carry out an additional FIRING RANGE OF UNIT 
BEING CHARGED morale test to determine the range at which it may fire.  

3) Should the unit PASS the FIRING RANGE OF UNIT BEING CHARGED morale test then the unit may 
fire at Effective Range (E). Should the unit FAIL the test then it will fire at the range as detailed in 
the morale table. Where an infantry unit has to fire at Extreme Range (X) then the ‘Carbines 6-10’, 
or ‘Others 16-20’ column should be used, as applicable. NOTE: The ranges given in the morale test 
result are for gaming purposes only and may not reflect the actual physical distance the target is 
from the firing unit.  

4) The unit may now fire artillery and/or small arms at the charging unit at the ranges given in the 
morale result table. The player may not hold the unit’s firing for a later activation/turn.   

Any charging unit that is reduced to Routing/Broken status as a result of this out of sequence enemy        
artillery/small arms fire should not moved into base contact with the enemy, but will flee from the enemy. 
In such cases no melee is fought and the charging unit may not return fire.  

NOTE: If the charging unit is not able to make base contact with the nominated enemy, the charging unit must 
still be moved forward it’s maximum amount of remaining movement allowance (plus any charge bonus), towards 
the nominated enemy and then stop’s. No melee will be fought. The charging unit is not permitted to fire, but the 
nominated enemy may still fired at the charging unit (as detailed above) and may also fire at the charging unit in 
their own ‘go’ as normal. 

Union artillery in action 

Figure: 25mm Redoubt. Painting: Andrew MacDonald-Rice 
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65. ARTILLERY - HOW TO CARRY OUT ARTILLERY FIRING 

Only deployed artillery that has been activated may fire. An artillery unit may only fire once in a single turn,     
irrespective of the number of time the unit is activated. No tests are required to limber, deploy, fire, cease fire, 
nominate or change target, these actions may be carried out at the discretion of the player.  

To fire artillery carry out the following: 

1) A player must indicate the firing unit and the target to be fired upon before measuring the range. When a 
player nominates two or more guns to fire at the same target in the same turn, but the target is destroyed 
before all the other guns have been fired, then the remaining unfired guns will count as a miss and the player 
may not nominate a new target. This penalty applies because it is assumed that in real terms all the guns 
would be firing at the same time and not on an individual basis, as per the game mechanics.   

2) Measure the range that the target is from the gun. Targets that are out of range count as a miss. 

3) To see if the target is hit, first select a figure from the artillery firing table (see SECTION 66) by cross 
referencing the relevant section of the ARTILLERY TYPE column with the appropriate TARGET column, see 
example below. NOTE: In the table ’0’ means that only the morale rating of the artillery unit, plus any 
cover bonus, if applicable may be use as the artillery factor.     

4) Add to this tabulated figure the morale rating of the unit, plus any cover bonus (if applicable). NOTE:         
Artillery does not receive any Command Bonus. This total figure is the total artillery factor of the unit. 

5) Now roll 1 x D20, any score equal or less than the total artillery factor hits the target. NOTE: No 
artillery firing test is required if the target unit is automatically hit in 'Auto' range.  

6) Cavalry (any formation) hit at 'AUTO' range will move down – 2 morale point. All  other units/
formations will move down – 1 morale point only. In addition to this penalty if the unit was hit by 
‘Smoothbore Artillery’ it must carry out an extra test to see if its morale point rating will be further 
reduced as follows: Roll 1 x D6. Score 1 = - 1 MP, Score 2 = - 2 MPs, Score 3  = - 3 MPs, Score 4, 5 or 
6 = No further reduction in morale point rating. This additional penalty is to represent the effects of 
close range canister fire. 

7) Cavalry (any formation) hit beyond AUTO range will move down – 2 morale point. All  other units/
formations will move down – 1 morale point only. 

8) All units moving down in morale point rating due to artillery fire must carry out a UNIT HIT BY ARTILLERY or 
COUNTER BATTERY FIRE moral test, as applicable and any additional morale tests for each commander 
killed etc. 

 
How to use the Artillery Firing system: A Union artillery unit, firing a 10 pdr Wiard Rifled cannon, 
(Medium Range) wants to fire on a stationary Confederate infantry unit.  

The Union unit has a morale rating of 5 MPs. The Confederate unit is in LINE formation, in the open and is 
52 cm from the Union unit. The Confederate unit has a base morale rating of 5 MPs. This remains un-
changed because the unit has no commanders in base contact with it (no command bonus) and is not in 
cover (No cover bonus). 

The Union player first looks at the ‘Artillery Type - Medium - Rifled (R)’ section of the artillery firing   
table and looks down and stop at (39 - 56 cm) range. Now look at the ‘Target’ section using the ‘INF Line 
- In Open’  column. By cross referencing these sections the figure 8 is obtained. Add to this figure the total 
morale rating of the unit (5 MPs), this gives a total artillery factor of 14 (9 + 5).  

The player now rolls 1 x D20 and scores 8. As this figure is less than the artillery factor (14) it will count as a hit 
and because the Confederate unit is hit beyond AUTO range it suffers -1 MP. The Confederate unit, because it has 
been fired upon may now return small arms fire without being activated, but is unable as it is out of range so no 
further action is taken.  

All units that have been hit must now carry out morale tests, as applicable (see SECTION 97 - Morale overview, 
onwards). Each unit, when moving down in morale rating, should amend their morale rating counters 
throughout their go with one that indicates their current morale rating.  In this example the Confederate player 
replaces the unit’s 5 MPs Morale Counter with one indicating 4 MPs.    
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66. ARTILLERY - GUN TYPES 

Because the game has been developed to cater primarily for land battles and not siege warfare, large 
artillery pieces such as 30 pdr Parrott Rifle, 4 ½” Siege Rifle, 24 pdr siege gun and siege mortars, (including 
the so called mobile 300 lb Coehorn mortar) and coastal defence guns such as Rodman, Dahlgren guns 
etc., are not used in the game. For the purpose of the game the various types of artillery have been divided 
into the following broad-based movement and firing groups: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Smoothbore Artillery Movement 

Type 

Used by 

6 pdr Smoothbore cannon.  Horse/ Field US/ CS 

6 pdr cannon (Model 1841).  Horse/ Field US/ CS 

12 pdr Howitzer (Model 1841). Horse/ Field US/ CS 

12 pdr Napoleon (Model 1857). Horse/ Field US/ CS 

12 pdr cannon (Model 1841). Horse/ Field US/ CS 

12 pdr cannon (Wiard). Horse/ Field US 

24 pdr Howitzer (Model 1841). Horse/ Field US/ CS 

32 pdr Howitzer (Model 1844).  Field (Slow) US/ CS 

Range  

Type 

Short 

Short 

Short 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Rifled Artillery Movement 

Type 

Used by 

6 pdr Wiard   Horse/ Field US 

6 pdr Whitworth   Horse/ Field US/ CS. 

10 pdr  Wiard   Horse/ Field US 

12 pdr Blakely   Horse/ Field CS 

12 pdr Whitworth  Horse/ Field US/ CS. 

12 pdr  James   Horse/ Field CS 

18 pdr Blakely   Field (Slow) CS 

20 pdr Parrott   Field (Slow) US 

24 pdr James   Field (Slow) US/ CS. 

3” Rodman (Ordinance)  Horse/ Field US/ CS 

3” Armstrong   Horse/ Field CS 

Range  

Type 

Short 

Short 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Long 

Long 

Long 

Medium 

Medium 

10 pdr  Parrott   Horse/ Field Medium US 

65.1. Calculating damage to deployed/ limbered artillery 
 
1) When deployed artillery is hit by artillery fire (See SECTION 69 - Counter battery fire), or small arms fire (See 

SECTION 72 - How to carry out small arms firing), only the gun should be tested to see if it will suffer a     
reduction in morale point rating.  

2) When limbered artillery is hit by artillery fire (See SECTION 69 - Counter battery fire), or small arms fire (See 
SECTION 72 - How to carry out small arms firing), both the gun and the horse/limber team (See SECTION 70 
- Risk to artillery limbers), should be tested to see if they will suffer a reduction in morale point rating.  

3) When an unattached horse/limber team (No gun attached) is hit by artillery fire (See SECTION 65 - How to 
carry out artillery firing), or small arms fire (See SECTION 72 - How to carry out small arms firing), only the 
horse/limber team (See SECTION 70 - Risk to artillery limbers), should be tested to see if it will suffer a     
reduction in morale point rating.  
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67. ARTILLERY - TABLE 

Add to the figure given in the table below the morale rating of the firing unit, plus any cover bonus. NOTE: 
Artillery does not receive any Command Bonus. Roll 1 x D20, any score equal or less than the total artillery 
factor hits the target. NOTE: SB = Smoothbore artillery. R = Rifled  artillery.  

ARTILLERY TYPE  
Range in (cm)  

 
  

TARGET     

INF  
Line   

INF Skirmish Order 
Deployed/Limbered ART 
Unlimbered horse teams 
Unattached Commander   

INF 
or  

CAV 
Col of 
March 

    

CAV 
Line  

Cover  

 

SHORT  MEDIUM LONG In  
Open 

       

Behind 
Informal 
Cover       

Behind 
Formal 
Cover     

In  
Open 

       

Behind 
Informal 
Cover       

Behind 
Formal 
Cover     

SB R SB R SB R 

0 - 8 - 0 - 11 - 0 - 14 - AUTO AUTO 10 AUTO 8 6 AUTO AUTO AUTO 

9 -15 0 - 11 12 - 23 0 - 19 15 - 27 0 - 23 AUTO 10 8 8 6 4 AUTO AUTO AUTO 

16 - 23 12 - 23 24 - 34 20 - 38 28 - 41 24 - 45 10 8 6 6 4 2 12 11 13 

B 24 - 30 24 - 34 35 - 45 39 - 56 42 - 54 46 - 68 8 6 4 4 2 1 10 9 11 

C 31 - 38 35 - 45 46 - 56 57 - 75 55 - 68 69 - 90 6 4 2 2 1 0 8 7 9 

39 - 45 46 - 56 57 - 68 76 - 94 69 - 81 91 - 110 4 2 1 1 0 0 6 5 7 

46 - 50 57 - 68 69 - 75 95 - 110 82 - 90 111 - 135 2 1 0 0 0 0 4 3 5 

- 69 - 75 - 111- 125 - 136 - 150 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 4 

 

"Hangin' Out 'Till The Smoke Clears" 
The scene depicts an early morning battle that has driven a bear cub to safety in a Georgia pine tree. 

 
Artist: John Warr. www.civilwarrart.com 

NOTE: (B) and (C) in the above table are the enforced ranges at which artillery must fire due to a FIRING 
RANGE OF A UNIT BEING CHARGED morale test result. See SECTION 63. 
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71. ARTILLERY - EXHAUSTED GUN CREWS 

At the start of the game players may agree to limit the number of times an artillery piece can fire. This will 
prevent a player firing their artillery each turn at any enemy target that wanders into range. If this is the 
case see OPTIONAL RULES - OP3. Exhausted gun crews. 

68. ARTILLERY - GRAND BATTERY 

Three or more deployed artillery units in base contact with each other may be classed as a Grand Battery. 
In addition to the normal damage each gun may inflict, a Grand battery will automatically inflict an          
additional - 1 morale point damage on the target, as long as it is in range of the guns. This will apply 
irrespective of whether the target is hit or not, or is in the open or behind informal/formal cover.  

To fire artillery as a Grand Battery carry out the following: 

1) A player must declare that his/her artillery units will fire as a Grand Battery and must activate each 
gun in the Grand Battery.  

2) No gun in the Grand battery is permitted to move in the turn that it fires and each gun in the Grand 
battery must fire at the same target as nominated by the player firing the guns. NOTE: Should any 
gun be moved or fire at a different target then the guns will no longer be classed as a grand battery 
and the automatic - 1 MP damage on the target will not apply.  

3) Each gun in the grand battery is now individually tested to see if it hit’s the target. See SECTION 65 – 
How to carry out artillery firing.  

4) Should the target be destroyed before all the guns in the grand battery have been fired, then the 
remaining unfired guns count as a miss and the player may not nominate a new target. This penalty 
applies because it is assumed that in real terms all the guns would be firing at the same time and not 
on an individual basis, as per the game mechanics. 

70. ARTILLERY - RISK TO ARTILLERY LIMBERS  

Each horse drawn artillery limber team will have a morale point rating of 4 MPs, irrespective of the number of 
horses in the team or the morale point rating of the gun it serves.  

Each time limbered artillery or an unlimbered horse team and limber (with no gun attached) is hit by either        
artillery or small arms fire, then the gun and the limber team will move down  – 1 morale point. In addition 
to this penalty the gun and the limber team must each carry out an extra test to see if their morale point 
rating will be further reduced as follows: Roll 1 x D6. Score 1 = - 1 MP, Score 2 = - 2 MPs, Score 3  = - 3 
MPs, Score 4, 5 or 6 = No further reduction in morale point rating.  

When the morale point rating of a limber team is reduced to zero (0) it is removed from the gaming  table. The 
gun that the limber team served may now only move at MANHANDLED rate, until a player allocates the gun with 
a new limber team, their existing models on the table. Note: Once a player has lost all their tabled limber teams 
then no further replacements may be made. 

69. ARTILLERY - COUNTER BATTERY FIRE 

Should a player wish to undertake counter-battery fire then this is carried out in the normal manner. See 
SECTION 65 – How to carry out artillery firing.  
 
Once it has been established that the enemy battery has been hit, at any range, it moves down – 1 

morale point and carries out an extra test to see if its morale point rating will be further reduced as 
follows: Roll 1 x D6. Score 1 = - 1 MP, Score 2 = - 2 MPs, Score 3  = - 3 MPs, Score 4, 5 or 6 = No further 
reduction in morale point rating. This penalty is to represent the varying number of casualties that could be 
inflicted on the gunners and the possible disabling or destruction of guns within the target battery. NOTE: 
The automatic - 1 morale point inflicted by a grand battery will still apply.  
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72. SMALL ARMS - HOW TO CARRY OUT SMALL ARMS FIRING 

Only an activated infantry or dismounted  cavalry unit may fire. The unit may only fire once in a single turn,     
irrespective of the number of time the unit is activated. No tests are required to fire, cease fire, nominate or 
change target, these actions may be carried out at the discretion of the player.  

1) The player must indicate the firing unit and the target to be fired upon before measuring the range. 

2) Measure the range that the target is from the firing unit. Targets out of range will count as a miss. 

3) To see if the target is hit, first select a figure from the small arms firing table (see SECTION 74) by cross 
referencing the relevant section of the FIRING UNIT column with the appropriate TARGET column, see 
example below. NOTE: In the table ’0’ means that only the morale rating of the unit, plus any         
command bonus etc., may be use as the small arms factor.     

4) Add to this tabulated figure the morale rating of the unit, plus any command bonus, plus any cover bonus, 
as applicable. This total figure is the total small arms factor of the unit. Now roll 1 x D20, any score 
equal or less than the total small arms factor hits the target. 

5) Cavalry (any formation) hit at Effective Range (E) will move down  – 2 morale point. All  other 
units/formations will move down – 1 morale point only. In addition to this penalty the hit unit must 
carry out an extra test to see if its morale point rating will be further reduced as follows: Roll 1 x D6. 
Score 1 = - 1 MP, Score 2 = - 2 MPs, Score 3  = - 3 MPs, Score 4, 5 or 6 = No further reduction in 
morale point rating. This additional penalty is to represent the effects of close range small arm fire. 

6) Cavalry (any formation) hit at Extreme Range (X) will move down   – 2 morale point. All  other 
units/formations will move down – 1 morale point only. 

7) All units moving down in morale point rating due to small arm fire must carry out a UNIT’S MPs 
REDUCED BY SMALL ARM FIRE  morale test. 

 
 

How to use the Small Arms Firing system: The battle is set in 1862. A Confederate infantry unit wants 
to fire small arms at an advancing Union infantry unit. The Union unit is in LINE formation, in the open and 
is 24 cm from the Confederate unit. The Union unit has a base morale rating of 8 MPs. This remains      
unchanged because it has no commanders in base contact (no command bonus). The Confederate unit is 
also in LINE formation, behind a hedge (informal cover). The Confederate unit has a base morale rating of 
4 MPs, but this is increased to a total of 6 MPs because the unit has a unit commander in base contact 
(+1 MP command bonus) and receives a +1 MP cover bonus.  

The Confederate player first looks at the ‘Small Arms firing unit’ section of the small arms firing table 
and looks down this column  using the appropriate range band that the target is from the firing unit (21 - 
35 cm) and stops at ’Line’ formation. Now look at the ‘Target’ section using the ‘INF Line - in open’. By 
cross referencing these sections the figure 8 is obtained. Add to this figure the total morale rating of the unit 
(total 6 MPs), this gives a total small arms factor of 14 (8 + 6). The player now rolls 1 x D20 and scores 8. As this 
figure is less than the small arms factor (14) it will count as a hit and because the Union unit is hit at extreme 
range (X) it suffers -1 MP. The Union unit, because it has been fired upon may now return fire, without being    
activated as follows:  

The Union player first looks at the ‘Small Arms firing unit’ section of the small arms firing table and looks 
down this column using the appropriate range band that the target is from the firing unit (21 - 35 cm) and 
stop’s at ’Line’ formation. Now look at the ‘Target’ section using the ‘INF Line’ - ‘Behind informal 
cover’ column. By cross referencing these sections the figure 6 is obtained. Add to this figure the total morale 
rating of the unit, in this example it will be 8 MPs, this gives a total small arms factor of 14 (6 + 8). The player 
now rolls 1 x D20 and scores 16, as this figure is greater than the small arms factor (14) it will count as a miss so 
no further action is taken.  

All units that have been hit must now carry out morale tests, as applicable (see SECTION 97 - Morale overview, 
onwards). Each unit, when moving down in morale rating, should amend their morale rating counters 
throughout their go with one that indicates their current morale rating. In this example the Union player replaces 
the unit’s 8 MPs Morale Counter with one indicating 7 MPs.   
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Why not visit the Honor & Glory Yahoo chat group  
 

www. groups.yahoo.com/group/Honorag 
 
 

For articles, products, chat, historical and wargaming information visit: 
 

Wasatch Front Historical Gaming Society (WFHGS), www.wfhgs.com  
The Miniatures Page (TMP), www.theminiaturespage.com 

73. SMALL ARMS - WEAPON TYPES 

An activated infantry unit may fire once or twice per turn dependant upon weapon type. The following table details 
the maximum number of times a unit is permitted to fire in a single turn. NOTE: Carbines were generally issued 
to Cavalry troops.  

NOTE: Machine and volley guns - such as US Agar machine gun, also known as ’coffee mill gun’, US       
Billinghurst-Requa batteries, US Colt Light automatic weapon, US Gattling gun, CS Williams breach loading 
rapid fire gun and CS Vandenburg volley gun are not used in the game as they were produced in very     
limited numbers, which meant that they had minimal impact on the battle that were fought during this   
period. 

Weapon Type Weapon Example 

Smoothbore  

Musket  
(Muzzle loading)  

Austrian consol musket, English Enfield musket, Flintlock musket, Prussian musket, 
US Springfield flintlock musket - Model 1795, US Springfield flintlock musket - Model 
1816 (Standard or converted to percussion). US Springfield musket (Cal. 0.72) - 
Model 1842  

Rifle Musket 

(Muzzle loading)  
CS Austrian Consol Musket. CS Austrian Lorenz Rifle- model 1854. CS English Enfield 
Rifle Musket - Model 1853. US Harpers Flintlock Rifle - Model 1803. US Springfield 
Flintlock Musket. (Cal 0.69) - Model 1842. US Springfield Percussion Rifle Musket - 
Model 1855. US Springfield Percussion Rifle Musket - Model 1861, Model 1863 Type 
1 and 2 and Model 1855. US Harpers Rifle - Model 1841. Lamb Rifle. Mississippi Rifle 
(Standard or Converted to percussion). CS Richmond Armoury percussion Rifle Mus-
ket. CS Belgian Rifle made in Leige Belgium referred to as Franc-Belgian Model 1859, 
may include the converted Model 1822 Family of Muskets and the Model 1842 
(French) Family of Muskets. CS Fayetteville Armoury Rifled Musket. Remington  
“Zouave “ Rifle - Model 1863. Whitworth Rifle – Model 1862. 
 

Muzzle Carbine 

(Muzzle loading)  
British 1853 Carbine with swivel ramrod. CS Cook & Brother Carbine. US Cavalry 
Musketoon - Model 1847. Jaeger Carbine. J.P. Murray Carbine. CS Richmond        
Carbine. Prussian Carbine - Model 1855. Springfield Carbine. 
 

Breach Carbine 

(Breach loading)  
Burnside Carbine. English Musketoon - Model 1861. Gallagher Carbine. Hall North 
Carbine. Joslyn Carbine. Maynard Carbine. Merrill Carbine. Morse Cavalry Carbine. 
Smith Carbine. Starr Carbine. Sharps Carbine - Model 1859. CS Tarpley Carbine - 
Model 1863. 
 

Breach Rifle 
(Breach loading)  

Ballard Rifle – model 1861. Colt Rifle. English Enfield Rifle – Model 1858.            
English  Enfield Rifle – Model 1861. Hall rifle – Model 1819. Palmetto Rifle.            
CS Richmond Rifle – Model 1863. Sharps Rifle – Model 1859. 

Repeating  
weapons 
(General) 

Colt Rifle. Greene Rifle. Henry Case Hardened Iron Frame Rifle – Model 1861. Henry 
Blue  Iron Frame Rifle – Model 1861. Henry Military Rifle – Model 1863. Lemat    
Carbine. Spencer Repeating rifle. Spencer repeating Carbine - model 1863. 
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SMALL ARMS FIRING UNIT    
Range (cm) and Formation      

TARGET     

Weapon 
Type 

Effective 
Range 

(E) 

Extreme Range 
(X)   

INF 
Line   

INF Skirmish Order 
Deployed/ Limbered ART 
Unlimbered horse teams 

INF 
or  

CAV 
Col of 
March 

CAV 
Line 

Carbine 1 - 5 - 6 - 10 11 - 15 In  
Open 

      

Behind 
Informal 
Cover      

Behind 
Formal 
Cover    

In  
Open 

      

Behind 
Informal 
Cover      

Behind 
Formal 
Cover    Other 1 - 10 11 - 15 16 - 20 21 - 35 

Line    14 12 10 10 8 6 16 15 

 Line   12 10 8 8 6 4 15 13 

Sk/O  Line  10 8 6 6 4 2 13 11 

Prone Sk/O  Line 8 6 4 4 2 1 11 9 

Col of 
March 

Prone Sk/O  6 4 2 2 1 0 9 7 

 
Col of 
March 

Prone Sk/O 4 2 1 1 0 0 7 5 

  
Col of 
March 

Prone 3 1 0 0 0 0 5 4 

   
Col of 
March 

2 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 

 

74. SMALL ARMS - FIRING TABLE 

Add to the figure given in the table below the morale rating of the firing unit, plus any command bonus, 
plus any cover bonus. Roll 1 x D20, any score equal or less than the total small arms factor hits the target.   

816-818 LONDON ROAD, LEIGH-ON-SEA, ESSEX SS9 3NH, UK  

  Telephone : +44 (0)1702 473986 
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76. MELEE - UNITS PERMITTED TO TAKE PART IN A MELEE 

The units listed in SECTION 88 have no melee capability and should avoid melee where practically possible 
as they may not inflict damage upon their opponent. Only opposing infantry or cavalry units that are in base 
contact with one another may suffer a reduction in morale rating if hit in melee. These units are termed 
FORWARD UNITS. However, any friendly units that are in base contact with either the side or rear of a 
friendly forward unit may also test to see if it inflicts damage on an enemy forward unit. These units are 
termed SUPPORTING UNITS.   

Each forward and supporting unit (whether activated of fighting back as a result of being attacked), will be 
individually tested at the same time, to see if they can inflicts damage upon the opponent’s forward unit. 
NOTE: A forward unit may only fight another enemy forward unit and is not permitted to fight any enemy 
supporting units. When a forward unit is fighting on a narrow frontage, i.e. on a bridge, between houses or 
between an enclosed topographical feature such as a gully or narrow pass (excluding hedges, fences and 
low stone walls around fields) it is not be permitted to count any supporting units in the melee. 

 
 
 
 

Side A – Has charged units D, E, F, G, H and I 
into contact with enemy units A, B and C. Units B, 
C, D and E now become the ‘Forward units’ of 
their respective armies. Side A - Individually tests 
its units to see if they inflict damage upon the 
enemy’s forward units as follows: Unit D attacks B 
supported by G; Unit E attacks C supported by F 
and H. Unit I will not form part of the melee.  

Side B – Now individually tests its units to see if 
they inflict damage upon the enemy’s forward 
units as follows: Unit B attacks D but is 
unsupported; Unit C attacks E supported by A.  

Side A 

Side B 

A 
Supporting 

unit 

B 
Forward 

unit 

C 
Forward 

unit 

D 
Forward 

unit 

G 
Supporting 

unit 

E 
Forward 

unit 

H 
Supporting 

unit 

F 
Supporting 

unit 

I 

75. MELEE - OVERVIEW 

Only activated units may instigate a melee (hand to hand combat) and be moved into base contact with the 
enemy. An activated unit may only fight one enemy unit in the same turn. This applies irrespective of the 
number of times the unit is activated in a single turn. 

Any defending artillery or infantry unit forced to melee, is permitted to fight back in the same turn, without 
being activated, but uses its REDUCE morale rating caused by initial contact penalties, as applicable. If the 
defending unit is attacked by more than one enemy unit in the same turn, then the defending unit may only 
fight one round of melee, with the first enemy ‘forward’ unit that made base contact with it, irrespective of 
the number of times the unit is attacked and forced to melee in a single turn.  

If a charging unit is able to make base contact with any part of a nominated enemy unit then a melee is 
fought. Once contact has been made then the units in melee should be neatly aligned with one another,  
irrespective of their actual point of contact.  

Should a player want to move a unit into base contact with an enemy they must declare a CHARGE move 
when they first activate the attacking unit. See SECTION 77— Charges. A countercharging unit does not 
need to be activated. See SECTION 78— Countercharges. After the attacking and defending units have   
carried out their morale tests and are permitted to move into base contact with one another then a melee is 
fought. NOTE: After the first round of melee, neither the attacking or defending units need to be activated 
in order to fight any subsequent rounds of melee, which is continuously fought in both Side A’s and Side B’s 
turn until a unit either voluntarily breaks off from the melee, or is forced by a morale test result to break off 
from the melee, or the unit is reduced to broken status.   

Because of the situation created by the alternate moving system any infantry or cavalry unit that is reduced 
to ROUTING/BROKEN status in melee may still fight one round of melee (for this turn only), using a base 
morale rating of zero (0), unless the unit is unable or has already done so. NOTE: This is the only 
circumstance when a Routing/Broken unit is permitted to fight a melee, the only exception to this is a   
routing unit that is being rallied. See SECTION 101 - How to rally a routing unit.  
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77. MELEE - CHARGES  

The following are not permitted to declare a CHARGE move:  

• Artillery, all types.  

• Infantry in column of march formation.  

• Infantry may not charge cavalry, except enemy cavalry that is already engaged in melee.  

• An attacking unit is not permitted to charge an enemy unit that it could not see at the start of its 
turn. This rule may not apply to charging supporting units. See SECTION 14 - Visibility. 

 
1) Should a player want to move one of their units into base contact with an enemy unit in order to fight 

a melee or join an ongoing melee, they must declare a CHARGE move when they first activate the  
attacking unit.  

2) Once the CHARGE move has been declared the attacking player indicates the charging unit and the 
enemy unit to be attacked, before measuring the distance between the units.  

3) A charging infantry or cavalry unit is permitted during its ‘go’ to wheel or change direction, but once the 
charging unit is within 50 mm of the enemy unit to be attacked, then the charging unit must be moved in 
a straight line, directly towards the centre of the target unit.  

4) Each charging unit must carry out a CHARGE morale test to see if the unit will attack the enemy. 
Should the charging unit PASS the morale test then the unit may attack the enemy. 

5) Should the charging unit FAIL the morale test then it will act in accordance with the relevant section 
of the morale result table. NOTE: A unit that fails to charge must remain in its present location and 
may not carry out any other action other than defend itself, unless activated again in the same turn. 
All failed units may retest next time they are activated to see if they will push home their attack. 

6) If the charging unit is permitted to attack the nominated enemy unit, then the attacking player should 
measure the distance from the charging unit to the nominated enemy unit, adding where applicable any 
CHARGE BONUS to the charging unit’s movement allowance. See SECTION 79 - Charge bonus. All 
measurements must be from the front centre edge of the charging unit to the centre point of the enemy 
unit.   

7) If the charging unit is able to make base contact with any part of the nominated enemy unit then a 
melee is fought. 

8) However, if the charging unit is not able to make 
base contact with the nominated enemy, the 
charging unit must still be moved forward it’s maxi-
mum amount of remaining movement allowance 
(plus any charge bonus), towards the nominated 
enemy and then stop’s. No melee will be fought. The 
charging unit is not permitted to fire, but the 
nominated enemy may still fired at the   charging 
unit (see SECTION 63 - Firing at a charging unit prior 
to contact) and may also fire at the charging unit in 
their own turn as normal. 

9)  Should the nominated enemy unit break and flee 
before contact due to a morale test result, then 
the charging unit is moved to the position vacated 
by the nominated enemy unit and then stop’s.   
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80. MELEE - JOINING AN ONGOING MELEE 

Additional reserve troops may join an ongoing melee, subject to the following: 

1) The attacking unit(s) must comply with the requirements given in SECTION 77 - Charges and 
SECTION 79 - How to fight a melee. 

2) There must be sufficient room for the attacking unit to be moved into base contact with the enemy or 
into base contact with a friendly FORWARD unit. 

3) A friendly SUPPORTING unit that enters a melee at the same time as their forward unit(s) or any unit 
joining an ongoing melee at a later time may not inflict initial contact penalties. However, the 
attacking unit may count as assaulting the enemy in the FLANK or REAR depending on its point of 
contact with the enemy, see SECTION 94 -  Definition of front, flank or rear attacks. 

78. MELEE - COUNTERCHARGES  

Any defending infantry or cavalry unit that is charged may countercharge without being activated.  

NOTE: Artillery may not countercharge; infantry may not countercharge attacking cavalry; countercharging 
units may not fire; countercharging units may not add the CHARGE BONUS. 

1) To countercharge the defending player must declare a COUNTERCHARGE move and indicate the 
countercharging unit and the nominated enemy unit to be attacked. The countercharging unit       
carries out a UNIT RECEIVING CHARGE morale test to see if the unit will countercharge the enemy.  

2) Should the countercharging unit PASS the morale test, then the unit is moved into base contact with 
the enemy and fights a melee. Charging and countercharging units meet at the mid-point between 
the opposing forces, where practically possible. NOTE: where this is not practically possible then the 
units will meet at mutually agreed position. 

3) Should the countercharging unit FAIL the morale test then it acts in accordance with the relevant 
section of the morale result table.  

79. MELEE - CHARGE BONUS 

When a player declares a charge move they may add a CHARGE BONUS to the unit’s    
normal movement rate. NOTE: The charge bonus may only be added once per turn,    
irrespective of the number of times the unit has been activated in a single turn. 

To determine how much extra movement the unit will have, a player should roll the        
following D6: 

• Infantry: 1 x D6 cm. 
• Cavalry 2 x D6 cm.   
 
EXAMPLE: A Cavalry unit is carrying out a charge move, roll 2 x D6 and add these 
scores together, say score 5 + 6 = 11. This means that the cavalry unit may add 11 
cm to its normal movement rate. 
 
The following are not permitted to use the CHARGE BONUS:  

• A countercharging unit. 
• A unit moving all or some of its movement allowance through difficult terrain. 
• Cavalry charging down a very steep hill or slope. 
• A pursuing unit. 
• Artillery (all types). 

Rebel Yell 

Figure: 25mm Redoubt. Painting: Andrew MacDonald-Rice 
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81. MELEE - HOW TO FIGHT A MELEE 

Use the following method to determine how much damage the enemy has sustained in the melee. 

1) Each unit engaged in melee may only test once per turn to see if it can inflict damage upon the 
enemy. Charging and countercharging units should first determine the damage their FORWARD units 
have inflicted on the enemy as a result of initial contact penalties (See SECTION 82). The attacking 
player now individually tests their FORWARD and SUPPORTING units, as detailed below, to see if they 
are able to inflict further damage upon the enemy.  

2) To see if the target is hit, first select a figure from the melee table (see SECTION 83) by cross referencing 
the relevant section of the ATTACKING UNIT column with the appropriate DEFENDING UNIT column, see 
example below. NOTE: In the table ’0’ means that only the morale rating of the unit, plus any        
command bonus etc., may be use as the melee factor.     

3) Add to this tabulated figure the morale rating of the unit, plus any command bonus, plus any cover bonus, 
plus Confederate Infantry add + 1, as applicable. This total figure is the total melee factor. Now roll 
1 x D20, any score equal or less than the total melee factor hits the target. NOTE: All scores of 20 or 
more count as an automatic HIT. 

4) All units hit in melee move down - 1 morale point. 

5) All units moving down in morale point rating due to damage sustained in melee carry out a UNIT’S 
MPs REDUCED IN MELEE morale test and any additional morale tests for each commander killed, as 
applicable. 

6) Should a FORWARD unit withdraw or flee from the melee then any friendly supporting unit that is 
also fighting the melee is moved into base contact with the enemy and becomes the new FORWARD 
unit. The melee will continue to be fought. 

How to use the melee system: A Confederate infantry unit wants to charge uphill to attack a stationary 
Union infantry unit behind a hedge (Informal cover). The Confederate unit is in SKIRMISH ORDER          
formation, in the open and has a base morale rating of 6 MPs and a unit commander (+1 MP command   
bonus) in base contact making a total of 7 MPs. The stationary Union unit has a base morale rating of 5 
MPs, but this is increased to a total of 14 MPs because the unit has a ‘Unit commander’ and a ‘7 MP      
Brigade commander’ in base contact (making a total command bonus of 8 MPs) and is in base contacted 
with informal cover (+1 MP cover bonus). 

The Confederate unit passes its CHARGE TEST. The Union unit now carries out a UNIT RECEIVING CHARGE 
TEST and passes (see SECTION 85). The Union player opted to stand and receive the charge at the halt so 
may not countercharge (see SECTION 76), but may fire small arms, NOTE: For the purpose of this example 
assume that the Union inflicted no casualties with their small arms fire (see SECTION 61). Neither the   
Confederate or Union units inflict any initial contact penalties (See SECTION 83). The Confederate player 
now uses the melee table to see if damage can be inflicted on the Union infantry. First look down the 
‘Attacking Unit’ column until you reach the row titled ‘Infantry - Skirmish order’. Now look along the 
‘Defending Unit - Behind informal cover’ column. Because the Confederate infantry are charging up hill 
use the ‘U’ column. By cross referencing these sections the figure 1 is obtained. Add to this figure the total   
morale rating of the unit (total 7 MPs), plus Confederate infantry may add +1 to the melee table figure. This gives 
a total melee factor of 9 (7 + 1 + 1). The player now rolls 1 x D20 and scores 4. As this figure is less than the  
melee factor (9) it will count as a hit and the Union infantry unit suffers -1 MP. The Union unit may now fight 
back without being activated (using the same process as detailed above), but must subtracts -1 MPs for initial 
contact penalties, so the new total morale rating of the unit in this example is now 13 (14 - 1). NOTE: The Union 
unit now becomes the ’Attacking unit’ and the Confederate unit now becomes the ‘Defending unit’.  

The Union player first look down the ‘Attacking Unit’ column until you reach the row titled ‘Infantry 
Line’. Now look along the ‘Defending Unit - In Open’. Because the Union unit is on higher ground use 
the ‘D’ column, as the infantry are fighting down hill. By cross referencing these sections the figure 9 is      
obtained. Add to this figure the total morale rating of the unit (total 13 MPs), this gives a total melee factor of 22
(13 + 9). As this score is over 20 it will count as an automatic HIT and the Confederate infantry unit suffers -1 
MP. All units that have been hit must now carry out morale tests, as applicable (see SECTION 97 - Morale  
overview, onwards). Each unit, when moving down in morale rating, should amend their morale rating 
counters throughout their go with one that indicates their current morale rating. In this example the Union player 
replaces the unit’s 5 MPs Morale Counter with one indicating 3 MPs (- 1 MP for initial contact penalty and - 1 MP 
for being hit in melee), and the Confederate player replaces their 6 MPs Morale Counter with one indicating           
5 MPs.   
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82. MELEE - INITIAL CONTACT PENALTIES 

Only Charging and Countercharging FORWARD units may inflict initial contact penalties on an enemy that is 
in the open or protected by informal cover. Initial contact penalties may not be inflicted on a unit 
protected by formal cover. When a unit’s morale rating is reduced as a result of initial contact penalties it 
does not carry out any morale or commander killed tests.  

The following do not inflict initial contact penalties: 
1) A stationary unit. 
2) A friendly supporting unit that enters a melee at the same time as their forward unit. 
3) A unit joining an ongoing melee.  

Additional contact penalties to be added to the figure given in the table above, where applicable. 
1) Any unit contacted in FLANK = - 3 MPs. See SECTION 93 - Melee flank or rear attacks. 
2) Any unit contacted in REAR = - 5 MPs. See SECTION 93 - Melee flank or rear attacks. 
 
NOTE: Contact penalties are cumulative. EXAMPLE: An infantry unit in ‘column of march’ is contacted in 
the flank by enemy cavalry. The infantry unit automatically moves down - 5 MPs due to the following: 
Contacted in flank - 3 MPs by cavalry while the infantry unit is in ‘column of march’ - 2MPs. 

ATTACKER DEFENDER  BEING CONTACTED 

In
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try 
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e 
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n
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Infantry line  - 2 - 2  - 1 

Infantry skirmish order      

Infantry column of march  - 1    

Cavalry - 3 - 4 - 2  - 2 

Cavalry column of march  - 1    

83. MELEE - TABLE 

Add to the figure given in the table below the morale rating of the firing unit, plus any command bonus, 
plus any cover bonus, plus Confederate Infantry (+1). Roll 1 x D20, any score equal or less than the 
total melee factor hits the target.   

Direction of attack: L = Level ground; U = Uphill; D = Down hill. NOTE:       means not permitted 

DEFENDING UNIT   

In  
Open  

Behind  
Informal cover  

Behind  
Formal cover  

L U D L U D L U D 

INF 

Line  7 5 9 5 3 6 3 1 4 

Skirmish order  4 2 6 2 1 3 1 0 2 

Column of march  2 0 3 1 0 2 0 0 0 

CAV 

Union 1861 to 1863 8 6 10 6 4 7    

Confederate 1861 to 1863  10 8 12 8 6 9    

Union & Confederate 1864 to 1865 9 7 11 7 5 8    

Column of march Union & Confederate  2 0 3 1 0 2    

ATTACKING UNIT  
Confederate Infantry add + 1  

to the tabulated figure   
 

Direction of attack   
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87. MELEE - BLOWN CAVALRY 

At the start of the game players may agree that after two consecutive rounds of melee, if cavalry have not 
reduced the enemy to BROKEN status or forced them to rout, then the cavalry will be deemed to be blown 
and must break off from the melee. If this is the case see OPTIONAL RULES - OP4. Blown Cavalry. 

84. MELEE - BREAKTHROUGH 

Breakthrough - where a victorious unit smashes its way through an enemy unit and then goes on to attack 
another new enemy unit in the same turn is not used in the game.  

However, breakthrough is represented in part by the use of the pursuit rules. See SECTION 92 - Pursuit. 

85. MELEE - UNITS RECEIVING A CHARGE  

When a unit is nominated to be attacked, should the charging unit pass its CHARGE morale test, then the 
defending unit carries out a UNIT RECEIVING CHARGE morale test to see if the unit will stand and receive 
the enemy. NOTE: Stationary units may not inflict initial contact penalties. 

1) Should the defending unit PASS the morale test, then the unit may either countercharge, where 
permitted, or opt to receive the charge at the halt. 

2) When an artillery or infantry unit opts to receive the charge at the halt, it has the option to carry out 
(out of sequence) artillery and/or small arm firing, see SECTION 63 - Firing at a unit prior to contact. 
If this is the case then the firing unit carries out an additional FIRING RANGE OF UNIT BEING 
CHARGED morale test to determine the range at which the unit is permitted to fire.  

3) The ranges given in the morale test result, which must be used, are for gaming purposes only and 
may not reflect the actual physical distance the target is from the firing unit. See SECTION 63 - Firing 
at a charging unit prior to contact and OPTIONAL RULE OP12 - Supporting fire. 

4) Should the defending unit FAIL any of the above morale tests then it must act in accordance with the 
relevant section of the morale result table. 

  

86. MELEE - RESULTS 

It is only necessary to know who has won or lost a round of melee when trying to take control of cover 
occupied by the enemy.  

1) A unit has LOST a round of melee if it suffers a reduction in morale point rating, but fails to inflict a 
reduction in morale point rating on its opponent or is forced to break off from a melee due to a 
morale test result or is reduced to ROUTING/ BROKEN status. 

2) The melee is a DRAW if: 
• Both sides inflict a reduction in each other’s morale point rating. This applies even if say side A 

inflicts 6 MPs damage and side B only inflicts 1 MP damage.  
• Both sides fail to inflict a reduction in each other’s morale point rating.  

88. MELEE - ROUTING/BROKEN UNITS  

Because of the situation created by the alternate moving system any infantry or cavalry unit that is reduced 
to ROUTING/BROKEN status in melee may still fight one round of melee (for this turn only), using a base 
morale rating of zero (0), unless the unit is unable or has already done so.  

NOTE: This is the only circumstance when a Routing/Broken unit is permitted to fight a melee. A Routing/
Broken unit is not permitted to fight a melee at any other time during the game. The only exception to this 
is a routing unit that is being rallied. See SECTION 101 - How to rally a routing unit.  

For artillery in melee see SECTION 90 - Artillery in melee.  
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89. MELEE -  UNITS WITH 

NO MELEE CAPABILITY 

The units listed below may form part of a 
melee, but will have no melee  capability 
and so may not inflict damage upon their 
opponent: 

• A broken unit has no melee capability. 

• A routing unit has no melee capability, 
unless it is being rallied. See SECTION 
99. 

• Limbered and/or deployed artillery has 
no melee capability.  

91. MELEE - DIRECTION OF ATTACK 

The melee table uses the following to denote the direction in which the defending and attack are fighting:  
L = Level ground; U = Uphill; D = Down hill. The direction of attack is defined as follows: 
 
Level ground - This is where the units fighting a melee are on the same level and are not within 5 cm of 
the top or bottom edge of a model hill.  Any unit moving down hill (or up hill), to attack a defending unit, 
which is located 5cm or more away from the top or bottom edge of a model hill will count as fighting on 
level ground.  
 
Uphill - This is where a unit is fighting (in an uphill direction), an enemy unit that is located on higher 
ground and if positioned on the top of a hill is within 10 cm of the top contour of the model hill.  
 
Down hill - This is where a unit is fighting (in an down hill direction), an enemy unit that is located on 
lower ground and if positioned at the bottom of a hill is within 10 cm of the bottom contour of the model 
hill.  

90. MELEE - ARTILLERY IN MELEE 

Limbered/deployed artillery has no melee capability.  
 
UNATTACHED ARTILLERY - This is either limbered or deployed artillery that is not in base contact with a 
friendly infantry or cavalry unit. If artillery is contacted by the enemy then the artillery unit is overrun and 
the gun, gun crew, associated limber (if within 10cm of the gun position) and any commanders in base  
contact with the gun are automatically destroyed and should be removed from the gaming table.    
 

ATTACHED ARTILLERY - This is either limbered or deployed artillery that is in base contact with a 
friendly infantry or cavalry unit. If contacted by the enemy it may not be chosen as a specific target to be 
fought, but the supporting friendly unit must be fought instead. NOTE: When artillery is in base contact 
with more than one supporting unit that are going to fight a melee at the same time, then the player must 
(before the melee starts) indicate the friendly unit that the artillery unit is attached. If during the melee the 
supporting infantry or cavalry unit to which the artillery is attached is reduced to Routing/Broken status or is 
forced to WITHDRAW due to a morale test result then the artillery unit is overrun and the gun, gun crew, 
associated limber (if within 10cm of the gun position) and any commanders in base contact with the gun 
are automatically destroyed and should be removed from the gaming table. NOTE: This penalty does not 
apply if the attacking enemy is also reduced to ROUTING/BROKEN status in the same melee.   
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93. MELEE - SECURE FLANKS 

A unit is not permitted to attack an enemy unit in 
the flank if the flank that is to be attacked is ei-
ther: 

• Protected by an impassable topographical    
object, such as a building or rock outcrop etc. 
that is 15 cm or less away from the defending 
units flank. NOTE: The gaming table edge can-
not act as an impassable  topographical object. 

• Protected by a supporting friendly unit (this 
may be an infantry, cavalry or artillery unit) 
that has 75% or more of its frontage within 15 
cm or less away from the defending unit’s flank 
that is to be attacked.  

92. MELEE - PURSUIT 

Whenever an enemy unit in melee voluntarily withdraws from a melee or is forced to break off from a melee 
due to a morale test result or being reduced to ROUTING/BROKEN status, then the opposing unit that was 
in the melee must carry out a BASIC morale test to see whether it will remain in its present location or 
pursue the withdrawing/ fleeing enemy.  

1) The BASIC morale test and any pursuit move are carried out in the same turn that the enemy 
withdrew or fled from the melee, irrespective of whether it is Side A or Side B’s turn. 

2) Should the unit PASS the test then it has the option to remains in its present location until the next 
time it is activated or to pursue the fleeing enemy. 

3) Should the unit FAIL the test then it must pursue the fleeing enemy for 1 turn only.  

4) Once the compulsory or voluntary pursuit move has been completed the pursuing unit must remain in 
its present location until the next time it is activated in its own turn. 

5) The unit that wants to pursue or has been forced to pursue does not need to be activated and is   
permitted to move 100% of its movement allowance directly towards the withdrawing/ fleeing enemy, 
even if it has already used all its movement allowance this turn. 

6) If the pursuing unit is able to make base contact with the withdrawing/ fleeing enemy unit then a  
melee is fought in the next players turn, but this will not apply to a ROUTING/BROKEN unit, which will 
continue to flee. NOTE: Flank and rear attack rules apply. See SECTION 95 - Flank or rear attacks. 

If during the pursuit move, the pursuing unit passes within 5 cm of a new enemy unit, then the pursuing 
player has the option to either continue the pursuit or try and attempt to attack the new enemy, as detailed 
below. NOTE: Where it is possible for the pursuing unit to attack a number of enemy units, then it must  
attack the first (nearest) enemy unit it encountered along its pursuit route.  

1) The pursuing player declares a CHARGE move and carries out a CHARGE morale test.  

2) Should the pursuing unit PASS this test then it is moved into base contact with the new enemy. The 
new melee will be fought in the next players turn.  

3) Should the pursuing unit FAIL this test then it must continue to pursue the original enemy unit.  

4) The new enemy unit, if attacked, must carry out a UNIT RECEIVING CHARGE morale test. Should the 
defending unit pass this morale test then it may countercharge or fire at the pursuing unit.  

5) Should the new enemy unit opt to fire it must carry out a FIRING RANGE OF UNITS BEING CHARGED 
morale test before firing. Any reduction in morale rating inflicted on the pursing unit due to firing 
should be removed from the unit prior to fighting the melee. 
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94. MELEE - DEFINITION OF FRONT, FLANK OR REAR ZONES 

An attacking unit must have 75% or more of its frontage within the enemy's flank or rear zone to be eligible 
for a FLANK or REAR attack. Where these conditions are not met then the attack will count as a frontal 
assault.  

NOTE: base A represents the defending unit. 
 
• Unit  B, C and D can contact Unit A in front, but not flank.  
• Unit E and G can contact Unit A in flank, but not rear. 
• Unit F can contact Unit A in rear, but not flank. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In a FLANK ATTACK  the attacking unit must be placed on the flank of the defending unit as shown below. 
NOTE: base A represents the defending unit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WRONG WRONG CORRECT 

A 

 

A 
 

A  

Right Flank 

Rear 

Left Flank 
A 

B 
C 

E 

D
 

G
 

F 

Front 

95. MELEE - FLANK OR REAR ATTACKS 

Because turns alternate between players and the fact that a unit may be activated a number of times per 
turn it is fairly easy to contact an enemy unit in the flank or rear. To address this problem any unit that is 
contacted in the flank or rear will not automatically move down the -3 or -5 morale points due to initial 
contact penalties (as applicable), but first carries out a BASIC MORALE test.  

1) Should the defending unit PASS the morale test, then it is not be hit in the flank or rear. Instead the 
unit is turned to face the enemy and a melee fought. However, the defending unit is not permitted to 
carry out artillery or small arm firing prior to contact. 

2) Should the defending unit FAIL the morale test then it moves down either - 3 morale points for  
being contacted in the FLANK or - 5 morale points for being contacted in the REAR, as applicable. If 
the defending unit has not been reduced to broken status then it is turned to face the enemy and a 
melee fought. However, the defending unit is not permitted to carry out artillery or small arm firing 
prior to contact. 

NOTE: In addition to the above all other initial contact penalties will apply. 
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96. MELEE - IN COVER & BUILDINGS 

1) A unit that is defending in or behind cover or buildings will count as being in line formation for all 
fighting. The advantages of being in cover is detailed in SECTION 33 - Cover Overview. NOTE: While 
a defending unit is in base contact with cover the temporary cover morale bonus it receives should be 
added to its morale point rating for all firing, melee and morale tests. 

2) When an activated infantry unit moves into base contact with cover, such as a hedge, wall or building 
etc., it is automatically placed into a line formation even if the unit is not already in LINE formation 
(no movement penalty apply. The unit is permitted to change to line formation, where necessary, 
even if the unit has already used all its movement allowance this turn. This action represents the unit 
dispersing along the length of the cover or throughout the building.  

3) When an activated infantry unit wishes to occupy a building, then the figures are placed in base 
contact along one side of the building, facing away from the building. If the unit in line is longer than 
the terrain piece being occupied then the figures may be wrap around to suit. NOTE: I use this rule 
because most model buildings are made of solid resin.  

96.1 Melee - Buildings 

1) Should an enemy unit attack the building, then the defending unit must be moved to whichever face 
of the building is under attack. The defending unit does not need to be activated to carry out this   
action. The attacking enemy unit is then placed in base contact with the defending unit and a melee 
fought. NOTE: Friendly supporting units do not count when attacking buildings or Formal cover. 

2) If the building is assaulted from different directions 
by two or more enemy units then these attacking 
units are placed on the different faces of the building 
and each of these units may individually attack the 
defending unit. NOTE: A defending unit may only 
melee one enemy unit per turn, the player must 
therefore indicate which enemy unit is to be fought. 
Obviously if more than one unit is defending the 
building then the equivalent number of  attacking 
units may be fought. 

3) Should the attacking unit lose a round of melee then 
it is automatically moved back 10 cm away from the 
building, facing the defending unit.  

4) Should a defending unit lose a round of melee then it will be automatically moved back 10 cm away 
from the building, see diagram below. The defending unit must withdraw directly away (facing the 
enemy) from the enemy using a side of the property that is not occupied by the enemy. If all sides of 
the buidling are occupied by the enemy then the defeated defending unit will surrender en masse. 
See SECTION 20 - Surrender en masse.  

5) Any defending unit that has been ejected from the cover will no longer count as being in cover.    

6) The attacking unit that has won the melee does not need to carry out a CONTROL morale test (see 
SECTION 91 - Pursuit) and may either moved over the cover (if possible) or may take possession of 
the cover or building by moving into base contact with it. NOTE: An attacking unit may not move 
over or take possession of any cover or building until all the defending units have been ejected.  

A
 

A
 10 cm 

Position of defending unit prior to melee 

Position of defending 
unit after losing melee 

Direction of 
attack 

Figure: 25mm Redoubt.  
Painting: Andrew MacDonald-Rice 
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98. MORALE - REASONS FOR TEST 

A morale test must be carried out:  
1) When a unit attempts to charge the enemy. 
2) To see if a unit being charged will countercharge. 
3) To see if a unit being charged will stand and fire artillery or small arms. 
4) To determine the range a unit being charged may fire. 
5) Each time a unit moves down in morale point rating as a result of artillery fire, small arms fire or 

damage inflicted during a melee.  
6) Each time a commander is killed.  
7) To prevent a unit pursuing a routing enemy unit at the termination of a melee. 
8) Each time a friendly ROUTING/BROKEN unit passes within 5 cm of the testing unit. NOTE: Routing 

cavalry does not affect infantry or vice versa. Routing infantry or cavalry does not affect artillery. 
Routing artillery affects other artillery, infantry and cavalry.  

9) To stop a unit routing and rally it. 

97. MORALE - OVERVIEW 

At the start of the game each commander, except unit commanders, and each unit is given a morale point 
rating based upon their class (see SECTION 27 and SECTION 25). The class rating of each commander or 
unit may be either historical, see APPENDIX D - Commander ratings, or determined randomly, see 
OPTIONAL RULES -  OP1. Random commander and unit class/morale rating. As the game progresses 
commanders and units may be forced to move down in morale point rating as a result of being hit by either 
artillery or small arms fire, suffering damage in melee or due to a morale test result. Once a commander or 
unit has moved down in morale point rating it may not move back up.  

• Commanders may add their COMMAND BONUS to the current morale point rating of any friendly unit 
with which they are in base contact with. See Section 102 – Command Bonus.   

• For National characteristics see APPENDIX E - Basic morale point supplement.  

• All enforced action caused by a morale test result must be carried out for one turn. Units affected by 
such morale test results do not need to be activated and may if necessary be permitted to move in either 
Side A or Side B turn, irrespective of whose turn it is.   

97.1 Morale - When to remove morale points. 

The following will apply each time a unit is hit by either artillery, small arms fire or in melee: 

1) If hit by artillery/small arms fire: -1 MP (this penalty could be more if hit at effective range) and 
test each commander in base contact with the unit to see if they are killed. If killed remove the figure 
from the table now and the unit loses the associated command bonus. The unit may now return fire 
without being activated, but uses its REDUCED morale rating, as applicable. Now carry out a morale 
test as detailed in 3) below. 

2) If hit in melee: First subtract any initial contact penalties. If hit in melee -1 MP and test each      
commander in base contact with the unit to see if they are killed. If killed remove the figure from the 
table now and the unit loses the associated command bonus. The defending unit may now fight back 
without being activated, but uses its REDUCED morale rating, as applicable. Now carry out a morale 
test as detailed in 3) below. 

3) Once all fighting and firing has been resolved, both the activated and defending enemy units carry out 
all morale tests (as applicable), using their REDUCED morale rating. On completion of the morale tests 
subtract any additional morale point losses cause by the test results. Now replace the activated and      
defending enemy units ‘Morale Counter’ with one that indicates their current morale rating.  

4) The activated and enemy units must now act on the worst case enforced action, as detailed in the  
morale table. EXAMPLE: A unit is hit by small arms fire and also has its unit commander killed. The 
‘Unit hit by small arms fire’ morale test stated that the unit must ROUT, but the ‘Commander killed’ 
morale test stated that the unit must WITHDRAW, in this example the unit must ROUT. 
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99. MORALE - TYPES OF MORALE TEST 

Throughout these rules a player is instructed what type of morale test to carry out and in most cases these 
tests relate to those given in the MORALE RESULT TABLE. Should the testing unit FAIL this type of test, 
then the unit will suffer varying penalties (as given in the MORALE RESULTS TABLE) dependent upon the 
unit’s level of failure. 
 
99.1 Basic morale test 

A BASIC MORALE test is carried out in exactly the same way as a standard morale test, but a player does 
not need to check the Morale Result Table. This is because the action that the unit must take, whether it 
passes or fails the test, is detailed in the relevant section of the rules. 

100. MORALE - HOW TO CARRY OUT A MORALE TEST 

To undertake a morale test carry out the following: 

1) Take the current morale point rating of the testing unit. Add to this figure any command bonus, plus 
any cover bonus and the score rolled on 2 x D6. This figure becomes the total morale factor. 

2) Roll 1 x D20. A score equal to or less than the total morale factor is required to pass the test.   

3) Should the unit PASS the morale test, check the unit’s action by cross-referencing the relevant 
section of the REASON FOR TEST with the PASS column of the morale results table. The testing unit 
acts in accordance with the action given in the table. 

4) Should the unit FAIL the morale test, then roll 2 x D6, add the scores together and check the unit’s 
action by cross-referencing the relevant section of the REASON FOR TEST with the appropriate FAIL 
column of the morale results table. The testing unit must act in accordance with the worst result 
given in the table. 

5) When more than one reason for a morale test applies at the same time, then the tests are carried out 
consecutively, in the order that the events appear in the morale results table. Should one of the 
morale tests cause the testing unit to move down in morale point rating, then the result of the next 
morale test is calculated using the unit’s reduced morale point rating.  

 

How to use the morale system:  

A Union infantry unit in LINE formation, behind a hedge (Informal cover), has a base morale rating of 4 
MPs, but this is increased to a total of 6 MPs because the unit has a unit commander in base contact     
(+1 MP command bonus) and receives + 1 MP cover bonus. The unit is hit by artillery and suffers -1 MP      
damage. The unit now has 5 MPs (Base of 3 MPs, +1 MP command bonus, + 1 MP cover bonus). The 
player now rolls 1 x D10 to see if the  commander is hit and rolls a zero, which means commander killed. 
The unit now has 4 MPs (Base of 3 MPs, +1 MP cover bonus, but no command bonus). 

The unit must now carry out two morale tests due to being hit by artillery and loss of commander. The unit 
starts the first morale tests with a total 4 MPs plus the score rolled on 2 x D6, say score 6, this gives a total 
morale factor 10 (4 + 6). The player now rolls 1 x D20 and scores 17. As this figure is greater than the morale 
factor (10) it means that the player has failed the test and must now roll 2 x D6 (scores 9) and consults the ‘FAIL’ 

section of the morale table. The player first looks down the ‘Reason for test’ column and stops at ’Unit’s MP 
reduced by artillery or counter battery fire’. Now look down the FAIL section using the  ‘8, 9 or 10’ column 
because the player scored 9. By cross referencing these sections of the morale table, the table states that the 
unit must ‘WITHDRAW’  and - 2 MPs. The unit now has 2 MPs (Base of 1 MPs, +1 MP cover bonus), but    
before it withdraws the unit must additionally test again for losing its commander. 

The unit starts this second morale tests with a total 2 MPs plus the score rolled on 2 x D6, say score 8, this 
gives a total morale factor 10 (2 + 8). The player now rolls 1 x D20 and scores 5. As this figure is less than the 
morale factor (10) the unit has passed the test and consults the ‘PASS’ section of the morale table, which states 
that the loss of the commander has no effect. However, units must act in accordance with the worst result. In this 
example the unit must ‘WITHDRAW’. On completion of the morale test replace the units ‘Morale Counter’ with one 
that indicates its current morale rating. In this example the Union player replaces the unit’s 5 MPs ‘Morale Counter’ 
with one indicating 1 MP, the unit also loses its + 1 cover bonus because it has withdrawn from the cover.  
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101. MORALE - HOW TO RALLY A ROUTING UNIT 

1) This rule is only applicable to a routing unit, as a broken unit cannot be rallied. 

2) A routing unit may only test once per turn to see if it will rally, irrespective of the number of times it is 
activated in a single turn. NOTE: A player may only attempt to rally their routing unit in their own turn. 

3) Routing units may only be rallied by a commander (any type) that is in base contact with the routing 
unit. NOTE: Commanders being taken off the tabletop by a fleeing Routing/Broken unit and the unit 
itself are lost for the duration of the game. 

4) However, before being permitted to conduct a rally test the testing unit must meet the following 
conditions: 

• The routing unit must not be currently in melee. 

• All pursuit by the enemy must have stopped.  

• The routing unit must not have been fired upon in the last turn, prior to the rally test. 

5) To rally a routing unit a player must first activate the unit and then declare this action, indicate the 
routing unit to be rallied. The player now carries out a RALLY morale test.  

6) Should the unit PASS the morale test, then it stops routing. The rallying unit is turned to face the 
enemy (no movement penalty) but must remain in its present location and rest. The player must now     
determine how long the unit needs to rest, roll 1 x D6. The score on the dice will be the number of 
times the unit will need to be activated before it may be brought back into action. Place by the side of 
the unit a REST counter that corresponds with the dice score. The player may activate the unit the 
required number of times in a single turn or over a number of turns. EXAMPLE: Say score 3, place a 
‘REST 3’ counter next to the unit. The player activates the unit twice in turn 1 replacing the ‘REST 3’ 
counter with a ‘REST 1’ counter. The player then activates the unit once more in turn 2, removing the 
‘REST 1’ counter. The rested unit will be brought back into action the next time it is activated.  

7) Should the unit FAIL the morale test then it must act in accordance with the relevant section of the 
morale result table. However, the player may attempt another RALLY test in his/her next turn. 

8) The rallying unit may not carryout any other action other than rally and may not defend itself. If the 
unit suffers any reduction in morale point rating due to artillery/ small arm fire or is forced to melee it 
will automatically ROUT. However, the player may attempt another RALLY test in his/her next turn. 

102. MORALE - COMMAND BONUS 

When a commander is in base contact with a friendly infantry or cavalry unit (not artillery) it will temporarily 
increases the unit’s morale point rating (for all firing, melee and morale tests), by adding its own ‘Morale 
point rating’ to that of the infantry or cavalry unit, this is termed the ‘Command Bonus’. NOTE: Unit 
commanders will only have a command bonus of add +1 morale point. 
 
There is no limit to the number of commanders that may apply their command bonus to a unit, as long as 
they are in base contact with the unit. A commander is not permitted to add its Command Bonus’ to any 
unit that it is not in base contact with. The exception to this is if players decide to use optional rule OP14 - 
Extended Command Bonus. 
 
Should a unit have more than one commander in base contact with it then it may add all the extra 
command bonuses to its own morale point rating. EXAMPLE: An Union, class B divisional commander 
(value 7 morale points) and a unit commander (value 1 morale point) are in base contact with an infantry 
unit that has a morale point rating of 2. As long as the command figures remain in base contact with the 
unit its moral rating will be 10 (7 + 1 + 2). Should the divisional commander leave the unit, then its morale 
point rating will be 3 (1 + 2) and so on.  
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REASON FOR TEST  PASS  FAIL Roll 2 x D6 , add scores together  and compare result with the following 

2 to 7 8, 9 or 10 11 or 12 

CHARGE TEST or  
Joining an ongoing melee 

Charge.  Unit with 1 to 4 MPs refuse 
to charge, all others charge 

Unit with 1 to 6 MPs refuse 
to charge, all others charge 

Refuse to charge. 
 

RECEIVING CHARGE TEST   

INF in open  
vs. INF. 

• Countercharge or  

• Stand and receive                  
charge at the halt. 

• Countercharge or  

• Stand and receive charge 
at the halt. 

•  - 1 Morale point. 

• WITHDRAW 

•  - 2 Morale points. 

• ROUT 

•  - 3 Morale points. 

INF in cover  
vs. INF. 

• Stand and receive 
charge at the halt. 

• Stand and receive charge 
at the halt. 

•  - 1 Morale point. 

• Stand and receive charge 
at the halt. 

•  - 2 Morale points. 

• WITHDRAW 

•  - 2 Morale points. 

INF in open   
vs. CAV. 

• Stand and receive 
charge at the halt. 

• Stand and receive charge 
at the halt. 

•  - 2 Morale point. 

• WITHDRAW 

•  - 3 Morale points. 

• ROUT 

•  - 4 Morale points. 

INF in cover  
vs. CAV. 

• Stand and receive 
charge at the halt. 

• Stand and receive charge 
at the halt. 

•  - 1 Morale point. 

• Stand and receive charge 
at the halt. 

•  - 1 Morale point. 

• WITHDRAW 

•  - 2 Morale points. 

CAV  
vs. CAV. 

• Countercharge or  

• Stand and receive    
charge at the halt. 

• Countercharge or  

• Stand and receive charge 
at the halt. 

•  - 1 Morale point. 

• WITHDRAW 

•  - 2 Morale points. 

• ROUT 

•  - 3 Morale points. 

ART in open  
vs. INF or CAV. 

• Stand and receive 
charge at the halt. 

• Stand and receive charge 
at the halt. 

•  - 1 Morale point. 

• WITHDRAW 

•  - 2 Morale points. 

• WITHDRAW 

•  - 2 Morale points. 

ART in cover 
vs. INF or CAV. 

• Stand and receive 
charge at the halt. 

• Stand and receive charge 
at the halt. 

•  - 1 Morale point. 

• Stand and receive charge 
at the halt. 

•  - 1 Morale point. 

• WITHDRAW 

•  - 2 Morale points. 

FIRING RANGE OF UNIT BEING CHARGED  

INF firing. Fire at ‘E’ range. Fire at ‘E’ range. Do not 
add unit’s MP or CB to 
small arms table figure 

Fire at ‘X’ range.  Fire at ‘X’ range. Do not 
add unit’s MP or CB to 
small arms table figure 

ART firing. Fire at ‘Auto’ range. 
 

Fire at (B) range. Fire at (C) range. Fire at (C) range. Do not 
add unit’s MP or CB to 
artillery table figure 

GENERAL MORALE  

UNIT hit by artillery or  
counter battery fire. 

• No Effect.  

• Carry on as required. 

• - 2 morale points.  • WITHDRAW. 

• Charge fails. 

• - 2 morale points. 

• ROUT. 

• Charge fails. 

• - 3 morale points. 

INF or CAV 
hit by small arm fire. 

• No Effect  

• Carry on as required. 
 

• - 1 morale point. • WITHDRAW. 

• Charge fails. 

• - 1 morale points. 

• ROUT. 

• Charge fails. 

• - 2 morale points.  

UNIT hit in melee. • No Effect   

• Carry on as required 

• - 2 morale points. • WITHDRAW. 

• - 3 morale points. 

• ROUT. 

• - 4 morale points. 

Commander killed. 
 

• No Effect   

• Carry on as required 

• - 1 morale point. • - 2 morale points. • WITHDRAW. 

• - 2 morale points. 

Friendly Routing/Broken unit  
within 5 cm of testing unit.  

• No Effect.  

• Carry on as required. 

• - 1 morale point. • WITHDRAW. 

• - 1 morale point 

• ROUT. 

• - 2 morale points.  

RALLY TEST • RALLY - Stop rout. • Continue to ROUT.  

• Unit and Commander            
- 2 morale point. 

• Continue to ROUT.  

• Unit and Commander            
- 3 morale points.  

• BROKEN. 

ART  
hit by small arm fire. 

• No Effect  

• Carry on as required. 
 

• - 2 morale point. • WITHDRAW. 

• - 2 morale points. 

• ROUT. 

• - 3 morale points.  

103. MORALE - RESULT TABLE 
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104. PONTOON BRIDGE 

104.1 Bridge types 

Pontoon bridges fall into the following four categories. 
 

A model bridge should be placed on the gaming table as soon as the player starts to construct the bridge. 
However troops may only use the bridge once the total construction time for the bridge has elapsed. The 
engineering team is kept in base contact with the bridge for the duration of its construction.  
 
104.2 Engineering units 

A player may nominate any number of their infantry units to act as engineering units. Engineering units 
carry out all fighting, firing and morale tests as other infantry.  
 
Each engineering unit (irrespective of their nationality or class) is given a morale rating of 4 morale points 
to reflect the fact that they are an engineering unit rather than a combat unit.   
 
The engineering team is kept in base contact with the bridge for the duration of its construction. The 
engineering unit may not carry out any other action other than constructing the bridge, but may defend 
themselves if they are attacked or fired upon. 
 
104.3 Construction time   

To calculate the number of times the engineering unit will need to be activated to complete the pontoon 
bridge, first decide what type of pontoon bridge will be built (e.g. TYPE B). Then measure the width of the 
model river to be bridged. Then roll 1 x D6 and consult the following table: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Should the morale rating of the engineering team be reduced to two or less morale points then the number 
of outstanding turns the bridge laying team need to be activated to complete the bridging exercise is be 
doubled. NOTE: The construction time of the bridge may be increased if the river being bridged is fast 
flowing and /or tidal, see SECTION 102.4 - Fast flowing and tidal rivers.  

BRIDGE TYPE CAPABLE OF CARRYING 

Bridge A May only carry infantry. No cavalry or artillery may use this bridge type. 

Bridge B May carry infantry, cavalry or Light artillery. No Medium or Heavy artillery may use this bridge. 

Bridge C May carry infantry, cavalry, Light  and Medium artillery. No Heavy artillery may use this bridge. 

Bridge D May carry all traffic. 

TYPE A  TYPE B  TYPE C  TYPE D  

Up to  
5 cm 

6 cm  
to  

10 cm 

More 
than  

10 cm 

Up to  
5 cm 

6 cm  
to  

10 cm 

More 
than  

10 cm 

Up to  
5 cm 

6 cm  
to  

10 cm 

More 
than  

10 cm 

Up to  
5 cm 

6 cm  
to  

10 cm 

More 
than  

10 cm 

1 or 2 5 6 7 6 7 8 7 8 9 8 9 10 

3 or 4 4 5 6 5 6 7 6 7 8 7 8 9 

5 or 6 3 4 5 4 5 6 5 6 7 6 7 8 

SCORE  
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104.4 Fast flowing and tidal rivers 

Players may agree at the start of the game that the river depicted on the gaming table is fast flowing or 
tidal. If the river is to be fast flowing or tidal then the number of times that the engineering team will have 
to be activated to build the bridge will be increased by the score rolled on 1 x D6. EXAMPLE: A score of 
three will mean that the engineering team will have to be activated an extra three times in order to 
complete the bridge  
 
104.5 Destruction of bridge  

A pontoon bridge may be destroyed by collapsing (see below) or by bombardment or direct attack when  
using optional rule OP12 - Destruction of cover. If the bridge is destroyed then the player may nominate to 
start to rebuild the bridge in the normal manner.  

The morale point rating of an engineering team may be reduced in the same way as other infantry. All units 
that are either on the bridge or in base contact with the bridge when it is destroyed or collapses are total 
losses, as a result of being crushed or drowned etc. 
 
The pontoon bridge may be destroyed by enemy infantry or artillery bombardment, see Optional rules OP12 
- Destruction of cover.   
 

The pontoon bridge may be destroyed by burning, see Optional rules OP10.2 - Destruction of cover by 
burning.  
 
The pontoon bridge may be destroyed during the construction phase of the bridge, by collapsing due to 
poor engineering and/or materials etc. Each time the engineering team is activated roll 2 x D6 and add 
these scores together. A score of 2 or 12 will mean that the bridge has collapsed and is totally destroyed. 
NOTE: No test to see if the bridge will collapse is carried out once the pontoon bridge is complete. 
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OP1. RANDOM COMMANDER AND UNIT CLASS/MORALE RATING 

The individual class and morale rating of a unit and/or commander may be determined randomly at the 
start of the game by rolling 1 x D6 and comparing the score with the following:  

Score 6 = A class; Score 4 or 5 = B class; Score 2 or 3 = C class; Score 1 = D class.  

To add a bit of spice to the game players may agree at the start of the game to determine the class and 
rating of their commands and/or units the first time this information is needed. That way a player will not 
know the quality of the commanders and units under their command. Once the class rating of the com-
mander or unit has been established, use the relevant morale table to obtain the commander or unit’s 
morale point rating. See SECTION 24 - Commander class and morale point rating and SECTION 25 - Unit 
class and morale point rating. 

OPTIONAL RULES 

OP3. EXHAUSTED GUN CREWS 

At the start of the game players may agree to limit the number of times an artillery piece can be fired.   

1) At the start of the game each gun will have 6 stamina points. Each time the gun is fired minus - 1 
Stamina point. When the gun if first fired place a ‘stamina 5’ counter next to the gun to show the 
gun crews current fatigue status. NOTE: If players agree to use optional rule OP3 - Exhausted gun 
crews, then any artillery that is fired upon and returns fire will move down -1 Stamina point.  

2) When the gun is reduced to 0 stamina points, then the gun crew is exhausted and the artillery may 
not be fired until the crew has rested. To determine how long the unit needs to rest, roll 1 x D6. The 
score on the dice will be the number of times the unit will need to be activated before it may be 
brought back into action. Place by the side of the unit a REST counter that corresponds with the dice 
score. The player may activate the unit the required number of times in a single turn or over a     
number of turns. EXAMPLE: Say score 3, place a ‘REST 3’ counter next to the unit. The player acti-
vates the unit twice in turn 1 replacing the ‘REST 3’ counter with a ‘REST 1’ counter. The player then 
activates the unit once more in turn 2, removing the ‘REST 1’ counter. The rested unit will be brought 
back into action the next time it is activated.  

3) Once the gun has been brought back into action the player rolls 1 x D6 to determine how many new 
stamina points (number of times the gun may be fired) are to be allocated to the gun. EXAMPLE: 
Say score 4, place a ‘stamina 4’ counter next to the gun. This means that the gun may be fired four 
times before the crew have to be rested.  

4) Repeat the above process throughout the game. 

OP2. AMENDING UNIT’S MP RATING DUE TO UNIT SIZE 

At the start of the game players may agree to amend the morale point rating of a unit (using the table   
below), to reflect the fact that historically some units had more or less troops in a regiment than others and 
that often small veteran units were more efficient than big poor quality units. 

UNIT 
CLASS  

AMENDMENTS TO UNITS MORAL POINT RATING 

- 2 MPs - 1 MP No effect + 1 MP + 2 MPs 

A  Less than 100 100 - 200 201 - 300 301 - 350 More than 350 

B  Less than 200 200 - 300 301 - 350 351 - 450 More than 450 

C  Less than 300 300 - 350 351 - 450 501 - 600 More than 600 

D  Less than 350 350 - 500 501 - 600 601 - 700 More than 700 
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OP4. BLOWN CAVALRY 

At the start of the game players may agree to limit the combat ability of cavalry as follows: 
 
1) After two consecutive rounds of melee have been fought, if cavalry have not reduced the enemy to 

BROKEN status or forced them to withdraw or rout then the cavalry will be deemed to be BLOWN and 
must break off from the melee and withdraw. The blown cavalry must withdraw at the end of the  
second consecutive round of melee, irrespective of whether it is Side A or Side B’s turn.  

2) The blown cavalry must be activated and then turned through 180 degrees (turning penalties apply). 
The blown cavalry unit is then moved back towards its own gaming table edge, at normal rate with 
their backs to the enemy. The player must withdrawn the blown cavalry unit to a position that he/ 
she deems to be safe place to rest the unit. 

3) To determine how long the unit needs to rest, roll 1 x D6. The score on the dice will be the number of 
times the unit will need to be activated before it may be brought back into action. Place by the side of 
the unit a REST counter that corresponds with the dice score. The player may activate the unit the 
required number of times in a single turn or over a number of turns. EXAMPLE: Say score 3, place a 
‘REST 3’ counter next to the unit. The player activates the unit twice in turn 1 replacing the ‘REST 3’ 
counter with a ‘REST 1’ counter. The player then activates the unit once more in turn 2, removing the 
‘REST 1’ counter. The rested unit will be brought back into action the next time it is activated.  

4) The blown cavalry unit may not declare a charge move or enter a melee except in defence against 
direct enemy action. If forced to melee the blown unit may countercharge and melee, but may not 
add its moral point rating, plus any bonuses to the figure given in the melee table. 

OP5. WOUNDED COMMANDERS 

I personally find that the game is more strategically challenging if commanders are killed outright. However, 
at the start of the game players may agree that rather than have the commanders killed outright it may be 
possible for them to be wounded. If this is the case when commanders are hit, roll 2 x D6, adds these 
scores together and acts in accordance with the following: 
 
 
 
 

1) Each time a commander is badly wounded, halve his morale point rating. When working out the  
commander’s new morale rating always round ‘down’ to the nearest whole number. When a 
commander has a morale rating of 1 (one) and is badly wounded the commander is killed (half of 1 = 
0.5, round down to 0). 

2) Once a commander’s morale point rating has been reduced to zero the commander is dead and the 
command figure should be removed from the gaming table.  

3) Each time a player loses a C-in-C, corps, divisional or brigade commander they remove one      
activation counter, which will be lost for the duration of the game. Not applicable to unit commanders. 

 
 EXAMPLE: A commander starts the game with a basic morale point rating of 7. During the game the 
commander is badly wounded reducing his morale point rating to 3 (half of 7 = 3.5, round down to 3). Later 
on in the game the commander is lightly wounded reducing his morale point rating to 2 (3 -1) and so on.  

SCORE RESULT 

2, 3, 11 or 12 Commander killed, removed figure from the gaming table.  

4, 5, 9 or 10 Commander badly wounded, halve commander’s current morale point rating.  

6 or 8 Commander lightly wounded,  - 1 morale point. 

7 No effect - Commander unharmed. 
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OP6. OFF TABLE FLANKING MANOEUVRES 

At the start of the game players may agree that their units may carry out flanking manoeuvres. Players who 
wish to undertake an off table flanking manoeuvre produce a sketch map of the tabletop battlefield. The 
map must indicate the position where the unit(s) are to enter the table, together with details of the number 
of Regiments, their morale point rating and troop type(s) such as infantry, cavalry and/or artillery that are 
to carry out this action. 
 
The player undertaking the flanking manoeuvre may attempt to bring on his/her troops at any time during 
their movement phase. To bring troops onto the table the player must first declare the flanking action and 
indicate to their opponent which side of the table their troops will advance from. The player now rolls 2 x 
D6, adds these scores together and acts in accordance with the following: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The above system may cause the outflanking unit(s) to arrive late or not at all. Once the flanking 
manoeuvre has been declared the player may test each game move until their flanking unit(s) arrive or the 
game is over, whichever is the sooner.  
 
The unit(s) arrival position is as shown on the map or as directed by the above table. NOTE: The left/ right 
given in the above table will be the player’s left/ right as they face towards the table edge along which the 
flanking troops are to arrive. The distance given in the above table relates to the centre point of the unit(s). 
The initial deployment area for the flanking figures must be within 15 cm of the gaming table edge. Where 
a unit say has to arrive 70 cm to the right of the position indicated on the map and this location is off the 
gaming table, then the flanking unit is positioned on the nearest corner of the table to this off table 
location. 
 
The more unscrupulous among you may declare an off table flanking manoeuvre, even if you do not wish to 
undertaking such action, so as to confuse your enemy. However, a player must declare that this is a ruse 
once the dice score means that they must table their phantom flanking unit(s). 

SCORE RESULT 

2 or 3 Unit(s) arrives at the position shown on the map.  

4 Unit(s) arrives at 1D10 x 10 cm to the RIGHT of the position shown on the map.  
A score of 0 means 10, Ten.   
EXAMPLE: Say score 5. Arrive at 50 cm to the right and so on. 

5, 6, 7, 8 or 9 Unit(s) does not arrive – Test next turn. 

10 Unit(s) arrives at 1D10 x 10 cm to the LEFT of the position shown on the map.  
A score of 0 means 10, Ten. 
EXAMPLE: Say score 4. Arrive at 40 cm to the left and so on. 

11 or 12 Unit(s) arrives at the position shown on the map.  

OP7. TOTAL LOSS OF COMMANDERS 

At the start of the game players may agree to limit the ability of a unit that has lost all its commanders as 
follows. When a unit that has no commander in base contact with it is activated it will determine its course 
of action by rolling 2 x D6, adding the scores together and comparing the result with the following table. 

NOTE: Units that lose all commanders during melee are not affected by the above until the unit is next   
activated.  

SCORE RESULT 

2 , 3, 11 or 12 Attack nearest enemy unit using artillery, small arms or melee (infantry will not melee 
cavalry).  

4, 5, 9, or 10 Move towards or into base contact with the nearest friendly commander. 

 6, 7, or 8 Act in accordance with the player’s wishes 
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OP9. CHANGING TERRAIN 

When fighting a non-historical battle players may, at the start of the game, agree that they are permitted to 
add, move, replace or remove terrain features. All alterations to the terrain layout are carried out at the 
start of the game.  
 
The following list details which terrain features may or may not be amended. 
 
To add, move, replace or remove terrain features carry out the following: 
 
 

1) A player from each opposing side rolls 1 x D6. The score on the dice is the maximum number of 
terrain features that may amend, in accordance with the above table. EXAMPLE: Score 4, move four 
terrain items. 

2) Players now decide who will move the first terrain item by each rolling 1 x D6. The player with the 
highest score may choose to go first or second. All equal scores are re-diced until a winner is 
established. 

3) After the first alteration to the terrain has been made, players alternately amend terrain items in 
accordance with their dice score. Should one player be able to amend more terrain items than their 
opponent, then they may continue to amend terrain features once their opponent has finished 
amending all theirs. NOTE: A player may amend terrain items that have been previously moved by 
their opponent. 

Add, Move, Replace or Remove Do NOT Add, Move, Replace or Remove 

Small hill – covering an area less than 40 cm x 30 cm. Large hill  - covering an area greater than 40 cm x 30 cm.  

Up to 10 cm section of hedgerow or fence. Roads. 

Up to 5 cm section of stonewall. Rivers and bridges. 

A building. Fortifications and city walls. 

Small woodland area - covering an area less than 20 cm x 
10 cm. 

Large woodland area  - Covering an area greater than 20 
cm x 10 cm. 

A difficult terrain feature, such as marsh etc. See 
SECTION 51 for more details 

Compulsory terrain items dictated by an umpire. 

0P8. LINES OF COMMUNICATION 

At the start of the game players may agree that the position of each army’s lines of communication (the 
way back home) should be indicated on the gaming table. If this is the case then each player clearly 
indicates their lines of communication using a model baggage camp. The camp may consist of any suitable 
models such as wagons, barrels, tents, animals etc., and should not exceed a 10 cm x 10 cm area. 
 
The baggage camp should be located near to the relevant player's gaming table edge, preferably next to a 
road. Once the baggage camp has been positioned it may not be moved at any time during the game. 
 
Any unit (that is not in melee or firing) in base contact with an enemy baggage camp will have captured the 
camp. Capturing the enemies’ baggage camp represents severing the enemies’ lines of communication.  
 
Should a player lose possession of their baggage camp, then they may not add the score of 2 x D6 to any 
morale test that their units may have to carry out. This penalty will apply until the player has regained    
control of their own baggage camp. 
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OP10. DESTRUCTION OF COVER 

At the start of the game players may agree that cover may be gapped, slighted, filled in or destroyed by 
infantry action, artillery fire, or by burning. Once the cover’s defence value has been reduced to zero it has 
been destroyed and will no longer offer protection. Destroyed cover should be removed from the gaming 
table. NOTE: Large items of cover such as buildings, after being removed from the gaming table should 
have their position indicated on the gaming table to represent difficult terrain.  
 
The player wishing reduce the defence value of cover or cause fire damage to cover must declare this     
action, indicating the attacking unit and the cover to be attacked.  
 
OP10.1. Destruction by infantry and/or artillery 

1) Each time artillery registers a hit against cover or troops occupying cover or Infantry (in base contact 
with the cover), are activated then the defence value of the cover will be reduced. See item 4 below. 

2) Cover defended by a visible enemy unit may not be chosen as the specific target, instead the enemy 
unit must be fought or fired upon instead. However, irrespective of whether or not the defending unit 
suffers a reduction in morale rating (as a result of melee, artillery fire or morale test result) the      
defence value of the cover will be reduced. See item 4 below. 

3) Where cover is undefended or defended by a non-visible, non-tabled unit then players should use the 
COVER section of artillery firing. Although in real life any troops occupying the cover would not       
remain unscathed as per this rule, but would suffer casualties, the reason for using this rules is that it 
will prevent players from taking odd pot shot at a building etc., just to see if they are occupied or not.  

4) Cover will have its defence value reduced by the score rolled on 1 x D6 plus the follows: 
• Infantry = 0.  
• Light artillery = + 1. 
• Medium artillery = + 2. 
• Heavy artillery = + 5. 

 
OP10.2. Destruction of cover by burning 

In addition to structural damage, fires may also be started either deliberately by infantry or each time the      
defence value of cover is reduced by artillery fire. NOTE: Items 1 and 2 of OP10.1 above will also apply. 

1) If the cover to be set alight is defended by an enemy unit then each player rolls 1 x D6. If the 
defending player’s dice score is equal or higher than that scored by the player wishing to start the 
fire, then no fires start. This represents the defending troops being able to extinguish the fires before 
they start to burn out of control. If the score thrown by the player wishing to start the fire is higher 
than that scored by the defending player, then a fire starts. This represents the fires being too fierce 
for the defending troops to extinguish that turn. 

2) Cover will initially have its defence value reduced by the score rolled on 1 x D6 plus the follows: 
• Infantry = 0.  
• Light artillery = + 1. 
• Medium artillery = + 2. 
• Heavy artillery = + 5. 
 

All fires will continue to burn and cause damage to a structure unless put out. Each turn that the fire 
remains alight the damage points are doubled. The defence value of any structure suffering fire damage will 
be reduced at the end of each turn. The fire will stop once the structure's defence value has been reduced 
to zero (i.e. all fuel consumed) or the fire has been extinguished.  
 
EXAMPLE: Side A’s infantry start a fire that causes 2 fire damage points. In Side B’s there is no unit to fight 
the blaze so the defence value of the structure is reduced by 2. In the next turn Side B still has no unit 
available to fight the fire so the defence value of the structure is further reduced by 4 (2 + 2). In the next 
turn Side B still has no units to fight the fire so the defence value of the structure is further reduced by 8 (4 
+ 4) and so on. NOTE: No unit may come within 5 cm of a building that is on fire unless they intend to 
fight the fire, see SECTION OP10.3 -   Extinguishing fires.  
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OP10.3. Extinguishing fires 

Players may attempt to put out the fire by moving an infantry or cavalry unit into base contact with the 
cover that is ablaze, it is assumed that the cavalry have dismounted while fighting the fire. Once in contact 
roll 2 x D6, add the dice scores together and compare results with the following: 

SCORE RESULT 

2, 12 Fire out of control. Unit fighting the fire must WITHDRAW from the cover and moves down - 1 morale 
points. No further test to extinguish the fire may be carried out. 

3, 11 Fire still ablaze. Unit fighting the fire must WITHDRAW from the cover and moves down - 1 morale points. 
Another attempt to extinguish the fire may be carried out next time the unit is activated. 

4, 5, 9, 10 Fire still ablaze. Unit fighting the fire may remain in base contact with the cover. Another attempt to 
extinguish the fire may be carried out next time the unit is activated. 

6, 7, 8 Fire extinguished. 

OP12. FIRING - SUPPORTING FIRE 

At the start of the game players may agree that whenever a unit is fired upon or attacked by a charging 
enemy any supporting friendly infantry or artillery units (that are not already fighting, firing or being fired 
on), which are in base contact on the left and/or the right of the defending unit may carry out supporting 
fire. NOTE: Attached artillery will count as a supporting unit. 

1) The player wishing to carry out supporting fire must declare this action, indicating the firing unit and 
the target to be fired upon. NOTE: The unit must fire in the defending player’s own turn.  

2) A supporting firing unit does not need to be activated, but must carry out a BASIC morale test. If the 
unit passes then it may fire. If the unit fails the test then it is not permitted to fire and subtracts - 1 

Morale Point. 

3) Should the unit pass its BASIC morale test then it must carry out a FIRING RANGE OF UNIT BEING 
CHARGED morale test to determine the range at which it may fire. However, if the morale test result 
states that a unit may fire at (E) small arms range and the target did not come within (E) range of 
the supporting firing unit, then the unit must fire at (X) small arms range. Artillery fires at the ranges 
given in the morale table. NOTE: The ranges given in the morale test result are for gaming purposes 
only and may not reflect the actual physical distance the target is from the firing unit. Determine 
damage inflicted on the enemy as normal. See SECTION 63 - How to carry out artillery firing and 
SECTION 70 - How to carry out small arms firing. 

OP11. FIRING - OPPORTUNE FIRING 

At the start of the game players may agree that when an enemy unit passes in front of a unit within small 
arms range or within 30 cm of deployed artillery, the unit (if not already fighting or firing) is permitted to 
fire at the passing enemy.    

1) The player wishing to carry out opportune firing must declare this action, indicating the firing unit and 
the target to be fired upon. NOTE: The unit may fire in in either Side A’s or Side B’s turn.  

2) An opportune firing unit does not need to be activated, but must carry out a BASIC morale test. If the 
unit passes then it may fire. If the unit fails the test then it is not permitted to fire and subtracts - 1 

Morale Point. 

3) Should the unit pass its BASIC morale test then it must carry out a FIRING RANGE OF UNIT BEING 
CHARGED morale test to determine the range at which it may fire. However, if the morale test result 
states that a unit may fire at (E) small arms range and the target did not come within (E) range of 
the opportune firing unit, then the unit must fire at (X) small arms range. Artillery fires at the ranges 
given in the morale table. NOTE: The ranges given in the morale test result are for gaming purposes 
only and may not reflect the actual physical distance the target is from the firing unit. Determine 
damage inflicted on the enemy as normal. See SECTION 63 - How to carry out artillery firing and 
SECTION 70 - How to carry out small arms firing. 
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OP 13. AMENDING UNIT MPS DUE TO SMALL ARMS TYPE 

If players do not know historically what small arms an infantry or cavalry unit was armed with and do not 
wish to use ‘Rifled Musket’ as the default weapon for each unit, then players should use the following 
random system to determine the small arms each unit is armed with. NOTE: For definitions of weapon 
types see SECTION 73 - Small arm weapon type.  

1) The player must first indicate the unit to be tested and then roll 2 x D6, adding the scores together  
comparing the result with the table below. 

2) Once the weapon type is known, amend the morale rating of the unit as follows: 

• Smoothbore Musket (Muzzle loading) = No effect. 

• Muzzle Carbine (Muzzle loading) = No effect. 

• Rifled Musket (Muzzle loading) = Add + 1 MP. 

• Breach Rifle (Breach loading) =  Add + 2 MPs. 

• Breach Carbine (Breach loading) = Add + 2 MPs. 

• Repeating weapons = Add + 3 MPs. 

 

2 x D6 
Dice 

Score 

INFANTRY WEAPON TYPE 

1861 - 1862  1863 - Mid 1864  Late 1864 - 1865  

Union Confederate Union Confederate Union Confederate 

2, 12 Rifled Musket Rifled Musket Repeating Breach Rifle Repeating Repeating 

3, 11 Rifled Musket Rifled Musket Breach Rifle Rifled Musket Repeating Breach Rifle 

4, 10 Rifled Musket Rifled Musket Rifled Musket Rifled Musket Breach Rifle Rifled Musket 

5, 9 Rifled Musket Smoothbore Musket Rifled Musket Rifled Musket Rifled Musket Rifled Musket 

6, 8 Smoothbore Musket Smoothbore Musket Rifled Musket Smoothbore Musket Rifled Musket Smoothbore Musket 

7 Smoothbore Musket Smoothbore Musket Smoothbore Musket Smoothbore Musket Smoothbore Musket Smoothbore Musket 

2 x D6 
Dice 

Score 

CAVALRY WEAPON TYPE 

1861 - 1862  1863 - Mid 1864  Late 1864 - 1865  

Union Confederate Union Confederate Union Confederate 

2, 12 Breech Carbine Breech Carbine Repeating Breech Carbine Repeating Repeating 

3, 11 Breech Carbine Breech Carbine Breech Carbine Breech Carbine Breech Carbine Breech Carbine 

4, 5, 9, 10 Muzzle Carbine Muzzle Carbine Breech Carbine Muzzle Carbine Breech Carbine Muzzle Carbine 

6, 7, 8 Muzzle Carbine Muzzle Carbine Muzzle Carbine Muzzle Carbine Muzzle Carbine Muzzle Carbine 
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OP 14. EXTENDED COMMAND BONUS 

At the start of the game players may agree that instead of commanders only being permitted to add their 
command bonus to the unit it is in base contact with (see SECTION 102 - Command Bonus), they may add 
their command bonus not only to the unit it is in base contact, but may also add 50% (rounded down to the 
nearest whole number), of their command bonus to any unit that is within their command radius. A player 
wishing to add the command bonus to a remote friendly unit must declare this action and indicate which 
remote unit will receive the 50% command bonus.  Only commanders in base contact with a friendly unit 
may add their command bonus to a unit. Any commander not in base contact with a friendly unit may not 
add its command bonus to any unit.  

There is no limit to the number of commanders that may apply their command bonus to a unit. However, 
individual commanders will only be able in influence a limited number of units that are within their 
‘command radius’ as detailed in SECTION OP 14.1 below. NOTE: Any unit that was within the ‘command 
radius’ of a commander that moves out of or beyond the commander’s ‘command radius’ will no longer re-
ceive the 50% command bonus. Conversely, any unit that moves into the ‘command radius’ of a com-
mander will receive the 50% command bonus.   
 
OP14.1. Size of ‘Command Radius’ and number of units that are affected   

Commanders will have the following command radius and will be able to boost the morale rating of the   
following number of remote friendly units as detailed below: 

1) A unit commander (Represented by 1 figure) has no command radius and may only add + 1 MP 
command bonus to the unit it is in base contact with.    

2) A Brigade commander (Represented by 2 figures) has a command radius of 200 mm and may add 
100% command bonus to the unit it is in base contact with, plus 50% of its command bonus to one 
other friendly units that is within its   command  radius.     

3) A Divisional commander (Represented by 3 figures) has a command radius of 300 mm and 
may add 100% command bonus to the unit it is in base contact with, plus 50% of its command      
bonus to two other friendly units that are within its command  radius.     

4) A Corps. commander (Represented by 4 figures) has a command radius of 400 mm and may add 
100% command bonus to the unit it is in base contact with, plus 50% of its command bonus to three 
other friendly units that are within its command  radius.     

5) The C-in-C (Represented by 4 figures) has a command radius of 500 mm and may add 100%      
command bonus to the unit it is in base contact with, plus 50% of its command bonus to four other 
friendly units that are within its command  radius. 

    
OP14.2. How much ‘Command Bonus’ may be added to a unit’s MP rating   

EXAMPLE: A divisional commander (value 7 morale points) is in base contact with a unit that has a morale 
point rating of 2. There are also three friendly units, which are within the divisional commander’s command     
radius. As long as the command figures remain in base contact with the unit its may add 100% of its    
command bonus to the unit it is in base contact with, in this example the units MP rating will be increased 
to 9 (7 + 2). In addition to this the player also declares that they wish to increase the MP rating of two of 
the three units that are within the divisional commander’s command radius. So the two friendly units having 
a morale rating of 3 MPs and 5 MPs have their MP rating increased to 6 (3 + 3) and 8 (5 + 3) because each 
unit  receives a 3 MPs command bonus (50% of divisional commander value 7 = 3.5 rounded down to 3).   
 
OP14.3. How to measure a ‘Command Radius’   

All command radius’s should be measured from the centre point of the commander base to the centre point 
of the unit receiving the command bonus.  

OP 15. LIMITING NUMBER OF ACTIVATION COUNTERS PER ‘GO’ 

At the start of the game players may agree that a unit and/or commander may only be activated twice in 
the same ‘go’. NOTE: Rule 95. Melee - Flank or rear attacks will still apply. 
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APPENDIX  - A  
COUNTERS 

 
Photocopy these counters and stick them onto light card, then carefully cut them out ready for play. 
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Name Class 

ANDERSON, Robert. C 

ARMSTRONG, Samuel Chapman. C 

AVERELL, William Woods. C 

AYRES, Romeyn Beck C 

BAKER, Edward Dickinson. C 

BANKS, Nathaniel Prentiss. D 

BENHAM, Henry Washington. C 

BLUNT, James Gillpatrick. C 

BROWN, Egbert Benson. D 

BUELL, Don Carlos. C 

BUFORD, John. A 

BURNSIDE, Ambrose Everett. D 

BUTLER, Benjamin Franklin. D 

CANBY, Edward Richard Sprigg. C 

CASEY, Silas D 

CHAMBERLAIN, Joshua Lawrence. A 

COX, Jacob Dolson. C 

CRAWFORD C 

CROOK, George. C 

CURTIS, Samuel Ryan. C 

CUSTER, George Armstrong. B 

DEVIN, Thomas Casimer B 

DOUBLEDAY, Abner. C 

DUFFIS, Alfred Napoleon Alexander. C 

FREMONT, John Charles. D 

GIBBON, John A 

GRANT, Ulysses Simpson. A 

GREGG, David McMurtrie. C 

GRIERSON, Benjamin Henry. C 

HACKELEMAN, Pleasant Adam. C 

HALLECK, Henry Wagner. C 

HANCOCK, Winfield Scott. B 

HARDIE, James Allen D 

HOOKER, Joseph. B 

HEINTZELMAN, Samuel Peter C 

HOWARD, Oliver Otis C 

HOWE, Albion Parris C 

HUMPHREYS, Andrew Atkinson B 

HUNTER, David. C 

JOHNSON, Andrew. C 

KEYES, Erasmus Darwin B 

KILPATRICK, Hugh Judson. C 

Name Class 

KIMBALL, Nathan. C 

LYON, Nathaniel. B 

Mc CLELLAN, George Brinton. C 

Mc DOWELL, Irvin. C 

Mc PHERSON, James Birseye. B 

MEADE, George Gordon. B 

MERRITT, Wesley. C 

MILES, Nelson Appleton. C 

MILROY, Robert Hudson. C 

NEWTON, John C 

ORD, Edward Otho Cresop. C 

OWEN, Joshua Thomas. C 

PECK, John James. C 

PIERCE, Byron Root. C 

PLEASONTON, Alfred. D 

POPE, John.  D 

PORTER, Andrew. (First Bull Run) C 

PORTER, Fitz John. (Second Bull Run) C 

REYNOLDS, John Fulton. B 

RICHARDSON, Israel Bush  B 

ROBINSON, John Cleveland C 

ROSECRANS, William Starke. C 

SEDWICK, John. C 

SEYMORE, Truman. C 

SHERIDAN, Philip Henry. A 

SHERMAN, William Tecumseh. A 

SHIELDS, James. C 

SICKLES, Daniel Edgar. C 

SIGEL, Franz. C 

SEDGWICK, John C 

SLOCUM, Henry Warner C 

SYKES, George. C 

THOMAS, George Henry B 

TIBBITS, William Badger C 

UPTON, Emory B 

WADSWORTH, James Samuel C 

WALLACE, Lewis. C 

WARREN, Gouverneur Kemble. C 

WILLCOX, Orlando Bolivar C 

WILLIAMS, Alpheus Starkey. C 

WILSON, James Harrison. B 

WRIGHT, George. C 

APPENDIX - B 
UNION - COMMANDER RATINGS   
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APPENDIX - B 
CONFEDERATE - COMMANDER RATINGS 

Name Class 

ANDERSON, George Thomas B 

ARMISTEAD, Lewis Addison. A 

BAKER, Laurence Simmons C 

BEALL, William Nelson Rector. C 

BEAUREGARD, Pierre Gustave Toutant. C 

BENAVIDES, Santos. C 

BORLAND, Solon. C 

BRAGG, Braxton. C 

BRANCH, Lawrence O'Bryan. C 

BRECKENRIDGE, John Cabell. B 

CABELL, William Lewis. C 

CHALMERS, James Ronald C 

CHURCHILL, Thomas James C 

CLEBURNE, Patrick Ronayne. A 

COCKRELL, Francis. C 

CONNER, James C 

DEARING, James B 

DUBOSE, Dudley McIver C 

DOCKERY, Thomas Pleasant. C 

EARLY, Jubal Anderson . B 

EVANS, Nathan George C 

EWELL, Richard Stoddert C 

FAGAN, James Fleming C 

FEATHERSTON, Winfield Scott C 

FORREST, Nathan Bedford. A 

FROST, Daniel Marsh C 

FRY, Birkett Davenport C 

FLOYD, John Buchanan C 

GARNETT, Richard Brooke C 

GODWIN, Archibald Campbell C 

GORDON, John Brown C 

GOVAN, Daniel C. C 

HARDEE, William Joseph. C 

HAMPTON, Wade C 

HAWTHORN, Alexander T. C 

HETH, Henry C 

HILL, Ambrose Powell. C 

HILL, Daniel Harvey B 

HINDMAN, Thomas C. C 

HOOD, John Bell. B 

HUGER, Benjamin B 

IVERSON, Alfred Jr D 

Name Class 

JACKSON, Thomas Jonathan.  A 

JENKINS, Albert Gallatin  C 

JONES, David Rumph C 

JOHNSTON, J.E B 

JOHNSTON, Albert Sidney. B 

KEMPER, James Lawson B 

LOMAX, Lunsford Lindsay C 

LONGSTREET, James. B 

MAGRUDER, John Bankhead C 

MAHONE, William. B 

MARSHALL, Humphrey C 

McCAUSLAND, John  C 

McCULLOCH, Ben C 

McNAIR, Evander. C 

McRAE, Dandridge. C 

PEGRAM, John C 

PEMBERTON, John Clifford C 

PICKETT, George Edward. D 

PILLOW, Gideon Johnson D 

POLK, Leonidas C 

PRICE, Sterling. C 

RAMSEUR, Stephen Dodson C 

ROANE, John Selden. C 

ROSSER, Thomas Lafayette C 

RUST, Albert. C 

RUGGLES, Daniel C 

SCALES, Alfred Moore C 

SEMMES, Paul Jones C 

SMITH, Edmund Kirby C 

STUART, James Ewell Brown. B 

TALIAFERRO, William Booth  C 

TAPPAN, James C. C 

TILGHMAN, Lloyd C 

VAN DORN, Earl C 

VAUGHN, John Crawford C 

YORK, Zebulon  C 

YOUNG, William Hugh C 

WILCOX, Cadmus Marcellus B 

WISE, Henry Alexander C 

WHEELER, Joseph. C 

ZOLLICOFFER, Felix Kirk  C 

LEE, Robert Edward. A 
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APPENDIX  - C 
CHRONOLOGY OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR 

1860 

6 November: Abraham Lincoln, who had declared 
"Government cannot endure permanently half slave, half 
free..." is elected president, the first Republican,        
receiving 180 of 303 possible electoral votes and 40 per-
cent of the popular vote. 
20 December: South Carolina secedes from the       
Union.  

 
1861 

9 January: Mississippi secedes from the Union.  
10 January: Florida secedes from the Union.  
11 January: Alabama secedes from the Union.  
19 January: Georgia secedes from the Union. 
21 January: Withdrawal of five Southern members of 
the U.S. Senate: Yulee and Mallory of Florida, Clay and 
Fitzpatrick of Alabama, and Davis of Mississippi. 
26 January: Louisiana secedes from the Union.  
29 January: Kansas secedes from the Union.  
1 February: Texas convention votes for secession. 
9 February: The Confederate States of America is 
formed. Jefferson Davis elected provisional Confederate 
president. 
18 February: Jefferson Davis inaugurated.  
23 February: Texas voters approve secession. 
4 March: Abraham Lincoln is sworn in as 16th President 
of the United States of America. 
12 April: At 4:30 a.m. Confederates under Gen. Pierre 
Beauregard open fire with 50 cannons upon Fort     
Sumter in Charleston, South Carolina. The Civil War    
begins. 
13 April: Fort Sumter surrenders to Confederate forces. 
15 April: President Lincoln issues a Proclamation      
calling for 75,000 militiamen, and summoning a special 
session of Congress for July 4. Robert E. Lee, son of a 
Revolutionary War hero, and a 25 year distinguished  
veteran of the United States Army is offered command of 
the Union Army. Lee declines.  
17 April: Virginia secedes from the Union, followed 
within five weeks by Arkansas, Tennessee, and North 
Carolina, thus forming an eleven state Confederacy with 
a population of 9 million, including nearly 4 million 
slaves. The Union will soon have 21 states and a     
population of over 20 million. 
19 April: President Lincoln issues a Proclamation of 
Blockade against Southern ports. For the duration of the 
war the blockade limits the ability of the rural South to 
stay well supplied in its war against the industrialized 
North. 
20 April: Norfolk, Virginia, Navy Yard evacuated. 
20 April: Robert E. Lee resigns his commission in the 
United States Army. "I cannot raise my hand against my 
birthplace, my home, my children." Lee then goes to 
Richmond, Virginia, is offered command of the military 
and naval forces of Virginia, and accepts. 

29 April: 2nd Session, Provisional Confederate        
Congress, convenes; Maryland rejects secession. 
6 May: Arkansas secedes; Tennessee legislature calls 
for popular vote on secession. 
10 May: Union forces capture Camp Jackson, and a riot 
follows in St. Louis. 
13 May: Baltimore occupied by U.S. troops. 
20 May: North Carolina from the Union.  
23 May: Virginia voters approve secession.  
24 May: Union troops seize Alexandria, (Virginia). 
1 June: Skirmish at Fairfax Courthouse, (Virginia).  
3 June: Battle of Philippi, (Western Virginia).  
8 June: Tennessee voters approve secession.  
10 June: Battle of Big Bethel, (Virginia). 
17 June: Battle of Booneville, (Missouri). 
4 July: Lincoln, in a speech to Congress, states the war 
is "a People's contest...a struggle for maintaining in the 
world, that form, and substance of government, whose 
leading object is, to elevate the condition of men" The 
Congress authorizes a call for 500,000 men. 
5 July: Battle of Carthage, (Missouri). 
11 July: Battle of Rich Mountain, (Western Virginia). 
13 July: Battle of Carrick's Ford, (Western Virginia). 
18 July: Battle of Blackburn's Ford (Virginia). 
21 July: Battle of 1st Bull Run, (Virginia). The Union 
Army under Gen. Irvin McDowell suffers a defeat at Bull 
Run 25 miles southwest of Washington. Confederate 
Gen. Thomas J. Jackson earns the nickname "Stonewall," 
as his brigade resists Union attacks. Union troops fall 
back to Washington. President Lincoln realizes the war 
will be long. "It's damned bad," he comments. 
27 July: President Lincoln appoints George B. McClellan 
as Commander of the Department of the   Potomac,   
replacing McDowell. 
10 August: Battle of Wilson’s Creek, (Missouri). 
27 August: Fort Clark, North Carolina, captured by   
Union. 
28 August: Fort Hatteras, North Carolina, surrenders to 
Union. 
6 September: Union troops capture Paducah,         
Kentucky.  
10 September: Battle of Carnifax Ferry, (Virginia). 
11 - 15 September: Cheat Mountain Campaign.   
11 September: President Lincoln revokes Gen. John C. 
Frémont's unauthorized military proclamation of     
emancipation in Missouri. Later, the president relieves 
Gen. Frémont of his command and replaces him with 
Gen. David Hunter. 
12 - 20 September: Siege of Lexington, (Missouri).   
20 September: Lexington, Missouri, surrenders to   
Confederates. 
21 October: Battle of Ball’s Bluff, (Virginia).  
1 November: President Lincoln appoints McClellan as       
general-in-chief of all Union forces after the resignation 
of the aged Winfield Scott. Lincoln tells McClellan, "the 
supreme command of the Army will entail a vast labour 
upon you." McClellan responds, "I can do it all." 
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6 November: Jefferson Davis elected regular president 
of the Confederacy. 
7 November: Belmont, Missouri, and Port Royal, South 
Carolina, fall to Union. 
8 November: The beginning of an international       
diplomatic crisis for President Lincoln as two Confederate 
officials sailing toward England are seized by the U.S. 
Navy. England, the leading world power, demands their 
release, threatening war. Lincoln eventually gives in and 
orders their release in December. "One war at a time," 
Lincoln remarks. 
 28 November: Missouri admitted to the        Confeder-
acy despite it not having seceded. 
13 December: Battle of Camp Alleghany, (Western   
Virginia).  
20 December: Battle of Dranesville (Virginia). 

 
1862 

13 January: President Lincoln issues General War Order 
No. 1 calling for all United States naval and land forces 
to begin a general advance by Feb 22, George       
Washington's birthday. 
19 January: Battle of Mill Springs also called Fishing 
Creek, Logan's Crossroads (Kentucky). 
6 February: Battle of Fort Henry (Tennessee). Victory 
for Gen. Ulysses S. Grant.  
8 February: Battle of Fort Henry (Tennessee). 
12 - 16 February: Battle of Fort Donelson. Fort    
Donelson surrenders to Union, Grant earns the nickname 
"Unconditional Surrender" Grant. 
20 February: President Lincoln is struck with grief as 
his beloved eleven year old son, Willie, dies from fever, 
probably caused by polluted drinking water in the White 
House. 
21 February: Battle of Valverde, (New Mexico         
Territory).  
22 February: Jefferson Davis inaugurated as regular 
Confederate  president. 
6 - 8 March: Battle of Pea Ridge, (Arkansas). 
8 - 9 March: Hampton Roads Naval Actions, (Virginia). 
The first Confederate ironclad steamed down the Eliza-
beth River into Hampton Roads to attack the wooden 
U.S. blockading fleet anchored there. Built on the hull of 
the U.S.S. Merrimac (which had been scuttled and 
burned when the Federals abandoned the Gosport Navy 
Yard in April, 1861), the new warship had been chris-
tened C.S.S. Virginia, but retained its original name. Af-
ter ramming and  sinking the twenty-four-gun wooden 
hulled steam-sailing sloop Cumberland, the  Merrimac 
headed for the fifty-gun frigate Congress, which it also 
sank.  
 
The next day iron the Confederate Merrimac was pitted 
against the Union ironclad U.S.S. Monitor, when the 
Monitor arrived just in time to challenge the Merrimac, 
which was returning to finish off the U.S. blockading 
squadron. The two ironclads fought each other to a 
draw. This naval engagement changed naval warfare 
forever, making wooden ships obsolete.       
 
14 March: Capture of New Madrid, (Missouri) and New 
Bern, (North Carolina), by the Union. 
23 March: Battle of Kernstown, (Virginia). 
26 March: Battle of Apache Canyon, (New Mexico Terri-
tory).  
28 March: Battle of Glorieta, also known as Pigeon's 

Ranch,  (New Mexico Territory). 
March - The Peninsular Campaign begins as McClellan's 
Army of the Potomac advances from   Washington down 
the Potomac River and the Chesapeake Bay to the penin-
sular south of the Confederate Capital of Richmond,   
Virginia then begins an advance toward Richmond. 
March - President Lincoln temporarily relieves McClellan 
as  general-in-chief and takes direct command of the  
Union Armies. 
5 April - 4 May: Siege of Yorktown, (Virginia). 
6 - 7 April: Battle of Shiloh, (Tennessee).          Confed-
erate surprise attack on Gen. Ulysses S. Grant's unpre-
pared troops at Shiloh on the Tennessee River   results 
in a bitter struggle with 13,000 Union killed and 
wounded and 10,000 Confederates, more men than in all 
previous American wars combined. The president is then 
pressured to relieve Grant but resists. "I can't spare this 
man; he fights," Lincoln says. 
7 April: Island no.10 (Missouri) falls to Union. 
11 April: Fort Pulaski (Georgia) captured by     Union. 
18 - 24 April: Bombardment of Forts Jackson and St. 
Philip, (Louisiana). 
24 April: 17 Union ships under the command of Flag 
Officer David Farragut move up the Mississippi River,  
pass Forts Jackson and St. Philip below New      Orleans. 
25 April: Union capture Fort Macon, (North    Carolina) 
and New Orleans the South's greatest seaport.  
4 May: Union occupy Yorktown, (Virginia). 
5 May: Battle of Williamsburg (Virginia). 
8 May: Battle of McDowell (West Virginia). 
10 May: Norfolk, Virginia, occupied by Union; battle of 
Plum Bend (Tennessee). 
15 May: Battle of Drewry's Bluff (Virginia).  
23 May: Battle of Front Royal (Virginia).  
25 May: Battle of lst Winchester (Virginia).  
30 May: Corinth, Mississippi, taken by Union. 
31 May - 1 June: Battle of Seven Pines or Fair Oaks 
(Virginia). Gen. Joseph E. Johnston's Confederate army 
attacks McClellan's troops in front of Richmond and 
nearly defeats them. But Johnston is badly wounded. 
1 June: Gen. Robert E. Lee assumes command,        
replacing the wounded Johnston. Lee then renames his 
force the Army of Northern Virginia. McClellan is not im-
pressed, saying Lee is "likely to be timid and irresolute in 
action." 
5 June: Fort Pillow, Tennessee, abandoned by         
Confederates. 
6 June: Battle of Memphis (Tennessee). 
8 June: Battle of Cross Keys (Virginia). 
9 June: Battle of Port Republic (Virginia). 
16 June: Battle of Secessionville (South Carolina). 
25 June - 1 July: Battles of the Seven Days (Virginia). 
Lee attacks McClellan near Richmond, resulting in very 
heavy losses for both armies. McClellan then begins a 
withdrawal back toward Washington. Battles of the 
Seven Days consisted of the following engagements: 
26 June: Battle of Beaver Dam Creek. 
27 June: Battle of Gaines' Mill.  
29 June: Battle of Savage Station. 
30 June: Battle of Frayser's Farm and White Oak 
Swamp. 
1 July: Battle of Malvern Hill. 
11 July: After four months as his own general-in-chief, 
President Lincoln hands over the task to Gen. Henry W. 
(Old Brains) Halleck. 
5 August: Battle of Baton Rouge (Louisiana). 
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9 August: Battle of Cedar or Slaughter Mountain 
(Virginia).  
17 August - 23 September: Sioux uprising in        
Minnesota.  
28 - 30 August: Battle of 2nd Bull Run (Virginia). 
75,000 Union troops under Gen. John Pope are  de-
feated by 55,000 Confederates under Gen. Stonewall 
Jackson and Gen. James Longstreet. Gen. Pope retreats 
to  Washington and is relieved of his command by the  
president. 
30 August: Battle of Richmond (Kentucky). 
1 September: Battle of Chantilly (Virginia). 
4 - 9 September: Lee invades the North with 50,000 
Confederates and heads for Harpers Ferry, located 50 
miles northwest of Washington. The Union army, 90,000 
strong, under the command of McClellan, pursues Lee. 
14 September: Battles of South Mountain (Maryland) 
and Crampton's Gap (Maryland). 
15 September: Confederates capture Harpers Ferry 
(West Virginia). 
17 September: Battles of Antietam (Maryland) and 
Munfordville (Kentucky). The battle of Antietam was the 
bloodiest day in U.S. military history as the advancing 
Confederate army commanded by Gen. Robert E. Lee is 
stopped by McClellan and numerically superior Union 
force. By nightfall 26,000 men are dead, wounded, or 
missing. Lee withdraws to Virginia. 
22 September: Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation 
freeing slaves issued by President Lincoln. 
7 November: The president replaces McClellan with Gen. 
Ambrose E. Burnside as the new Commander of the 
Army of the Potomac. Lincoln had grown impatient with 
McClellan's slowness to follow up on the success at    
Antietam, even telling him, "If you don't want to use the 
army, I should like to borrow it for a while." 
3 - 4 October: Battle of Corinth (Mississippi). 
8 October: Battle of Perryville (Kentucky). 
7 December: Battle of Prairie Grove (Arkansas). 
13 December: Battle of Fredericksburg (Virginia). The 
Union army of the Potomac under Gen. Burnside       
suffers a costly defeat, with a loss of 12,653 men after 
14 frontal assaults on well entrenched Rebels on Marye's 
Heights. "We might as well have tried to take hell," a 
Union   soldier remarks. Confederate losses are 5,309. 
Lee stated during the fighting. "It is well that war is so 
terrible - we should grow too fond of it".   
20 December: Holly Springs, Mississippi, raided by 
Southerners. 
29 December: Battle of Chickasaw Bayou (Mississippi). 
31 December - 2 January: Battle of Murfreesboro 
(Tennessee).  

 
1863 

1 January: President Lincoln issues the final         
Emancipation Proclamation freeing all slaves in territories 
held by Confederates and emphasizes the enlisting of 
black soldiers in the Union Army. The war to preserve 
the Union now becomes a revolutionary struggle for the 
abolition of slavery. 
1 January: Battle of Galveston Harbor (Texas). 
11 January: Union forces capture Arkansas Post 
(Arkansas).  
19 - 22 January: "Mud March" by the Union army of 
the Potomac from Rappahannock River. 
25 January: The president appoints Gen. Joseph 
(Fighting Joe) Hooker as Commander of the Army of the 

Potomac, replacing Burnside. 
29 January: Gen. Grant is placed in command of the 
Army of the West, with orders to capture Vicksburg. 
31 January: Charleston blockade disrupted (South 
Carolina). 
3 March: The U.S. Congress enacts a draft, affecting 
male citizens aged 20 to 45, but also exempts those who 
pay $300 or provide a substitute. "The blood of a poor 
man is as precious as that of the wealthy," poor     
Northerners complain. 
11 March: Yazoo Pass Expedition blocked at Fort 
Pemberton, Mississippi. 
14 March: Special Senate Session, 38th Congress,    
adjourns.  
17 March: Battle of Kelly's Ford (Virginia). 
7 April: Charleston naval attack by Union ironclads.  
17 April: Grierson's Raid begins from La Grange,     
Tennessee. 
1 May: Battle of Port Gibson (Mississippi) Vicksburg 
Campaign 
1 - 4 May: battle of Chancellorsville (Virginia) The     
Union Army under Gen. Hooker is decisively defeated by 
Lee's much smaller forces as a result of Lee's brilliant 
and daring tactics. Confederate Gen. Stonewall Jackson 
is mortally wounded by his own   soldiers. Union losses 
are 17,000 killed, wounded and missing out of 130,000. 
The Confederates, 13, 000 out of 60,000. "I just lost 
confidence in Joe Hooker," said Hooker later about his 
own lack of nerve during the battle. 
10 May: The South suffers a huge blow as Stonewall 
Jackson dies from his wounds, his last words, "Let us 
cross over the river and rest under the shade of the 
trees." Lee laments "I have lost my right arm". 
12 May: Battle of Raymond (Mississippi) (Vicksburg 
Campaign).  
14 May: Battle of Jackson (Mississippi) Vicksburg  
Campaign.  
16 May: Battle of Champion Hill (Mississippi) Vicksburg 
Campaign. 
17 May: Battle of Big Black River Bridge (Mississippi) 
Vicksburg Campaign. 
18 May - 4 July: Union army lay siege to Vicksburg 
(Mississippi). 
19 May: lst Union assault on Vicksburg. 
21 May - 8 July: Union army lay siege to Port         
Hudson (Louisiana). 
22 May: 2nd Union assault at Vicksburg (Mississippi).  
27 May: lst Union assault at Port Hudson (Louisiana). 
3 June: Gen. Lee with 75,000 Confederates launches his 
second invasion of the North, heading into Pennsylvania 
in a campaign that will soon lead to Gettysburg. 
7 June: Battle of Milliken's Bend (Louisiana). 
9 June: Battle of Brandy Station (Virginia). 
14 June: 2nd Union assault at Port Hudson and battle of 
2nd Winchester (Virginia). 
15 June: Stephenson's Depot (Virginia). 
23 June - 7 July: Tullahoma Campaign begun by     
Union (Tennessee). 
28 June: President Lincoln appoints Gen. George G. 
Meade as commander of the Army of the Potomac,  re-
placing Hooker. Meade is the 5th man to command the 
Army in less than a year. 
1 - 3 July: Battle of Gettysburg (Pennsylvania). The tide 
of war turns against the South as the Confederates are 
defeated.  
4 July: Vicksburg, the last Confederate stronghold on 
the Mississippi River, surrenders to Gen. Grant and the 
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army of the West after a six week siege. With the      
Union now in control of the Mississippi, the Confederacy 
is effectively split in two, cut off from its western allies. 
8 - 26 July: Port Hudson, Louisiana, surrenders to    
Union. John Hunt Morgan's raid north of the Ohio  
begins in Indiana  
10 July - 6 September: Union lay siege to Battery 
Wagner in Charleston Harbor, South Carolina. 
11 July: First Union assault on Battery Wagner in   
Charleston Harbor. 
13 - 16 July: Anti-draft riots in New York City include 
arson and the murder of blacks by poor immigrant 
whites. At least 120 persons, including children, are 
killed and $2 million in damage caused, until Union     
soldiers returning from Gettysburg restore order. 
18 July: Second Union assault on Battery Wagner in 
Charleston Harbor. 'Negro troops' of the 54th           
Massachusetts Infantry Regiment under Col. Robert G. 
Shaw assault the fort but are repulsed. Col. Shaw and 
half of the 600 men in the regiment are killed. 
26 July: John Hunt Morgan captured at New Lisbon 
(Ohio). 
10 August: The president meets with abolitionist     
Frederick Douglass who pushes for full equality for Union 
'Negro troops.' 
17 August: Fort Sumter, South Carolina, bombarded by 
Union.  
21 August: Lawrence, Kansas, sacked by                 
pro-Confederate William C. Quantrill and 450             
proslavery followers raid the town and butcher 182 men 
and boys. 
6 September: Confederates abandon Battery Wagner 
in Charleston Harbor. 
10 September: Union capture Little Rock (Arkansas). 
19 - 20 September: Battle of Chickamauga (Georgia). 
A decisive Confederate victory by Gen. Braxton Bragg's 
Army of Tennessee at Chickamauga leaves Gen. William 
S. Rosecrans' Union Army of the Cumberland trapped in 
Chattanooga, Tennessee under Confederate siege. 
9 - 22 October: Bristoe Campaign begins in Virginia. 
14 October: Battle of Bristoe Station (Virginia). 
16 October: The president appoints Gen. Grant to  
command all operations in the western theatre. 
7 November: Battle of Rappahannock Station 
(Virginia). 
19 November: President Lincoln delivers a two minute 
Gettysburg Address at a ceremony dedicating the       
Battlefield as a National Cemetery. 
23 - 25 November: Battle of Chattanooga 
(Tennessee). The Confederate siege of Chattanooga 
ends as Union forces under Grant defeat the besieging 
army of Gen. Braxton Bragg.  
26 November - 2 December: Mine Run Campaign  
begins in Virginia.  
29 November: Battle of Fort Sanders (Knoxville,     
Tennessee). 
 

1864 

3 -14 February: Meridian Campaign begins in         
Mississippi.  
20 February: Battle of Olustee (Florida).  
22 February: Battle of Okolona (Mississippi). 
9 March: President Lincoln appoints Gen. Grant to  
command all of the armies of the United States. Gen. 
William T. Sherman succeeds Grant as     commander in 
the west. 

12 March: Red River Campaign begins (Louisiana). 
8 April: Battle of Mansfield (Louisiana). 
9 April: Battle of Pleasant Hill (Louisiana). 
12 April: Fort Pillow massacre (Tennessee). 
12-13 April: Battle of Blair's Landing (Louisiana). 
17-20 April: Battle of Plymouth (North Carolina).  
30 April: Battle of Jenkins' Ferry (Arkansas). 
5 - 6 May: Battle of the Wilderness (Virginia).  
6 - 7 May: Battle of Port Walthall junction (Virginia).  
4 May - 2 September: This is one of the generally   
accepted dates for the start of the Atlanta Campaign, 
which campaign involved all the Union Armies. General 
George Thomas (Army of the Cumberland) [US] begins 
to move slowly east along the Western and Atlantic Rail-
road from  Ringgold. In Virginia, Grant with an Army of 
120,000 begins advancing toward Richmond to      en-
gage Lee's Army of Northern Virginia, now   numbering 
64,000. In the west, Sherman, with 100,000 men begins 
an advance toward Atlanta to engage Joseph E. Johns-
ton's 60,000 strong Army of Tennessee. 
8 - 21 May: Battle of Spotsylvania (Virginia). 
9 May: Battle of Snake Creek Gap (Georgia). 
9 - 13 May: Battle of Dalton (Georgia). 
11 May: Battle of Yellow Tavern (Virginia).  
14 - 15 May: Battle of Resaca (Georgia).  
15 May: Battle of New Market (Virginia).  
16 May: Battle of Drewry's Bluff (Virginia).  
23 - 26 May: Battle of the North Anna (Virginia).  
25 May - 4 June: Battle of New Hope Church 
(Georgia).  
30 May - 3 June: Battle of Bethesda Church (Virginia). 
1 - 3 June: Battle of Cold Harbor (Virginia). A costly 
mistake by Grant results in 7,000 Union casualties in 
twenty minutes during an offensive against fortified    
Rebels at Cold Harbor. 
10 June: Battle of Brice's Crossroads (Mississippi).  
11 June: Battle of Trevilian Station (Virginia).  
14 June: Battle of Pine Mountain (Georgia).  
15 - 18 June: Union troops assault Petersburg 
(Virginia).  
18  June - 2 April 1865: Union troops lay siege to   
Petersburg (Virginia). Union forces miss an  opportunity 
to capture the city and cut off the  Confederate rail lines. 
As a result, a siege of      Petersburg begins with Grant's 
forces surrounding Lee. 
27 June: Battle of Kennesaw Mountain (Georgia). 
9 July: Battle of Monocacy (Maryland). 
11 July: Battle of Fort Stevens (Maryland). 
14 July: Battle of Tupelo (Mississippi). 
20 July: Battle of Peachtree Creek (Georgia). 
22 July: Battle of Atlanta (Georgia). Sherman's forces 
battle the Rebels now under the command of Gen. John 
B. Hood, who replaced Johnston. 
28 July: Battle of Ezra Church (Georgia). 
30 July: Petersburg mine exploded by Union sappers 
followed by the battle of the Crater (Virginia). 
5 August: Battle of Mobile Bay (Alabama). 
18 - 19 August: Battle of the Weldon Railroad 
(Virginia).  
25 August: Battle of Reams' Station (Virginia). 
29 August: Democrats nominate George B. McClellan 
for president to run against Republican incumbent   
Abraham Lincoln. 
31 August - 1 September: Battle of Jonesboro 
(Georgia). 
2 September: Atlanta (Georgia) captured by Sherman's 
Army. "Atlanta is ours, and fairly won," Sherman tele-
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graphs Lincoln. The victory greatly helps President     
Lincoln's bid for re-election. 
19 September: 3rd Battle of Winchester (Virginia). 
22 September: Battle of Fisher's Hill (Virginia). 
22 September: Battle of Pilot Knob (Missouri) 
29 September - 1 October: Battle of Fort Harrison 
(Virginia). 
29 September - 2 October: Battle of Peebles' Farm 
and Chaffin's Farm (Virginia). 
5 October: Battle of Allatoona (Georgia).  
9 October: Battle of Tom's Brook (Virginia).  
19 October: Battle of Cedar Creek (Virginia).  
23 October: Battle of Westport (Missouri). 
27 October: Battle of Burgess' Mill and Boydron Plank 
Road (Virginia). 
8 November: Abraham Lincoln is re-elected president, 
defeating Democrat George B. McClellan. Lincoln carries 
all but three states with 55 percent of the popular vote 
and 212 of 233 electoral votes. "I earnestly believe that 
the consequences of this day's work will be to the lasting 
advantage, if not the very salvation, of the country”,       
Lincoln tells supporters. 
16 November: After destroying Atlanta's warehouses 
and railroad facilities, Sherman, with 62,000 men       
begin a March to the Sea. President Lincoln on advice 
from Grant approved the idea. "I can make Georgia 
howl!" Sherman boasts. 
15 - 16 December: Battle of Nashville (Tennessee). 
Hood's Confederate Army of 23,000 is defeated by 
55,000 Federals including Negro troops under Gen. 
George H. Thomas. The Confederate Army of Tennessee 
ceases as an effective fighting force. 
21 December: Savannah, Georgia, occupied by Union. 
Gen. Sherman’s Union army leave behind them a 300 
mile long path of destruction 60 miles wide all the way 
from Atlanta. Sherman then telegraphs Lincoln, offering 
him Savannah as a Christmas present. 
24 - 25 December: Union attack Fort Fisher (North 
Carolina). 
29 December: Battles of Spring Hill (Tennessee) and 
Sand Creek (Colorado Territory). 
30 December: Battle of Franklin (Tennessee) 

 

1865 

13 - 15 January: 2nd Union attack on Fort Fisher. On 
the 15th Fort Fisher falls to Union naval and land forces. 
19 January - 26 April: Carolinas Campaign begins at 
Savannah (Georgia). 
31 January: The U.S. Congress approves the Thirteenth 
Amendment to the United States Constitution, to abolish 
slavery. The amendment is then submitted to the states 
for ratification. 
3 February: A peace conference occurs as President 
Lincoln meets with Confederate Vice President Alexander 
Stephens at Hampton Roads in Virginia, but the meeting 
ends in failure - the war will continue. Only Lee's Army 
at Petersburg and Johnston's forces in North Carolina 
remain to fight for the South against Northern forces 
now numbering 280,000 men. 
5 - 7 February: Battle of Hatcher's Run (Virginia). 
2 March: Battle of Waynesboro (Virginia). 
4 March: Inauguration ceremonies for President Lincoln 
in Washington. "With malice toward none; with charity 
for all...let us strive on to finish the work we are in...to 
do all which may achieve and cherish a just, and a last-

ing peace, among ourselves, and with all nations,"     
Lincoln says. 
8 - 10 March: Battle of Kinston (North Carolina).  
16 March: Battle of Averysboro (North Carolina).  
19 - 21 March: Battle of Bentonville (North Carolina).  
22 March - 24 April: Wilson's raid south into Alabama.  
25 March: Battle of Fort Stedman (Virginia) 
25 March - 12 April: Siege of Mobile (Alabama). 
25 March: The last offensive for Lee's Army of      
Northern Virginia begins with an attack on the centre of 
Grant's forces at Petersburg. Four hours later the attack 
is broken. 
31 March: Battle of Dinwiddie Court House (Virginia). 
1 April: Battle of Five Forks (Virginia). 
2 April:  Grant's forces begin a general advance and 
break through Lee's lines at Petersburg. Confederate 
Gen. Ambrose P. Hill is killed. Lee evacuates Petersburg. 
The Confederate Capital, Richmond, is evacuated. Fires 
and looting break out.  
3 April: Union forces occupy Richmond and Petersburg. 
4 April: President Lincoln tours Richmond where he en-
ters the Confederate White House. With "a serious, 
dreamy expression," he sits at the desk of Jefferson 
Davis for a few moments. 
6 April: Battle of Sayler's Creek (Virginia). 
7 April: Battle of High Bridge (Virginia). 
9 April: Battle of Appomattox (Virginia). The           
Confederate Army of Northern Virginia, commanded by 
General Robert Edward Lee surrenders to Gen. Ulysses 
S. Grant at Appomattox village Court House. Grant     
allows Confederate officers to keep their side arms and     
permits soldiers to keep horses and mules. "After four 
years of arduous service marked by unsurpassed     
courage and fortitude the Army of Northern Virginia has 
been compelled to yield to overwhelming numbers and 
resources," Lee tells his troops. 
9 April: Battle of Fort Blakely (Alabama);  
12 April: Mobile, Alabama, surrenders to Union forces. 
14 April: The Stars and Stripes is ceremoniously raised 
over Fort Sumter. That night, Lincoln and his wife Mary 
see the play "Our American Cousin" at Ford's Theatre. At 
10:13 p.m., during the third act of the play, John Wilkes 
Booth shoots the president in the head. Doctors attend 
to the president in the theatre then move him to a house 
across the street. He never regains consciousness. 
15 April: President Abraham Lincoln dies at 7:22 in the 
morning. Vice President Andrew Johnson assumes the 
presidency. 
8 April: Confederate Gen. Joseph E. Johnston          
surrenders to Sherman near Durham in North Carolina. 
26 April: The Confederate Army of Tennessee 
Commanded by General Joseph Eggleston Johnston 
surrenders to Sherman at Bentonville, North Carolina.  
26 April: John Wilkes Booth, President Lincoln’s        
assassin is shot and killed in a tobacco barn in Virginia. 
4 May: Abraham Lincoln is laid to rest in Oak Ridge 
Cemetery, outside Springfield, Illinois. 
4 May: The Confederate Department of Alabama,     
Mississippi and East Louisiana, commanded by Lieuten-
ant General Richard Taylor, son of former United States 
President Zachary Taylor, surrenders to Major General 
Edward Richard Sprig Canby at Citronelle, Alabama. 
13 May: Battle of Palmito Ranch (Texas). This was the 
last battle of the Civil War and ironically, with a        
Confederate victory. 
26 May: Lieutenant General Simon Bolivar Buckner    
surrenders the remnants of the Confederate Trans    
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Mississippi Department in New Orleans, Louisiana. It was 
not until the 27 May that their overall commander Lieu-
tenant General Edmund Kirby Smith on his way to rally 
his troops learned that he had no Army. 
23 June: Confederate Indians commanded by Brigadier 
General Stand Watie surrender. Stand Waite rode into 
Doaksville, near Fort Towson in the Indian Territory and 
surrendered his battalion of Creek, Seminole,  Cherokee 
and Osage Indians. 
2 June: CSS Shenandoah ends operations in Bering Sea, 
having taken 11 whalers that day. 
2 August: CSS Shenandoah learns of end of the war. 

6 November: CSS Shenandoah surrenders to British at 
Liverpool. 
6 December: The Thirteenth Amendment to the United 
States Constitution, passed by Congress on January 31, 
1866, is finally ratified. Slavery is abolished. 
 
The American Civil War was the bloodiest conflict in 
America’s History. By the end of the Civil War over 
620,000 Americans had lost their lives, with disease   
killing about twice as many as those lost in battle.  

"Closing in" 

Artist: John Warr. www.civilwarrart.com 
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Date  State Battle Winner Loser 

Year Month Name Other Name Nation - Commander Nation - Commander 

1861 18 - 19 May VA Sewell’s Point None CS (Gwynn) US (Braine) 

 29 May VA Aquia Creek None CS (Ruggies) US (Ward) 

 1 June VA Fairfax Courthouse None US (Thompkins) CS (Ewell) 

 3 June WV Philippi Philippi Races US (Rosecrans) CS (Lee) 

 10  June VA Big Bethal None CS (Magruder) US (Pierce) 

 11 July WV Rich Mountain None US (Rosecrans) CS (Pagram) 

 13 July WV Carrick’s Ford None US (McClellan) CS (Garnett) 

 21 July VA First Bull Run First Manassas CS (Beaureguard) US (McDowell) 

 26 August VA Kessler’s Cross Lanes None CS (Floyd) US (Tyler) 

 10 September WV Carnifex Ferry None CS (Floyd) US (Rosecrans) 

 15 September WV Cheat Mountain None US (Reynolds) CS (Lee) 

 21 October VA Balls Bluff Harrison’s Landing CS(Evans) US (Baker) 

 21 December VA Drainsville None US (Ord) CS (Stuart) 

1862 8 February NC Ronaoke Island None US (Burnside) CS (Wise) 

 14 March NC New Berne None US (Burnside) CS (Branch) 

 23 March VA Kernstown None US (Kimball) CS (Jackson) 

 5 April - 4 May VA Yorktown None US (McClellan) CS (Magruder) 

 4 - 5 May VA Williamsburg Fort Magruder US (McClellan) CS (Longstreet) 

 8 May VA McDowell Sitlington’s Hill CS (Jackson) US (Milroy) 

 16 - 17 May WV Princeton Courthouse Wolf Creek CS (Marshall) US (Cox) 

 23 May VA Fort Royal Cedarville CS (Jackson) US (Kenly) 

 24 May VA Newton Alexandria CS (Jackson) US (Banks) 

 25 May VA Winchester Bower’s Hill CS (Jackson) US (Banks) 

 27 May VA Hanover Courthouse Slash Church US (Porter) CS (Branch) 

 30 May VA Fort Royal None US (Kimball) CS (Conner) 

APPENDIX - D 
BATTLES OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR 

One of the problems wargamers face is, “Which battle do I fight”? Listed below are a majority of the large 
engagements and some lesser engagements fought during the American Civil war, which I hope will spark 
the imagination and get you down to your local library for some further research.  

EASTERN THEATRE 1861 - 1864 

The Eastern Theater included the states of Florida, North Carolina coastal fortifications and seaports, South 
Carolina, District of Columbia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virginia. NOTE: Operations in the 
interior of the Carolinas in 1865 are considered part of the Western Theater. The Eastern Theater was 
where Gettysburg, the bloodiest battle of the war was fought and where at the battle of Antietam the 
bloodiest single day of fighting took place.  

Eastern Theatre 1861 - 1864 
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Eastern Theatre 1861 - 1864 

Date  State  Battle Winner Loser 

Year Month Name Other Name Nation - Commander Nation - Commander 

1862 31 May - 1 June VA  Fair Oaks 7 Pines US (McClellan) CS (Johnston) 

 8 June VA Cross Keys None CS (Ewell) US (Freemont) 

 16 June SC Secessioncille Fort Lamar CS (Evans) US (Benham) 

 25 June VA  Oak Grove Kings School House US (McClellan) CS (Lee) 

 26 June VA Mechanicsville Ellerson’s Mill US (Porter) CS (Lee) 

 27 - 28 June VA  Cold Harbor Gaines Mill CS (Lee) US (McClellan) 

 29 June VA Savage’s Station None US (Sumner) CS (Lee) 

 29 June VA Allen’s Farm None US (Sumner) CS (Lee) 

 30 June VA White Oak Swamp Riddell’s Shop CS (Lee) US (McClellan) 

 30 June VA  Turkey Bridge None US (Sykes) CS (Lee) 

 1 July VA Malvern Hill Poindexter’s Farm US (McClellan) CS (Lee) 

 9 August VA Cedar Mountain Cedar Run CS (Jackson) US (Banks) 

 23 August VA Catlett’s Station None CS (Stuart) US (Pope) 

 28 - 29 August VA Grovetown None CS (Lee) US (Pope) 

 30 August VA  Second Bull Run Second Manassas CS (Lee) US (Pope) 

 1 September VA Chantilly Ox Hill None CS (Jackson) US (Kearny) 

 12 - 15 September VA Harpers Ferry None CS (Jackson) US (Miles) 

 14 September VA South Mountain Crampton gap US (McClellan) CS (Lee) 

 17 September MD Antietam Sharpsburg US (McClellan) CS (Lee) 

 12 October MD Monocacy None CS (Stuart) US (Pleasonton) 

 13 December VA  Fredericksburg Marye’s Heights CS (Lee) US (Burnside) 

1863 6 - 7 February VA Barnerr’s Ford None CS (Lomax) US (Merritt) 

 17 March VA Kelly’s Ford Kelly’s Ville CS (Fitzhugh Lee) US (Averell) 

 11 April - 4 May VA  Suffolk Fort Hugar US (Peck) CS (Longstreet) 

 1 - 4 May VA Chancellorsville None CS (Lee) US (Hooker) 

 3 - 4 May VA  Salem Church Bank’s Ford CS (Early) US (Sedgwick) 

 9 June VA  Brandy Station Fleetwood Hill US (Pleasonton) CS (Stuart) 

 13 - 15 June VA Winchester None CS (Ewell) US (Milroy) 

 14 June WV Martinsburg None CS (Jenkins) US (Tyler) 

 17 June VA Aldie None CS (Munford) US (Kilpatrick) 

 17 June VA Middleburg None CS (Stuart) US (Gregg) 

 19 June VA Middleburg None US (Gregg) CS (Stuart) 

 20 June PA Greencastle None CS (Ewell) US (Pierce) 

 27 June VA Fairfax Court House None CS (Hampton) US (Remington) 

 29 June MD Westminster None CS (Stuart) US (Kilpaterick) 

 30 June PA Hanover None US (Kilpatrick) CS (Stuart) 

 30 June PA Sporting Hill None US (Ewen) CS (Lee) 

 1 - 3 July PA Gettysburg None US (Meade) CS (Lee) 
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Eastern Theatre 1861 - 1864 

Date  State  Battle Winner Loser 

Year Month Name Other Name Nation - Commander Nation - Commander 

1863 10 - 18 July SC Fort Wagner Morris Island CS (Beauregard) US (Gillmore) 

 24 July VA Battle Mountain None CS (Hill) US (Custer) 

 1 - 3 August VA Rappahannock Station None CS (Stuart) US (Buford) 

 14 October VA Bristoe Station None US (Warren) CS (AP Hill) 

 14 October VA Catletts Station None US (Owen) CS (Stuart) 

1864 20 February FL Olustee Ocean Pond CS (Finegan) US (Seymor) 

 28 Feb - 4 March VA Richmond None CS (Lee) US (Kilpatrick) 

 17 - 20 April NC Plymouth None CS (Hoke) US (Wessells) 

 4 - 16 May VA Drewry’s Bluff Fort Darling CS (Beauregard) US (Butler) 

 5 -7 May VA Wilderness None CS (Lee) US (Grant) 

 5 - 9 May VA Todds Tavern Brock road CS (Stuart) US (Sheridan) 

 9 May VA  Ware Bottom Church None CS (Beauregard) US (Butler) 

 11 May VA Yellow Tavern None US (Sheridan) CS (Stuart) 

 15 May VA New Market None CS (Breeckinridge) US (Sigel) 

 20 May VA Ware Bottom Church None US (Butler) CS (Beauregard) 

 23 - 27 May VA North Anna  Jerico Mill CS (Lee) US (Grant) 

 28 - 31 May VA Totoptomy Creek Sandy Grove Road CS (Lee) US (Grant) 

 28 May VA Hay’s Shop None US (Gregg) CS (Lee) 

 31 May - 12 June VA  Cold Harbor II None CS (Lee) US (Grant) 

 5 June VA Piedmont None US (Hunter) CS (Jones) 

 9 June VA Petersburg None CS (Beauregard) US (Gillmore) 

 11 - 12 June VA Trevilian Station None CS (Hampton) US (Sheridan) 

 15 - 18 June VA Petersburg None CS (Beauregard) US (Mead) 

 22 -23 June VA Weldon Railroad Jerusalem Cross Road CS (Lee) US (Grant) 

 9 July MD Monocacy None CS (Early) US (Wallace) 

 12 July MD Fort Stevens None US (Wright) CS (Early) 

 14 July VA Falling Waters None CS (Heath) US (Meade) 

 20 July VA Stephenson’s Deport Rutherford’s Farm US (Averell) CS (Ramseur) 

 23 - 24 July VA Kernstown II None CS (Early) US (Crook) 

 27 - 29 July VA Deep Bottom Run DarbyTown CS (Field) US (Hancock) 

 7 August WV Moorefield Old Fields US (Averell) CS (McCausland) 

 13 - 20 August VA Deep Bottom Run II Fussell’s Mill CS (Lee) US (Hancock) 

 18 - 21 August VA Globe Tavern Yellow Tavern II US (Grant) CS (Lee) 

 25 August VA Ream’s Station None CS (Lee) US (Hancock) 

 31 August VA Martinsburg None CS (Rhodes) US (Averell) 

 3 - 4 September VA Berryville None Inconclusive - US Inconclusive - US 

 16 September VA Coggin’s Point None CS (Hampton) US (Grant) 

 19 September VA Winchester Openquon US (Sheridan) CS (Early) 
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Eastern Theatre 1861 - 1864 

Date  State  Battle Winner Loser 

Year Month Name Other Name Nation - Commander Nation - Commander 

1864 22 September VA Fisher Hill None US (Sheridan) CS (Early) 

 20 - 30 September VA New Market Heights Caffin’s Farm US (Butler) CS (Lee) 

 30 Sep - 2 Oct VA Poplar Springs Church Peeble’s Farm US (Meade) CS (AP Hill) 

 7 October VA Darby Town New Market Roads US (Kautz) CS (Lee) 

 9 October VA Toms Brook Woodstock Races US (Torbert) CS (Rosser, Lomax) 

 13 October VA Darbytown Road Alms House CS (Anderson) US (Terry) 

 19 October VA Cedar Creek None US (Sheridan) CS (Early) 

 27 October VA Hatcher’s Run Charlot’s Farm US (McNeil) CS (Price) 

 27 - 28 October VA Fair Pines Darby Town Road CS (Longstreet) US (Butler) 

 7 - 27 December NC Fort Fisher None CS (Hoke) US (Butler) 

WESTERN THEATRE 1861 - 1865 

The Western Theater was an area defined by both geography and the sequence of campaigning. It      
originally represented the area east of the Mississippi River and west of the Appalachian Mountains. It    
excluded operations against the Gulf Coast and the Eastern Seaboard, but as the war progressed and    
William Tecumseh Sherman's Union armies moved southeast from Chattanooga, Tennessee, in 1864 and 
1865, the definition of the theater expanded to encompass their operations in Georgia and the Carolinas.  

Western Theatre 1861 - 1865 

Date  Battle Winner Loser 

Year Month Name Other Name Nation - Commander Nation - Commander 

1861 10 May MO Camp Jackson None US (Lyon) CS (Frost) 

 10 August MO Wilson’s Creek Oak Hills CS (McCulloch) US (Lyon) 

 20 September KY Lexington Battle of Hemps Bales CS (Price) US (Mulligan) 

 7 November MO Belmont None US (Grant) CS (Pillow) 

1862 10 January KY Middle Creek None CS (Marshall) US (Garfield) 

 19 January KY Mill Springs Logan’s Cross Roads US (Thomas) CS (Crittenden) 

 6 February TN Fort Henry None US (Grant) CS (Tilgham) 

 14 - 16 February TN Fort Donelson None US (Grant) CS (Pillow) 

 5 - 8 March AR Pea Ridge Elkhorn Tavern US (Curtis) CS (Van Dorn) 

 13 -14 March TN New Madird None US (Pope) CS (McCowan) 

 6 - 7 April TN Shiloh Pittsburg Landing US (Grant) CS (Johnston) 

State  

 29 April - 30 May MS Corinth None US (Halleck) CS (Beauregard) 

 14 May MS  Jackson None US (Grant) CS (Johnston) 

 17 July MS Booneville None US (Lyon) CS (Marmaduke) 
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Western Theatre 1861 - 1865 

Date  State  Battle Winner Loser 

Year Month Name Other Name Nation - Commander Nation - Commander 

1862 5 August LA Baton Rouge Magnolia Cemetery US (Williams) CS (Breckenridge) 

 29 - 30 August KY Richmond None CS (Kirby Smith) US (Nelson) 

 14 - 17 September KY Munfordville Green River Bridge CS (Bragg) US (Wilder) 

 19 - 20 September MS Iuka None US (Rosecrans) CS (Van Dorn) 

 3 - 4 October MS Corinth None US (Rosecrans) CS (Van Dorn) 

 8 October KY Perryville None US (Buell) CS (Bragg) 

 22 October AR Old Fort Wayne Beatie’s Prairie US (Blunt) CS (Cooper) 

 13 November MS Holly Springs None US (Grant) CS (Pemberton) 

 28 November AR Cane Hill Boston Mountains CS (Marmaduke) US (Blunt) 

 7 December AR Prairie Grove Fayetteville US (Blunt) CS (Hinderman) 

 19 December TN Jackson None CS (Forrest) US (Engleman) 

 26 - 29 December MS Chickasaw Bayou None CS (Pemberton) US (Sherman) 

 30 Dec - 3 Jan TN Muffreesboro Stones River US (Rosecrans) CS (Bragg) 

 31 December TN Parker Cross Roads None CS (Forrest) US (Sullivan) 

1863 11 January AK Fort Hindman Arkanas Post US (McClernad) CS (Churchill) 

 5 March TN Spring Hill Thompson’s Station CS (Van Dorn) US (Coburn) 

 12 - 14 April LA Irish Bend  Nerson’s Wood US (Grover) CS (Taylor) 

 12 - 13 April LA Fort Brisland Bether Place US (Banks) CS (Taylor) 

 17 April - 2 May MS Grierson’s Raid Siege of Vicksburg US (Grierson) CS (Johnston) 

 1 May MS Port Gibson Thompson’s Hill US (Grant) CS (Bowen) 

 12 May MS Raymond None US (McPherson) CS (Gregg) 

 14 May MS Jackson None US (Grant) CS (Johnston) 

 16 May MS Champions Hill Baker’s Creek US (Grant) CS (Pemberton) 

 27 May - 9 July LA Port Hudson None US (Banks) CS (Gardener) 

 4 July MS Vicksburg Siege of Vicksburg US (Grant) CS (Pemberton) 

 4 July AK Helena None US (Prentiss) CS (Holmes) 

 9 July IN Corydon Morgan’s Raid CS (Morgan) US (Jordan) 

 19 July OH Buffington Island St Georges Creek US (Hobson) CS (Morgan) 

 18 - 20 September GA Chickamauga None CS (Bragg) US (Rosecrans) 

 6 October KN Baxter Springs None CS (Quantrill) US (Blunt) 

 10 October TN Bluesprings None US (Burnside) CS (Williams) 

 28 October TN Wauhatchie Brown’s Ferry US (Hooker) CS (Jenkins) 

 16 November TN Cambell’s Station None US (Burnside) CS (Longstreet) 

 23 - 25 November TN Chattanooga None US (Grant) CS (Bragg) 

 29 November TN Fort Sanders Fort Loudon US (Burnside) CS (Longstreet) 

 14 December TN Bean’s Station None CS (Longstreet) US (Shackelford) 

 29 December TN Mossy Creek None US (Sturgis) CS (Martin) 
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Western Theatre 1861 - 1865 

Date  State  Battle Winner Loser 

Year Month Name Other Name Nation - Commander Nation - Commander 

1864 17 January TN Dandridge None CS (Longstreet) US (Sturgis) 

 27 January TN Fair Garden None US (Sturgis) CS (Martin) 

 13 February OK Middlebough Dept. None US (Willette) CS (Jumper) 

 22 February MS Okelona  None CS (Forrest) US (Smith) 

 25 March KY Paducah None CS (Forrest) US (Hicks) 

 8 April LA Mansfield Sabine Cross Roads CS (Taylor) US (Banks) 

 9 April LA Pleasant Hill None US (Banks) CS (Taylor) 

 12 - 13 April LA Blair’s Landing Pleasant Hill Landing US (Smith) CS (Groen) 

 23 April LA Monett’s Ferry Cane River Crossing US (Banks) CS (Bee) 

 7 - 13 May GA Rocky Face Ridge Mill Creek US (Sherman) CS (Johnston) 

 16 May LA Mansura Smith’s Place US (Banks) CS (Taylor) 

 27 May GA Pickett’s Mill None CS (Cleburne) US (Howard) 

 6 June AK Old River Lake Ditch Bayou US (Mower) CS (Green) 

 22 June GA Kolb’s Farm None US (Hooker) CS (Hood) 

 27 June GA Kennesaw Mountain None CS (Johnston) US (Sherman) 

 20 July GA Peach tree Creek None US (Thomas) CS (Hood) 

 22 July GA Atlanta None  US (Sherman) CS (Hood) 

 28 July GA Ezra Church Battle of the Poor House US (Howard) CS (Hood) 

 5 - 7 August GA Utoy Creek None CS (Hood) US (Scholfield) 

 21 August TN Memphis None CS (Forrest) US (Washburn) 

 10 - 14 September GA Davis’ Cross Roads Dug Gap US (Negley) CS (Breckinridge) 

 5 October GA Allatoona None US (Corse) CS (French) 

 25 October  KA Mine Creek Dug Gap US (Pleasonton) CS (Marmaduke) 

 11 - 13 November TN Bull’s Gap None CS (Breckinridge) US (Gillen) 

 30 November TN Franklin  None US (Scholfield) CS (Hood) 

 4 December GA Waynesborough None US (Kilpatrick) CS (Wheeler) 

 13 - 16 December TN Nashville None US (Thomas) CS (Hood) 

1865 3 February SC Rivers Bridge Lawtonville US (Blair) CS (McClaws) 

 10 March NC Monroe’s Cross Roads Blue’s Farm CS (Ampton) US (Kilpatrick) 

 19 - 21 March NC Bentonville Bentonsville US (Sherman) CS (Johnston) 

 25 March VA Fort Steadman None US (Parke) CS (Lee) 

 31 March VA White Oak Road Hatcher’s Run CS (Lee) US (Warren) 

 1 April VA Five Forks None US (Sheridan) CS (Pickett) 

 7 April VA Cumberland Church Farmville CS (Lee) US (Humphreys) 
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Lower Seaboard Theatre and Gulf Approach 1861 - 1865 

Date  State  Battle Winner Loser 

Year Month Name Other Name Nation - Commander Nation - Commander 

1861 12 - 14 April SC Fort Sumter None CS (Beaureguard) US (Anderson) 

 9 October FL Santa Rosa Island None US (Brown) CS (Anderson) 

1862 10 - 11 April GA Fort Pulaski None US (Hunter & Gillmore) CS (Olmstead) 

 16  - 28 April LA Fort Jackson None US (Farragut) CS (Duncan) 

 16  - 28 April LA Fort St. Philip None US (Farragut) CS (Mitchell) 

 25 April - 1 May LA New Orleans None US (Farragut & Butler) CS (Lovell) 

 16 June  SC Secessionville None CS (Evans) US (Benham) 

 21 June SC Simmon's Bluff None US (Rhind) CS (McCullough) 

 30 June - 1 July FL Tampa Bay Yankee Outrage at 
Tampa 

CS (Pearson) US (Drake) 

 5 August LA Baton Rouge None US (Williams) CS (Breckinridge) 

 9 August LA Donaldsonville None US (Farragut) CS (Landry) 

1863 7 April SC Charleston Harbor None CS (Beauregard) US ( DU Pont) 

 10 - 11 July SC Fort Wagner None CS (Beauregard) US (Gillmore) 

 16 July SC Grimball's Landing None Inconclusive - US (Terry), CS (Hagood) 

 16 July SC James Island None Inconclusive - US (Terry), CS (Hagood) 

 18 July - 7 Sep SC Morris Island None CS (Beauregard) US (Gillmore) 

 17 - 23 August SC Fort Sumter None Inconclusive - US (Gillmore), CS (Beauregard) 

 7 - 8 September SC Charleston Harbor None CS (Beauregard) US (Gillmore) 

 7 - 8 September SC Fort Wagner None CS (Beauregard) US (Gillmore) 

 7 - 8 September SC Morris Island None CS (Beauregard) US (Gillmore) 

 20 - 21 June LA LaFourche Crossing None US (Stickney) CS (Major) 

 28 June LA Donaldsonville None US (Bullen) CS (Green) 

 12 - 13 July LA Kock's Plantation None CS (Green) US (Weitzel & Grover) 

 12 - 13 July LA Cox's Plantation None CS (Green) US (Weitzel & Grover) 

 29 September LA Stirling's Plantation None CS (Green) US (Dana) 

 29 September LA Fordoche Crossing None CS (Green) US (Dana) 

LOWER SEABOARD THEATRE AND GULF APPROACH  
1861 - 1863 

The Lower Seaboard Theatre of the American Civil War encompasses major military and naval operations 
that occurred near the coastal areas of the South-eastern United States (in South Carolina, Florida,        
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas) as well as southern part of the Mississippi River (Port Hudson 
and south). Inland operations are included in the Western Theatre or Trans-Mississippi Theatre, depending 
on whether they were east or west of the Mississippi River. Coastal operations in Georgia, as the            
culmination of Sherman's March to the Sea, are included in the Western Theatre. 
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Trans-Mississippi Theater 1861–1865 

Date  State  Battle Winner Loser 

Year Month Name Other Name Nation - Commander Nation - Commander 

1861 17 June MO First Boonville None US (Lyons) CS (Marmaduke) 

 5 July MO Carthage  CS (Jackson) US (Sigel) 

 10 August MO Wilson’s Creek Oak Hills CS (Price) US (Lyon) 

 2 September MO Dry Wood Creek Battle of Mules CS (Price)  US (Lane) 

 13 - 20 September MO Lexington Battle of Hemp Bailes CS (Price) US (Mulligan) 

 17 September MO Liberty Blue Mills Landing CS (Atchison) US (Scott) 

 21 October MO Fredericktown None US (Plummer) CS (Thompson) 

 25 October MO Springfield Zagonyi’s Charge US (Zagonyi) CS (Frazier) 

 19 November OK 
Indian 

Territory 

Round Mountain Round Mountains CS (Cooper) Unionist Creek & 
Seminoles Indians 
(Chief Opothleyahola) 

 9 December OK 
Indian 

Territory 

Chusto-Talasah Tulsa County CS (Cooper) Unionist Creek & 
Seminoles Indians 
(Chief Opothleyahola) 

 26 December OK 
Indian 

Territory 

Chustenahlah None CS (McIntosh) Unionist Creek & 
Seminoles Indians 
(Chief Opothleyahola) 

 28 December MO Mount Zion Church None US (Prentiss) CS (Dorsey) 

1862 8 January MO Roan’s Tan Yard Silver Creek US (Torrence) CS (Poindexter) 

 20 - 21 February NM Valverde None CS (Sibley) US Canby) 

 26 - 28 March NM Glorieta Pass La Glorieta Pass US (Chivington) CS (Pyron) 

 6 - 8 March AR Pea Ridge Elkhom Tavern US (Curtis) CS (Van Dorn) 

 7 July AR Hill’s Plantation Cache River, Cotton 
Plant, Round Hill 

US (Hovey) CS (Hindman) 

 7 November MA Clark’s Mill Vera Cruz CS (Green) US (Barstow) 

 6 - 9 November MA Kirksville None US (McNeil) CS (Porter) 

 11 August MA Independence None CS (Hughes) US (Buel) 

 15 - 16 August MA Lone Jack None CS (Cockrell) US (Foster) 

 30 September MA Newtonia None CS (Cooper) US (Salomon) 

 22 October OK Old Fort Wayne Beatties Prairie US (Blunt) CS (Cooper) 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI THEATER 1861–1865 

Though geographically isolated from the battles to the east, a few small-scale military actions took place 
west of the Mississippi River. Confederate incursions into Arizona and New Mexico were repulsed in 1862. 
Guerilla activity turned much of Missouri and Indian Territory (Oklahoma) into a battleground. Late in the 
war the Federal Red River Campaign was a failure. Texas remained in Confederate hands throughout the 
war, but was cut off after the capture of Vicksburg in 1863 gave the Union control of the Mississippi River. 
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Trans-Mississippi Theater 1861–1865 

Date  State  Battle Winner Loser 

Year Month Name Other Name Nation - Commander Nation - Commander 

1862 20 - 22 August MN 
Indian 

Territory 

Fort Ridgely - Sioux 
uprising 

None US (Sheehan) Sioux Indians (Chief 
Little Crow) 

 23 August MN 
Indian 

Territory 

Wood Lake - Sioux 
uprising 

None US (Sibley) Sioux Indians (Chief 
Little Crow) 

 24 - 25 September TX Sabine Pass None US (Crocker) CS (Irvine) 

 4 October TX Galveston None US (Renshaw) CS (Cook) 

 28 Novemeber AR Cane Hill Boston Mountains CS (Marmaduke) US (Blunt) 

 7 December AR Prairie Grove Fayetteville US (Herron) CS (Hindman) 

1863 8 January MO Springfield None US (Brown) CS (Marmaduke) 

 9 - 11 January MO Hartville None CS (Marmaduke) US (Merrill) 

 26 April MO Cape Girardeau None US (McNeil) CS (Marmaduke) 

 1 - 2 May AR Chalk Bluff None CS (Marmaduke) US (Vandever) 

 1 - 2 July OK Cabin Creek None US (Williams) CS (Watie) 

 17 July OK Honey Springs Elk Creek, Shaw’s Inn US (Blunt) CS (Cooper) 

 1 September AR Devil’s Backbone Backbone Mountain US (Cloud) CS (Cabell) 

 24 - 25 July ND Big Mound None US (Sibley) Sioux Indians (Chief 
Inkpaduta) 

 26 July ND Dead Buffalo Lake None US (Sibley) Sioux Indians (Chief 
Inkpaduta) 

 28 July ND Stony Lake None US (Sibley) Sioux Indians (Chief 
Inkpaduta) 

 21 August KS Lawrence Lawrence Massacre CS (Quantrill) - Quantrill’s Raiders and other 
guerrillas attack on the city of Lawrence, resulting 
in the massacre of civilian men and boys and the 
destruction of many buildings.  

 10 September AR Bayou Forche Little Rock US (Davidson) CS (Marmaduke) 

 25 October AR Pine Buff None US (Clayton) CS (Marmaduke) 

 6 October KS Baxter Springs Baxter Springs Massacre CS (Quantrill)  US (Pond) 

1864 14 March LA Fort DeRussy None US (Smith) CS (Byrd) 

 8 April LA Mansfield Sabine Cross-Roads, 
Pleasant Grove 

CS (Taylor) US (Banks) 

 9 April LA Pleasant Hill None US (Banks) CS (Taylor) 

 12 - 13 April LA Blair’s Landing Pleasant Hill Landing US (Smith) CS (Green) 

 23 April LA Monett’s Ferry Cane River Crossing US (Banks) CS (Bee) 

 16 May LA Mansura Smith’s Place, Marksville US (Banks) CS (Taylor) 

 18 May LA Yellow Bayou Norwood’s Plantation US (Mower) CS (Taylor) 

 3 - 4 April LA Elkin’s Ferry Okolona US (Steele) CS (Marmaduke) 
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Trans-Mississippi Theater 1861–1865 

Date  State  Battle Winner Loser 

Year Month Name Other Name Nation - Commander Nation - Commander 

1864 9 - 13 April AR Prairie D’Ane Gum Grove, Moscow US (Steele) CS (Price) 

 18 April AR Poison Spring None CS (Marmaduke) US (Williams) 

 25 April AR Marks’s Mill None CS (Fagan) US (Drake) 

 30 April AR Jenkins Ferry None US (Steele) US (Kirby Smith) 

 27 September MO Fort Davidson Pilot Knob US (Ewing) CS (Price) 

 15 October MO Glasgow None CS (Clark) US (Harding) 

 19 October MO Lexington Lafayette County CS (Price) US (Blunt) 

 21 October MO Little Blue River Westport CS (Price) US (Curtis) 

 22 October MO Independence None CS (Fagan) US (Pleasonton) 

 22 - 23 October MO Byram’s Ford Big Blue River US (Blunt) CS (Shelby) 

 23 October MO Westport None US (Curtis) CS (Price) 

 25 October MO Marais des Cygnes Osage, Trading Post US (Pleasonton) CS (Marmaduke) 

 25 October MO Marmiton River Shiloh Creek, US (McNeil) CS (Price) 

 25 October KS Mine Creek Osage US (Pleasonton) CS (Marmaduke) 

 28 October MO Newtonia None US (Blunt) CS (Price) 

 29 - 30 November CO Sand Creek Chivington Massacre US (Chivington) Cheyenne Indians 
(Chief Black Kettle) 

1865 12 - 13 May TX Palmito Ranch Palmito Hill CS (Ford) US (Barrett) 

CHARGECHARGECHARGECHARGE!  
 
Is the official newsletter of the Johnny Reb Gaming Society, an international association of 
miniature wargamers who use regimental-level rules such as the Johnny Reb gaming rules  

developed by John Hill. The newsletter will provide a quarterly forum for exchanging               
information regarding the rules, original wargaming scenarios written with JR in mind, and  

historical articles of general interest to the regimental ACW gamer.  
 

US membership in the society is $20 per year, which will partially cover the cost of                    
assembling, printing, and mailing the newsletter. Dues are payable via money order or          
personal check, which must be made out to Deborah Mingus (society treasurer and                 

secretary). Our mailing address and e-mail address are as follows: 

 
The Johnny Reb Gaming SocietyThe Johnny Reb Gaming SocietyThe Johnny Reb Gaming SocietyThe Johnny Reb Gaming Society 

1383 Sterling Drive 
York PA 17404 

jrgsnl@comcast.net 
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Players may for quick pick-up games choose the composition of their armies using the following point     
system. Player will, prior to the start of the game, agree the max point value of their army, which will range 
between 100 and 700 points as detailed below. NOTE: Unit commanders are free and automatically come 
with each infantry or cavalry unit. 
 
1) A 100-point army - Brigade level game, lasting approx. 1 to 2 hours. 
2) A 200-point army – Divisional level game, lasting approx. 2 to 4 hours. 
3) A 400-point army – Corps. level game, lasting approx. 4 to 6 hours. 
4) A 700-point army - Army level game, lasting approx. 5 to 9 hours. 
 
Unit point value 

 
Permitted number of units  

 

Morale points 

If players are using the points system for a competition or want to table equally balanced units then player 
should determine the morale rating of their commanders using SECTION 27 – Commander class and morale 
rating and the morale rating of their units using SECTIONS 24, 25 and 26, assuming that each unit will have 
the same number of troops. 
 

 UNIT TYPE  
UNIT COST 

A B C D 

C-in-C 14 9 7 5 

Corps. commander 13 8 6 4 

Divisional commander 12 7 5 3 

Brigade commander 11 6 4 2 

Infantry 12 7 5 3 

Cavalry 12 7 5 3 

Short artillery 25 19 12 8 

Medium artillery 29 23 16 12 

Long artillery 36 30 23 19 

  100 

pts 
200 

pts 
400 

pts 
700 

pts 
Notes 

C-in-C 1 1 1 1 Compulsory. 

Corps. commander 0 0 1 2 1 for every 30 units 

Divisional commander 0 2 - 3 4 - 6 8 - 12 1 for every 12 units 

Brigade commander 2 - 3 4 - 6 8 - 12 12 - 24 1 for every 3 to 4 units 

Infantry No restriction   

Light cavalry 0 -2 0 - 4 2 - 8 4 - 16 1 cavalry unit for every 4 infantry units.             
EXAMPLE: A player has chosen 4 x infantry 
units. The player is now permitted to choose        
1 x cavalry unit. 

Short artillery 0 -1 0 - 2 0 - 4 0 - 8 1 artillery unit for every 8 INF/CAV units.            
EXAMPLE: A player has chosen a total of 7 x 
infantry units and 1 x cavalry unit so is now 
permitted to choose 1 x artillery unit.  

Medium artillery 0 -1 0 - 2 1 - 5 2 - 10 

Long artillery 0 -1 0 - 2 1 - 4 2 - 8 

APPENDIX - E 
Army Points List 
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APPENDIX - F 
Army breakpoint and activation counter ready reckoner 

Using the percentage ready reckoner table 
 
This table is a guide to assists with the maths when trying to resolve an army’s percentage breakpoint. 
NOTE: All the figures in the table have been rounded down to the nearest whole number.   
 
EXAMPLE: A Confederate army consisting of 12 infantry regiments, 5 cavalry regiments and 2 artillery 
bases will have a total value of 19, (12 + 5 + 2). The battle is set in 1862 so the army will tolerate 40% 
losses. Using the table first look down the ‘No. of units’ column and stop at the ‘19’ row. Now look across 
the percentage section of the table and stop at ‘40’. By cross referencing this column with the ’19’ row an 
army breakpoint figure of 7 is obtained, which is 40% of 19 rounded down to the nearest whole number.  
So in this example the tabled Confederate army will have lost the game after more than 7 units are classed 
as BROKEN units.  

No. of 

units 

No. of 

AC’s 35 40 45 

5 1 2 2 3 

6 2 2 2 3 

7 2 2 3 4 

8 2 3 3 5 

9 3 3 4 5 

10 3 4 4 6 

11 3 4 5 7 

12 4 4 5 7 

13 4 5 5 8 

14 4 5 6 9 

15 5 6 6 9 

16 5 6 7 10 

17 6 6 7 11 

18 6 7 8 11 

19 6 7 8 12 

20 7 8 9 13 

21 7 8 9 13 

22 7 8 9 14 

23 8 9 10 14 

24 8 9 10 15 

25 8 10 11 16 

26 9 10 11 16 

27 9 10 12 17 

28 9 11 12 18 

29 10 11 13 18 

30 10 12 13 19 

31 10 12 14 20 

32 11 12 14 20 

33 11 13 14 21 

34 11 13 15 22 

35 12 14 15 22 

36 12 14 16 23 
37 13 14 16 24 

Percentage %   
No. of 

units 

No. of 

AC’s 35 40 45 

38 13 15 17 24 
39 13 15 17 25 

40 14 16 18 26 

41 14 16 18 26 

42 14 16 18 27 

43 15 17 19 27 

44 15 17 19 28 

45 15 18 20 29 

46 16 18 20 29 

47 16 18 21 30 

48 16 19 21 31 

49 17 19 22 31 

50 17 20 22 32 

51 17 20 23 33 

52 18 20 23 33 

53 18 21 23 34 

54 18 21 24 35 

55 19 22 24 35 

56 19 22 25 36 

57 20 22 25 37 

58 20 23 26 37 

59 20 23 26 38 

60 21 24 27 39 

61 21 24 27 39 

62 21 24 27 40 

63 22 25 28 40 

64 22 25 28 41 

65 22 26 29 42 

66 23 26 29 42 

67 23 26 30 43 

68 23 27 30 44 

69 24 27 31 44 
70 24 28 31 45 

Percentage %   
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ARMY POINTS LIST 

Players may for quick pick-up games choose the composition of their armies using the following point     
system. Player must, prior to the start of the game, agree the max point value of their army, which will 
range between 100 and 700 points as detailed below. NOTE: Unit commanders are free and automatically 
come with each infantry or cavalry unit. 

1) A 100-point army - Brigade level game, lasting approx. 1 to 2 hours. 
2) A 200-point army – Divisional level game, lasting approx. 2 to 4 hours. 
3) A 400-point army – Corps. level game, lasting approx. 4 to 6 hours. 
4) A 700-point army - Army level game, lasting approx. 5 to 9 hours. 
 
Unit point value 

 UNIT TYPE  
UNIT COST 

A B C D 

C-in-C 14 9 7 5 

Corps. commander 13 8 6 4 

Divisional commander 12 7 5 3 

Brigade commander 11 6 4 2 

Infantry 12 7 5 3 

Cavalry 12 7 5 3 

Field Artillery (Short range) 25 19 12 8 

Field Artillery (Short medium) 29 23 16 12 

Field Artillery (Short Long) 36 30 23 19 

Horse Artillery (Short range) 29 23 16 12 

Horse Artillery (Short medium) 33 27 20 16 

Horse Artillery (Short Long) 40 34 27 23 

  100 

pts 
200 

pts 
400 

pts 
700 

pts 
Notes 

C-in-C 1 1 1 1 Compulsory. 

Corps. commander 0 0 1 2 1 for every 30 units 

Divisional commander 0 2 - 3 4 - 6 8 - 12 1 for every 12 units 

Brigade commander 2 - 3 4 - 6 8 - 12 12 - 24 1 for every 3 to 4 units 

Infantry No restriction   

Cavalry 0 -1 0 - 2 1 - 4 2 - 8 1 cavalry unit for every 4 infantry units.             
EXAMPLE: A player has chosen 4 x infantry 
units. The player is now permitted to choose        
1 x cavalry unit. 
 

Artillery (Short range) 0 -1 0 - 2 0 - 4 0 - 8 1 artillery unit for every 7 INF/CAV units.            
EXAMPLE: A player has chosen a total of 6 
x infantry units and 1 x cavalry unit so is now  
permitted to choose 1 x artillery unit.  

Artillery (Short medium) 0 -1 0 - 2 1 - 5 2 - 10 

Artillery (Short Long) 0 -1 0 - 2 1 - 4 2 - 8 

Permitted number of units 

NOTE: The number of units for artillery in the following table is applicable to both Field and Horse artillery. 

Morale points 

Players should determine the morale rating of their commanders using SECTION 27 – Commander class and 
morale rating and the morale rating of their units using SECTION 24 – Unit class and morale rating . 
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2) Page 44 - File Name: Antietam_2_13991. Description: "Battle of Antietam”, Burnside's Division, charge of 
Hawkins's Zouaves.."— Frank Leslie, 1896. 

3) Page 50 - File Name: Attack-conf_11656. Description: "Siege of Vicksburg, attack on the Confederate 
Works, May 22nd, 1863."— Frank Leslie, 1896. 

4) Page 65 - File Name: chancellors_11680. Description: "Battle of Chancellorsville, Sunday, May 3rd, 
1863."— Frank Leslie, 1896. 

5) Page 58 - Description: Peace between the Union and the Confederate States of America. Source: Edward 
S Ellis, 1899. 

PLAY TESTING 

Many thanks to the following people and the members of their associated groups for their input, comments 
(most of which are unprintable) and for assisting me in extensively play testing these rules: 

United Kingdom: David Ewing 
 Martin Richardson 

United States: Brian Casey 
 Mark Severin 

A special thank you to the following people for their input and assistance: 

John Acar, Keith Brewer, Brian Casey, Norris Darrall, David Ewing, Dan Fraser, Martin Richardson,              
J. R. Sharp, Vincent Tsao and Kim R Young.  


